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A. Intr_uetion

The University of Mississippi High Energy Physics (UMiss HEP) Group is

partially supported by the U.S. Department of Energy grant no. DE-FG05-

91ER40622 and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission (TNRLC)

project number RCFY91 30 through the SAHEP cc,nsortium. It presently consists

of three tenured or tenure-track faculty- Professors Cremaldi, Reidy and

Summers, one visiting faculty- Professor Weinstein, two postdoctoral associates -

Drs. Gounder and Moore, one technician(temporary) and five graduate students

with assistance from the physics department's electronics technician, machinist,

computer systems manager and administrative coordinator. One of the

postdoctoral associates is funded by the TNRLC and the technician has a one year

appointment funded through the SSC R&D program. Two of the graduate

students, Mr. Ali Rafatian and Ms. Danying Yi, having passed their Ph.D.

qualifying examinations, are presently in residence at Fermilab. Three

undergraduate students and three additional graduate students in computer

science have made significant contributions to the E791 and SSC R&D programs.

A 4.0 GPA B.S. physics student from Mississippi State University, Breese Quinn,

who was supported by us to work on E791 in the slimmer 1990, accepted our offer

of the one year technician position in our group and will enter physics graduate

school next fall.

The UMiss HEP group has also established a cooperative program with the

Memphis State University Physics Department whereby those students at

Memphis State who are interested in high energy physics can work with our

group and later transfer to the University of Mississippi as Ph.D. candidates in

high energy physics. One student from Memphis State University, Mr. John

Turner, has participated in E791 at Fermilab and is planning to transfer here

next year. Prof. M. S. Jahan is collaborating on radiation damage studies using

TLD and ESR techniques and several others are assisting us in the CALOR89

development. The HEP group also has a cooperative research program with

Jackson State University(an HBCU). Two faculty, Profs. Fred Lott and H. Zhang,

work with us on SSC-related detector simulation projects.



The HEP group is involved in three Fermilab experiments, E691, E769 and E791

with the latter experiment presently running at the Tagged Photon Laboratory.

This series of trend-setting heavy quark experiments has been the most

productive at the lab in the past few years. E691/E769/E791 have set the standard

fbr high rate data aquisition systems, innovative reconstruction of large data

samples and analysis techniques. These experiments have been manned by

international collaborations and have produced a number of quality Ph.D.

students.Drs. Summers and Cremaldi are seniorcollaborationmembers and
J

guide many day-to-daydecisions.The Umiss group has expended major

resourcestowardthesuccessoftheexperimentsand isexpectedtobe a leaderin

thelargeanalysiseffortsinthefuture.In supportoftheseanalysiseffortsa 900

MIP "farm"ispresentlybeingassembledatUMiss.

In addition, the group has an ongoing SSC R&D program dealing with (a) the

adaptation and use of the HETC-based detector simulation code CALOR89, (b) the

development of liquid scintillator technology for use in SSC detector calorimeters,

(c) the hanging file calorimeter project (T841 at FNAL), (d) the calorimetry

program for GEM and SDC and (e) serving as Principal Investigator of the

SAHEP program funded by the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission

and chair of the executive committee for SAHEP. This $1M (FY91) program

involves a consortium of sixteen universities and Oak Ridge National Laboratory

and has as its purpose the enhancement of the infrastructure of these universities

thereby enabling them to make significantly greater contributions to the SSC

progntm. The major contributions of the UMiss HEP group in these SSC efforts

lie mainly in the areas of detector development and simulation, simulation code

development and fast data acquisition systems.

B. _ in th_ _rimentni Hioh En_ Phy_i_,_ Prow_n I dn_n_ the period
1/1/91 to 10/31/91

_.(Photoproduction of Charm): Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas

Fisicas(CBPF), Carleton University, University of Cincinnati, FNAL, University



of Mississippi,NationalResearch Council of Canada, PrincetonUniversity,

Universidadede Sao Paolo,Universityof Toronto,Yale University- Prof.
Cremaldi.

E691 was a high statistics charm photoproduction experiment run at FNAL in the

summer of 1985. About 20 journal articles, mostly in Physical Review Letters

have been published. Additional papers are forthcoming and 25-30 papers should

result in all. We have about 25 invited talks appearing in conference proceedings

over the years. Seven graduate students have completed theses on E691, five more

are now finishing. The E691 analyses will come to completion in the next year or

so with the graduation of these students.

Dr. Cremaldi has published two papers on charmed baryon production and

decays. He has published a very accurate Ac lifetime measurement

"Measurement of the Ac+ Lifetime", which soundly established the lifetime at

about 2.2 (± 15%) psec. In 1989 he published in PRL a measurement of the Zc°
o

mass and production ratio relative to Ac -->pK_, "Observation of Zc -->Ac+ _"

Decays". Two additional papers were published by Dr. M. Gibney at U. of

Colorado in PR]:), "A Study of the Decays of the Ac+" and "A Study of the Decays of

D--> KO_+ and D -> KOK+''. In all the Colorado/Mississippi group has been quite

productive.

Dr. Cremaldi is finishing a Dalitz plot analysis of the pI_ final state produced in

Ac decays. There have been no other accounts of such an analysis in the

literature. An interesting feature has shown up on the Dalitz plot, first reported

at the Spring 1991 Meeting of the APS (Bulletin of the American Physical Society

36-4, 1246). In addition to a strong K* band, a low mass pK enhancement appears

on the Dalitz plot. It may be explained by an accumulation of low mass NK

resonances (A(1405), A(1520), etc.) whose tails feed into the low end of the Dalitz

plot on the m2(pK) axis. '_le K* and low pK erdiancement practically saturate the

Dalitz plot and thus few nonresonant decays of the Ac charmed baryon into pI_

may exist. A related, but alternative explanation of this phenomena is that of a

final state interaction between proton and kaon which may occur deep within the

weak decay. Such effects in lower energy phenomena have been reported. These
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explanationsmay have excitingimplicationsforothercharmed baryon decays,

yettobe studiedindetail.Thisanalysisisbeingcompleted.

A list of recent papers published by the E691 collaboration since our last DOE

progress report is given below. Copies of these papers are appended to this

document.

I-"Some Cabibbo-SuppressedDecays of the DO Meson", The Tagged Photon

Spectrometer Collaboration, J.C.C. Anjos et al., Phys. Rev. D. Rapid

Communications43,R635 (1991).

2-"A Study of the Decay Ds+ --->TI'g+", The Tagged Photon Spectrometer

Collaboration,J.C.Anjosetal.,Phys.Rev.D. RapidComm. 43,R2063 (1991).

3-"A Study of the Decay D+ .-.>_Oe+ve", The Tagged Photon Spectrometer

Collaboration,J.C.Anjosetal.,Phys.Rev.Lett.67,1507(1991).

Papers slated for 1991-92 publication are:

I-"Measurement ofthe Decays DO-->_+_"and Do.->K+K-, The Tagged Photon

SpectrometerCollaboration,J.C.Anjosetal.,tobe publishedin Phys.Rev.D.

RapidComm. (1991).

2- "A Study of Decays D-->K_gev and D-->K*gev", The Tagged Photon

Spectrometer Collaboration, J. C. Anjos et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

3-"Studyofthe Ds+-->¢e+ve and the AbsoluteDs+-->¢_+Branching Fraction",

The Tagged PhotonSpectrometerCollaboration,J.C.C.Anjosetal.,submittedto

Phys.Rev. Lett,

r_ec- ,,4-"Dalitz Plot Analysis of Ac+-->pKg _ ays, The Tagged Photon Spectrometer

Collaboration, J.C. Anjos et al., in preparation.
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5-"A Dalitz plot analysis of K_ Decays", The Tagged Photon Spectrometer

Collaboration, J.C. Anjos et al., in preparation.

6-"A Dalitz plot analysis of K_ Decays", The Tagged Photon Spectrometer

Collaboration, J.C. Anjos et al., in preparation.

Some mature studies in progress include:

1- D+-->K-_+(_°) e+v e decays

2- D -->_ _ e final states

3- D, Ds-->K K K final states

(Hadroproduction of Charm): Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas

Fisicas(CBPF), FNAL, University of Mississippi, Northeastern University,

University of Toronto, Tufts University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Yale

University - Profs. Cremaldi and Summers; Rafatian.

E769 is a high statistics charm hadroproduction experiment run at FNAL's

Tagged Photon Lab in the summer and fall of 1987. Charm states were produce in

hadron-N interactions at Eh=250 GeV and reconstructed on a farm of UNIX/RISC

computers. This was the first time UNIX/RISC co_lputers had been used for

reconstructing such a large data set in a high energy physics analysis.

All of E769!s 10,000 nine track tapes are reconstructed. A sub-sample of events

has been made based on the reconstruction of multiple vertices as seen in our

silicon micro-vertex detector. Recent results were presented at the DPF meeting

in Vancouver(l). They are appended to this document and include Feynman xF

and Pt distributions for charm as well as measurements of the A-dependence of

charm production. E769 is the highest statistics charm hadroproduction

experiment in the world. Its production studies of A-dependence and flavor

5
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production are unique and will help guide decisions about future heavy quark

experiments. Three Ph.D. dissertation have resulted so far, two from the

University of Toronto and one from Yale University.

A paper describing the reconstruction farm that Prof. Don Summers and Dr.

Chris Stoughton (Fermilab) put together to reconstruct E769 data has been

submitted for publication(2). A copy is included in the Appendix. This

reconstruction method is now being duplicated throughout the world and has

been thesubjectofmany conferencetalks.

Ali Rafatian is a senior graduate student working toward a Ph.D. at the

University of Mississippi using E769 data. He has participated in the

reconstruction effort at Fermilab for two years. Over the past year Rafatian has

done studies to understand the effect of our transverse trigger on the charm

production cross sections. He has been working closely with Dr. Jeff Spalding of

Fermilab on this project. A full report to the E769 collaboration by Rafatian and

colleagues is in the Appendix. He is also working on the extraction of the Do-->K"

_+x+_r- in the data set. He will use this additional D° signal to crosscheck and

improve the significance of production studies in other channels. A copy of

Rafatian's prospectus, "Study of the Cross-section for Hadroproduced Neutral D

Mesons in Experiment E769 at FNAL", has been submitted to his dissertation

committee. A copy can be found in the Appendix. The defense of the prospectus is

the final formal requirement before submission of the dissertation.

References

(1) "Charm Productionin 250 GeV/c Hadron-Nucleon Interactions",Robert

Jedickeand Lee Lueking forthe E769 Collaboration,Physicsof Particlesand

Fields,August,1991,Vancouver,BritishColumbia,CANADA

(2)"UsingParallelRiskComputers and 8mm Tapes toFind Charm Quarks",

submittedto"ComputersinPhysics".
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(Hadroproduction of Charm): University of California-Santa

Cruz(UCSC), Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas(CBPF), University of

Cincinnati, FNAL, Illinois Institute of Technology(IIT), University of

Mississippi(UMiss), Princeton University, Ohio State University(OSU), Tel-Aviv

University, Tui_s University, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro(UFRJ),

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Yale University- Profs. Cremaldi, Reidy and

Summers; Dr.Gounder;Aitala,Rafatian,Richand Yi.

E791 is a very high statistics charm hadroproduction experiment r_mning at

FNAL's Tagged Photon Laboratory. Through rc'N interactions at E_=500 GeV we

expect to recontruct over 100 K charm particles for detailed studies. An unbiased

transverse energy trigger is used for the collection of data containing charm and

other heavy states. Through an enormous data writing capability of about 10

MB/s we are able to log about 1 billion interactions per week (1000 EXABYTE

tapes/wk). This resulting large data sample will be reconstructed on KMIP

computing farms being set up by CBPF, OSU, and UMiss. A detailed status

report on E791 is included in the Appendix with the event accumulation

represented in Figure 1. A KO-short peak obtained from analyzing lM events(1

tape) is represented in Figure 2.

The spectrometerhad a successfulshakedown run in the summer of 1990.

/ Problemswere identifiedand fixed.The experimentbegan data takinginJuly

I 1991and has loggedabout10billioneventstotapeby mid-October.The University

ofMississippiisinvolvedwitha number oftheE791 systems.Theseinvolvements

includeboth hardware and soitware.The systemsincludethe spectru_:_cter

Cerenkov detectors,the beamlineand spectrometezPWC's, the muon detection

systems,thelow voltagemonitoringsystem,theplatinum/diamondtargetand the

data aquisitionsystem.As mentionedabove,we arealsocommissioninga KMIP

farm at UMiss forthe reconstructionof approximately1/3of the E791 data

sample.

Cerenkov Detectors

Two large multi-cell Cerenkov detectors provide particle identification in the
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E791 K Short Peak Number of events = 230 +- 17 Milind Purohit

The first check of the magnetic field improvement was the K-short peak.
Now, I get around i000 SMD K-shorts for a million events (i tape). This
ts with a SDZ cut of around 14, corresponding to roughly 10mm. (The
sigma in z is presently dominated by secondary vertex errors of 700
microns, the error is only 200 microns for the primary). The width is
4.9 +- 0.5 MeV/c^2, quite respectable. A sample K-short peak is
reproduced below.
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• BIN WID = 0.2000E-02 * MEAN VALUE = 0.5054E+00

• R . M . S = 0.1911E-01 * CHISQUAR = 0.4876E+02

Figure 2



spectrometer at the Tagged Photon Lab (TPL). All physics done at TPL has

depended in varying degrees on this system. No large upgrades have been made

since E691 (summer 1984) although some of the photomultiplier tubes have had to

be replaced.

The Cerenkov system has operated in a stable and efficient fashion and is under

the supervision of Dr. Cremaldi. The E791 spectrometer Cerenkov counters were

successfully brought up for the summer 91 run with the assistance of Reidy,

Summers and graduatestudentEricAitala. Eric kept a closewatch on the

systemthroughthesummer run phaseand became quiteknowledgableaboutthe

hardware and many otherdetailsof the system. Recentlya new postdoctoral

researchassociate,Dr. KrishGounder,has joinedour group. He has phased-in

tooverseetheoperationofthesecountersforthefinalmonths oftherun.

The Tel Aviv Universityand Mississippigroups,under the superxdsionofDr.

Cremaldi, has taken the principalresponsibilityin bringingup the offline

software.They areresponsibleforCerenkovcodeconversiontotheE791 CMS code

management system,and calibrationof the counters.Dr. Cremaldi,working

closelywith members of the Tel Aviv group,has recentlymade significant

advancesin bringingup the reconstructionand calibrationpackages. Gounder

and Cremaldi,alongwith theTelAviv group,willverifytheCerenkovpackagefor

thefinalE791 reconstruction.

A threshholdlightcurveusingonlya smallamount of data but demonstrating

the properlightsensingcharacteristicsofthe.detectorsisshown in Figure3 on

thenextpage.

AddedMuon DetectionatTpL

A majorshortcomingoftheE791 spectrometeratTPL isthemuon detection.The

semileptonicmuon signalhas not been competitivewith the D-->Xev decays

because of an added levelof reconstructionbackground. This background

originatesfrom the unavoidable _ and K decays in the spectrometerand

reconstructionaccidentalsdue to unassociatedhadron track overlapsin the

simple singlelayeredTPL muon wall. We determined that even a modest
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CHERENKOV LIGHT YIELD vs MOMENTUM

Here we display a normalized yield of Cherenkov photons versus

momentum (GEV) fora small sample of data taken by E79![. The fits

show that the threshold behavior is as predicted for a ,N2 gas radiator

in C1 and a 80:20 mix of He to N2 in C2.
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addition to the existing system would greatly reduce background by

misassociation.In our lastproposalwe requestedfunds forconstructionofa

secondlayerofscintillatorspacedbehindtheexistingsystembut we receivedno

F¥91 fundsforthisproject.However,we were convincedthatthisadditionwould

enableus toextendour studiestosemileptonicdecays.UltimatelytheUniversity

contributed$10K and we erecteda new 17 paddlewall ofnew scintillatorto

enhance the E791 muon detectionin the centralregion. Our E791 advanced

graduate studentDanying Yi is responsibleforthissystem. She assembled,

checked out and a'.ountedthe system during May-July, 1991. Now she is

overseeingallmuon systemsatTPL. Danyingishopingtobe abletoextractclean

semileptoniccharm decaysin muon channels,somethingnotdone beforeinany

TPL analysis.

Danying Yi isas excellentstudentwho achievedthehighestscoresin her class

on the PH.D. comprehensiveexamination.She has been supportedby Fermilab

asfundswere requestedbutnotprovidedforherinourFY91 budgetalthoughshe

had been supportedinourFY90 budget!J.Peopleshasonlyagreedtosupporther

fortheE791 runningtimeso we must providefundsforher afterJanuary,1992.

Universityfundsarenotavailableforthistypeofsupport.

PWC System

This systemiscomposed ofeightbeamlinePWCs forbeam particletrackingand

two downstream Y-viewplanesmainly used forpatternrecognition.There are

about1000 channelsinall.These beam chambers areused forbeam trackingin

conjunctionwith the beamline silicondetectors.Earlyanalysisputs our total

beam trackfindingefficiencynear 98% fora snapshotofruns. Beam trackingis

importantinourvertexreconstruction,especiallyfortheimplementationofa fast

filter/reconstruction.The TPL PWC systems were commissioned by senior

graduatestudentAliRafatianand graduatestudentTim Rich. Drs. Summers

and Cremaldi guided theirwork throughthe 1990 summer run and maintain

closecontactwith them. Tim Rich worked with Ali in the summer of 91 on

furtherchecksofthePWCs, but has returnedforfallclasses.During thistime

they setthe operatingvoltagesand fixedbad readoutcardsas wellas writing

onlinemonitoringroutinesforthePWC system.Richgave an excellentsummary

9



of the work at the last summer group meeting of the E791 collaboration. Although

Rafatian is doing a dissertation on experiment E769, he is still available for

consultation and emergencies relating to the PWC sytems.

Low Voltage Monitoring

Dr. Summers and student Eric Aitala have implemented the low voltage

monitoring system for E791. This system records and checks all low voltage levels

at TPL. It is very important to the stable running of the experiment. Aitala has

written and implemented much of the software and is regarded as the expert on

call for this system.

Data Aquisition Svtem :,

The E791 data aquisition system is performing as advertised, accepting an event

every 100 microseconds and writing them to tape at 10MB/s. D. Summers was

intimately involved in the design and procurement of the system. He has also

designed NIM electronics for the FERA ADC readout and, working with P.

Kasper at IIT, continues to maintain this system. Dr. Gounder of our group i_

the system manager for the TPL VAX cluster.

UMiss Reconstruction "Farm"

We are assembling a parallel UNIX/RISC computing farm at the University of

Mississippi to be used in the reconstruction of E791 and in SSC simulations.

About 1/3 of this $200k system was purchased with DOE funds and the remainder

with TNRLC funds. Breese Quinn, who was hired with SSC funds as the farm

manager, has made exceptional progress on bringing up the UNIX farm. The

farm consists of 40 DECstation Model 5000/200s with 25 MHz MIPS R3000 CPUs.

The CPUs are connected over ETHERNET. For E791 analysis events will be

distributed over the 40 nodes for parallel reconstruction. It is intended that this

system will process 1/3 of the E791 data set or about 5 billion events (6000 raw data

tapes). This reconstruction will generate about 3000 additional data summary

tapes.

We received the 40 CPUs in July '91 and they have all been tested and installed.
i

They are connected to the HEP community over INTERNET provided by UMiss.
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The E769 reconstruction program has been compiled and run on these

workstations as a test and to establish the "effective MIPs" for the system. We

have read data from and written data to 8mm tape drives. E791 soi_ware is being

ported to the DECstations for further tests. Diskless clients are currently online.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the "farm".

4. Theory (Hadron - Hadron Interaction Mechanisms): University of Mississippi,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Universi'_y of Tennessee - Prof. Weinstein

Studies are being carried out on possible hadron-hadron interaction mechanisms

and a model for incorporating these mechanisms in a coupled channel

formalism(I). In reviewing an application of these ideas to pseudoscalar-

pseudoscalar S-wave scattering we find that s-channel resonance formation with

quark exchange processes are sufficient to reproduce experimental observations

and meson exchange forces are not required. We are extending this study to

various systems(2).

References

1. "Low Mass Pseudoscalar-Pseudoscalar Dynamics", in preparation.

2. "Strangeness +2 KK Scattering in a qqqq Potential Model, submitted to Phys.

Rev. D

C. Proove_ in the SSC __eh _nd loDm_nt Proem dllrlng the period

1/1/91 to 10/31/91 - Pr0fs. Cremaldi, Reidy and Summers; Dr. Moore; Brown,

Ping and Yi.

Our major efforts deal mainly with (1) the adaptation of the HETC-based detector

simulation code CALOR89 to a UNIX environment, (2) the development of liquid

scintillator technology for use in SSC detector calorimeters, (3) the hanging file

calorimeter project (T841 at FNAL), (4) the calorimetry program for GEM and
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SDC and i5) serving as Principal Investigator of the SAHEP proposal to the Texas

National Research Laboratory Commission and chair of the executive committee

for SAHEP.

This work has been primarily carried out by Dr. Brent Moore and Professors

Cremaldi, Reidy and Summers with assistance from three graduate students and

two undergraduate students. The calculational effort has been carried out on our

Silicon Graphics workstation and the PDSF at the SSC Laboratory although we

are beginning to use some of the facilities of the 900 MIP DECstation 5000/200

"farm" being assembled by the UMiss HEP group.

t. AdBDtation of the HETC.h_d CAI_R89 Code to a UNIX ]_nvironment

The CALOR computer code system, which has prime application in hadronic and

electromagnetic cascade simulation as required for calorimeter design, has been

in development for nearly 20 years. This code system has been heavily utilized

during the past several years to carry out SSC calorimeter design. A flow

diagram ofthe code isgivenin Figure5. The three-dimensional,multimedia,

high-energynucleon-mesontransportcode(HETC)isused,with modifications,to

obtaina detaileddescriptionof the nucleon-mesoncascadeproduced in the

calorimeter.This Monte Carlo code takesintoaccountthe slowingdown of

charged particlesvia the continuosslowing-downapproximation,the decay of

charged pionsand muons, inelasticnucleus-nucleusand charged-pion-nucleus

(excludinghydrogen) collisionsthrough the use of the intermediate-energy

intrnuclearcascade-evaporation(MECC)model (E < 3 GEV),scalingmodel (3_ E _>

-25 GEV),and a multi-chainfragmentationmodel,FLUKA, (E>_-25 GeV) as well

as inelasticnucleon-hydrogenand charged-pion-hydrogencollisionsvia the

isobarmodel (E < 3 GeV) and phenomenologicalfitstoexperimentaldata (E > 3

GEV). Also accountedforare elasticneutron-nucleus(E < 100 MeV) collisions

and elasticnucleonand chargedpioncollisionswith hydrogen. The transportof

electrons,positronsand gammas iscarriedoutusingtheEGS4 system.Neutrons

which are produced with energiesbelow 20 MeV are transportedusing the

MORSE MC transportcode.Time dependenceisincludedinMORSE.
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We originallyobtainedCALOR89 from Tony GabrielofORNL, theauthorofthe

packageofprograms. He and T. Handler had been runningthe program on an

IBM 3090 mainframe attheUniversityofTennessee.Afterextensiverevisionit

was run with some successon the UMiss mainframe IBM 3084, but this

computerwas difficultto use. This was due in partto the awkwardness ofthe

VM/CMS operatingsystemand inparttotheoperatingpoliciesoftheuniversity

computercenterwhich maintainsthe machine.

lthad been our intentionallalongtoportthe packageofprograms toa UNIX

workstation.These machines are in the processofbecoming,ifthey have not

become already,the preferredcomputer foruse in sc_ientificapplications.In

additionto being powerful and easy to use, the machines are generally

workstations.This means the costisrelativelylow and the scientificuserswho

have such a computer availablehave controlover and exclusiveuse of the

machine.

The first UNIX machine on which CALOR was installed and run was a Silicon

Graphics Personal Iris 4D/20 Workstation at the University of Mississippi. After

some preliminary benchmarking, the code was taken to SSCL in May 1991 where

work was done in conjunction with Lee Roberts, an SSCL physicist, to check the

performance of the code on various UNIX platforms. The code was compiled and

run on the Silicon Graphics 40/380 and Sun Sparc 2 Workstations of the Physics

Detector Simulation Facility (PDSF) at SSCL. The code was also compiled and run
,)

on a DECstation and an IBM RISC machine. A variety of portability problems

arose and quick, temporary solutions found. The code at times stopped running

because of bugs in the programs. Some of these problems had arisen before and

were thought to be rare, but we learned they were not as rare as supposed.

CALOR89 has alsobeen broughtup on an ApolloDN10000 at the Universityof

Alabama by Yuwu Yu and JerryBusenitz.We helpedthem, throughelectronic

mailexchanges,in bringingup the codeon thiscomputer,and we learnedabout

severalmore problemsrelatedtotheportabilityofthecodeintheprocess.During

a visittothe UniversityofMississippiby Yuwu Yu inAugust,we helpedthem

understandhow the analysisisdone in theuser writtensubroutinesofSPECT,
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MORSE and the EGS4 programs and assisted them in putting some tracking code

in place.

The UNIX version of a couple of CALOR programs, HETC and MORSE, were

_ven to Ken Johns of the University of Arizona who was working at Fermilab. As

they intended to use the programs on a Silicon Graphics, few portability issues

arose, but they have been running the program to do some neutron studies.

The highenergyphysicsgroupat theUniversityofMississippinow has a farm of

41 DECstation5000/Model200 workstationsthatarebeingconfiguredintoa farm

thatwillgivethegroupabout900 MIPS ofCPU computingpower.The equipment

arrivedin lateJune and earlyJuly and ispresentlybeingcheckedout and the

"farm"configurationassembled.Some workstationsareavailableforcomputing,

however,and CALOR has been run fora feweventson one oftheDECstations.

Version3.0ofDEC Fortranisconsideredtohave considerableproblems,but the

compiler nonethelessdid an excellentjob of findingsome dead code and

undefinedvariablesthatothercompilers--particularly,theSiliconGraphicsand

Sun compilers--didnotdetect.

In themeantime,theUNIX versionthatwas takentoSSCL was rewrittenby us to

make the code as transportableas possiblewith as littlealterationas possible.

The codenow runs on SiliconGraphics,Sun,and DECstationcomputerswithout

alterationand requiresonly minimal change foruse on IBM RISC and Apollo

UNIX platforms.

In addition,the bugs thatwere in thepackagehave been addressed.Due to a

problemintheoriginalCALOR89 program,particlessometimestendtogetlostin

the geometry. A work-around for thisproblem has been implemented by

throwingaway theparticlethatislostand treatingitas thoughithad escaped.

This allowsthe program tocontinuerunning. As the erroroccursonlyrarely,

thisisnot of greatconcern.The program printsout considerableinformation

aboutthelostparticleincludingtheparticletype,theenergyoftheparticleand its

energy,the particlesoldand new locations,and the eventnumber in which the

erroroccurred.Thisinformationcan helptheuserdecidewhether the lossofa
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particle can be expected to significantly affect the results enough to warrant

throwing out the event in the final analysis.

It would be preferable, of course, to fix the bug that is causing the problem in the

first place. Diagnosing the difficulty, however, is expected to be a very involved

undertaking. While this certainly should be pursued, the temporary work-

arounds should assure that the programs are viable and useful until a

permanent solutionisfound.

Considerable and detailed documentation has been written and is continuing to be

developed on the new UNIX versions to help users and to outline the changes

from the IBM version that have been put in place.

The current UNIX version of CALOR89 has been labeled Unix Version 3 or

CALOR89ftY3. On November 10, 1991 this version of CALOR89 was made

available to SSCL for installation on PDSF and for general distribution to users in

the high energy physics community who wish to run the code on their own

machines.

In summary, CALOR89 isnow running at the UniversityofMississippion a

SiliconGraphics Personal Iris4D/20 workstationand on DEC 5000/200

workstationsas wellas theIBM 3084 campus mainframe.We have been running

theUNIX versionofthecodeon the PDSF facilityat theSSCL where itruns on

both theSiliconGraphicsbatchranchmachinesand on theSun Sparc2 front-end

workstations.

In addition, LrNIX versions of CALOR89 created at the University of Mississippi

are currently being used by groups at the University of Alabama on an Apollo

DN10000 and at Fermilab by University of Arizona researchers.

Some features of CALOR/U3:

A number of new features and enhancements have been incorporated into the
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UNIX versionof CALOR which shouldmake the code easierto use and more

robust.Followingisa partiallistofthesefeatures:

1 -Parameters Set in Input Files Rather than Being "Hardwired" Into the

Programs

Previously, in HETC and EGSPREP for electrons only, onehad to edit user-

modified subroutines to input information such as type of particle to begin

transporting, the energy, position and direction of the initial particle, and the

dimensions of the calorimeter. This information is now included in the standard

input files. Thus, one should only need to compile HETC and EGSPREP once the

code i._ installed on the computer. It is no longer necessary to recompile these

programs each time one wishes to change parameters for a new run. Other

programs which need never be compiled more than once for use on a machine are

LIGHT, PEGS, and the SLABGEOM geometryroutine which creates the geometry
file.

ThisSLABGEOM routineisveryuseful.Withoutit,one would need towriteout

thegeometry inputfileoneself.This program was writtenby Tom Handler in

PASCAL. He ran iton a PC and transferredthe resultinggeometry filetothe

computer on which he was runningCALOR. The program was convertedfrom

PASCAL toFORTRAN attheUniversityofMississippisoitcouldbe run on the

same UNIX machinesthatwere beingused torun CALOR.

2 -Makefiles

One feature of UNIX is the ability to use makefiles to link routines into an

executable. Each program has its own directory. Within this directory, the main

program and each subroutine, function, and block data subroutine is in its own

file. If one wishes to change subroutine BANKR in MORSE, for example,one edits

the file, bankr.f. After making all changes, one then types 'make'. The computer

automatically recompiles only those routines which have been re-written since
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thelastcompile.The resultingobjectfilesarethen linkedwith theobjectfilesof

theroutineswhichhadnot been changedtoforma new executable.Thisreduces

compiletime considerablyforthose programs which do have to be alteredand

recompiledby theuser.

3 -OptiontoReducetheSizeoftheHistoryFile

The historyfileofHETC containsalltheinformationaboutcollisions,escaping

particlesand boundary crossingsthatoccurredduringthe particletransportin

HETC, This historyfilecan be severalhundred megabytes,or even a few

gigabytesinsize.For aslabcalorimeterthathas many slabs,most ofthehistory

filewillconsistofrecordsof'boundary crossings.A greatdealof spacecan be

savedby not writingout allofthe boundary crossings.Some ofthe boundary

crossingsmust be writtenoutsincedE/dxlossescontributetotheenergydetected

by the activemedia. However, one can avoidwritingout boundary crossings

where particleshave traveledthroughpassivemediaiftheuserdoesnotintendto

analyzedirectlytheenergydepositedin thepassivemedia. This can reducethe

sizeofthehistoryfileby a factorofalmost2 toasmuch as 10ormore.

The userincludesintheinputthenumber ofactivemedia and forwhich media to

writeout thedE/dxlosses.Up tosevenmay be chosen.Ifthenumber ofactive

media ischosen tobe zero,then allboundary crossingswillbe writtenout as
, ,

before.Invokingthisoptionallowthe simulationofmany eventsat a time in

situationswhere thesim_ationwouldhave otherwisebeen brokenup intoseveral

runsofa few eventseach-.savingbothdiskSpaceand muchtime.

4 -Standard Random Number Generator

The CALOR89/U3 package now uses a standard random number generator from

CERNLIB. Thus, the code should be able to be run on a variety of machines and
I

give similar results on these different machines if the same set of random

number seeds is used. This is possible even for those machines that don't have
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native random number generators provided the machines have CERNLIB

installed. If desired, it is a very simple matter for a user to change the random

number generator to be used.

5 -Additional Diagnostics for Errors

J

It is easy to make many simple mistakes when running the CALOR package of

programs. An effort has been made to incorporate diagnostics to warn the user of

a number of common errors that may be made when running the program.

These diagnostics say explicitly what went wrong and what needs to be done to

correct the situation.

6 -Greater Ease in Increasing the Size of Arrays and Common Blocks

A number of parameter statements have been incorporated to allow the user to

quickly change the size of arrays in various programs and to change the size of'
the MCOMM common block in MORSE. This common block is used[ to store a

great deal of information, including geometry and cross section information.

Should the common block not have enough space to store all this in£_rmation, a

diagnostic is printed out telling the user how much larger the common block

' should be. The user simPlY edits an include file, mcomm.h, which contains a

parameter statement defining l_he size of common block MCOMM. After editing,

the user types 'make', and tile program automatically recompiles only those

programs which use the MCOMM common block and links them with the rest of

the program.

7 -]_eport Files

i

On UNLX computers which have the intrinsic subroutine, FLUSH, available, the

report files are a very nice hmture. Calling FLUSH with an output file unit

number as argument causes the contents of the buffer for that file to be written out
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immediately. The MORSE, SPECT, and EGS4 routines each print out a line to a

report file as soon as they finish with each event. The report file includes the

event number, the number of energy depositions recorded for that event, and the

total energy deposited for the event. While the program runs in the background,

there_bre, the user can at any time check the number of events that have been

processed by the routine. The number of energy depositions per event helps to give

some measure of how long the program be expected to take to run. Finally, the

averageenergypereventcan be checkedtoseeifitisfeasibleand consistentwith

what isexpected.Thus,a usermay quicklyand easilymonitortheprogressofa

CALOR program.

2. TJcmid Sclntill_tor R&D

Dr. Reidy is co-Principal Investigator and contact person for the liquid scintillator

calorimetry R&D program which was funded by the SSC laboratory for FY91. A

copy of the FY91 MOU and the FY92 R&D renewal proposal with the first year

progress report is in the Appendix. Funds only became available during the

summer, so progress has not been as rapid as we had hoped. However, from the

reportone can tellthat some resultshave alreadybeen achievedin terms of

compatibilitystudiesand radiationdamage studies. The University of

Mississippiis in the processof modifyinga UV visiblephotometer and a

fluorescensespectrophotometerforuse inthesestudies.The Universityhas both

a highratecobalt-60source(200kradsperhour)and a low doserateCs-137source

(125 rads per hour max) which giveus the capabilityofobtainingradiation

damage informationat both high ratesand the more SSC type low rates.A

graduatestudent,DavidBrown,isassistinginthiseffortand thefirstsetoffibers

willbe radiatedin November. In addition,detectorsimulationcalculationson a

rudimentarycalorimeterare beingperformedusingthe CALOR89 code. These

calculationswillbe compared with the testbeam resultson a rudimentary

calorimeterwhich willbe performed at the Institutefor Theoreticaland

Experimental Physics in Moscow in earlyDecember. This calorimeteris

describedin the appendix.The testbeam resultswillallowus toparameterize

CALOR forthisparticulargeometryand enableus tomore accuratelypredictthe
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performance of an actual calorimeter both for single particles and for jets.

_m_n_ File CMorimeter Procrnm(T841) at Fermilab

•We have participated in the design, assembly, and beam test of the "hanging file"

calorimeter at FNAL which has become part of SDC. A copy of the MOU with the

SSCL is in the Appendix. Prof's Cremaldi and Reidy, Dr. Moore and two students

have contributed to the effort. Radiation damage studies on plastic tiles and

_v_velength shifting_WLS) fibers have been initiated at UMiss using the Low Dose

Rate Facility and extensive detector simulation calculations have been done. We

are presently comparing our calculations with the results of _ome of the initial

runs and using this to "fine tune" some of the parameters in CALOR. Our

calculations first showed that one could achieve compensation using a lead/iron

calorimeter using shaping times of less than 90 nanoseconds. Only a 1 to 2

percent difference is calculated if shaping times of 30 nanoseconds are used.

One configuration which was extensively studied consisted of an EM section

EMcal composed of 40 cells, each cell being 118 Inch Pb - 3mm plastic scintillator,

followed by a hadron section Hcal having 55 cells, each being I inch Pb - 3mm

plastic scintillator. The energy deposition in the scintillator calculated for an

incident energy of 225 GeV is represented in Figure 6. The break at slab 41

corresponds to the change in the calorimeter configuration Now it is not clear

which is the best method to use to weight the EMcal and Hcal response. One,,

method is to maximize the hadron resolution in Hcal. From Figure 7 one finds a

weight of about 4.7 gives the best resolution. By contrast using the dE/dx method

gives a factor of 6.5. It is interesting to note the effect of the weighting factor on

the e/_ ratio; this is represented in Figure 8. A factor of 6.5 would give an e/_ ratio

of about 0.85. The experimental data from the hanging file _hould aid us in our

understanding of the best method to use as well as what values of other

parameters such as electron energy cut-off should be chosen. Some more detailed

results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Results for Hanging File Calorimeter Simulation

EMcal: 1/8 inch Pb/3mm Plastic Scintillator x 40 96ns Time Gate
Hcal: I inch Fe/3mm Plastic Scintillator x 55 All-Data Fits

Energy Hadronic Electronic e/pi

Relative Weighting of HCAL to ECAL: 4.2

10 GeV 14.2 +/- 0.6 3.71 +/- 0.14 1.297 +/- 0.009
25 GeV 11.6 +/- 0.5 2.31 +/- 0.08 1.293 +/- 0.007
50 GeV 8.8 +/- 0.3 1.51 +/- 0.06 1.252 +/- 0.005

100 GeV 6.7 +/- 0.3 1.09 +/- 0.05 1.239 +/- 0.005
225 GeV 6.2 +/- 0.2 0.88 +/- 0.03 1.232 +/- 0.003

Relative Weighting of HCAL to ECAL: 4.7

10 GeV 13.3 +/- 0.5 3.73 +/- 0.14 1.192 +/- 0.007
25 GeV 11.0 +/- 0.4 2.37 +/- 0.08 1.183 +/- 0.006
50 GeV 8.0 +/- 0.3 1.55 +P 0.06 1.152 +/- 0.004

I00 GeV 5.8 +/_ 0.3 I. I0 +P 0.05 1.132 +/-0.004
225 GeV 5.6 +i'- 0.2 0.86 +/- 0.03 1.125 +/- 0.003

Additional results are givenin the Appendix.
,

Cont_bution.q to,th_ C_dor_met4__proar__m. f_r C__
,/

I

Our expertise in detector simulation calculation, our experience with scintillation

detectors and our developing program in radiation damage studies has resulted

in a natural interest in scintillation-based calorimetry. Our principle efforts have

been devoted to paraUel plate scintillation calorimetry, both with rigid plastic

scintillators and, with liquid scintillator plate-type cells_ Some of our activities are

described above in section C(2 and 3). We were charter members of the
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scintillation plate calorimetry SSC R&D program at ANL and FNAL. The focus

of this R&D effort has been toward calorimetry for SDC since it has chosen

scintillating plate as the primary technology for the electromagnetic and hadron

calorimeter. We are playing a significant role in this program and plan to

continue.

About two years ago, as an alternate technology to the scintillating plate, we

formed a collaboration with personnel from ORNL, ITEP and University of

Tennessee to study liquid scintillator technology for use in an SSC calorimeter.

Dr. Reidy is co-Principal Investigator and contact person for this funded SSC R&D

work. This technology had been proposed for use in the L* hadron calorimeter

and the R&D effort was pursued with this in mind. Later this effort evolved into

part of the GEM collaboration. Consequently, the UMiss HEP group also has a

role in the GEM detector program. Much of our work with CALOR89 and liquid

scintillation calorimetry has been focussed on the GEM detector. In addition,

there is a great deal of complementarity between the studies needed for

scintillating plate calorimetry and the liquid scintillator calorimetry and the

UMiss HEP group provides a valuable interface between these two technologies.

In addition, Dr. Reidy currently serves as secretary for the Collaboration Council

of GEM.

Initlative nnd th_ TNltIA_

Several years ago, a number of high energy physicists in the South were

convinced that the success of the SSC project would depend on broadly based

support throughout the nation and, in particular, the South can and must play a

major role in this initiative. We also recognized that, in general, the high energy

groups in the southern institutions were smaller and had more limited resources

than their counterparts in many other parts of the country. A number of us

decided that the best way to participate more fully in the SSC program was to

establish a consortium of southern groups where we could draw on the expertise

and facilities of a number of institutions. With this in mind, a consortium of

southern high energy physics groups, the Southern Association for High Energy
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Physics (SAHEP) was formed in May 1988 to help contribute the considerable

strengths of the southern region to the SSC program. This consortium is growing

and presently consists of 23 university:based groups and four research oriented

laboratories and industries including Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Dr. Reidy

of UM,ss was elected the chairman of the consortium. Later, a subgroup of 16

universities and Oak Ridge National Laboratory with Oak Ridge Associated

Universities as the administrative arm formed a sub-consortium and applied to

the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission (TNRLC) for funds. The

use ofthesefundsistoenhance theinfrastructureoftheseuniversitiesthrough

theadditionofstaffand equipmenttherebyenablingtheseinstitutionstomake

greatercontributionsto the SSC program. The TNRLC has expressed a

willingnesstoprovidelong-termfundingso the universitiescoulddeveloptheir

infrastructureat a reasonableand assuredpace.ProfessorReidywas chosenas

thechairoftheexecutiveboardforthissub-consortium.In,_pril1991,thisgroup

was awarded $1M by theTNRLC. The UniversityofMississippireceived$90,000

primarilyforthe supportofa postdoctoralassociateand a new facultymember.

The postdoctoralassociatepositionwas fundedSeptember 1,1991 and a searchis

currentlyunderway tofillthefacultyposition.In addition,theTNRLC, alsoin

1990,awardedtheUniversityofMississippi$200,000towardtheestablishmentofa

UNIX based"farm"toassistus in performingcalculationsfortheSSC program.

This"farm"ispresentlybeingassembledand has been describedin sectionB(3).

These fundshave enabledus tohave a postdoctoralassociatefull-timeon E791

funded by DC E/HEP and anotherpostdoctoralassociatefull-timeon detector

simulationcalculationsand code development. In addition,the TNRLC funds

have been used to support two graduate students to assist in these calculations.

Dr. Reidy is Principal Investigator for this $1M contract and ORAU serves as the

administrative unit to distribute the funds.

p

I), S_

The University of Mississippi High Energy Physics Group is active in three

Fermilab experiments and the SSC R&D program. During the calendar year,

most of our efforts at Fermilab have been devoted to running on E791 where we
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have extensiveon-lineresponsibilities.These includethe Cerenkov counters,

PWCs, low voltage monitoringsystem, beam counters,a muon "wall"of

scintillationcountersand partofthedata acquisitionsystem. At the University

we have devoteda majoreffortin thelastsixmonths toward the assemblyand

checkoutofn 900 MIP 40 DECstation5000/200"farm"which willbeused ibrdata

analysisofthe Fermilabexperimentsand SSC-relatedcalculations.We have a

strong SSC R&D program involvingdetectorsimulationcalculationsand

radiationdamage studiesin support of the scintillationpla_eprogram at

Fermilab (an SDC initiative),the liquidscintillatorcalorimeterySSC R&D

program (withProf.Reidy as co-P.I,and as part ofthe GEM initiative)and

detectorsimulationcode(CALOR) adaptationforuseattheSSCL and otherUNIX

environments. Professor Reidy also serves as secretary of the GEM Collaboration

Council and as P.I. on the $IM funded initiative from TNRLC which involves the

enhancement of the infrastructure of 16 universities in the South. Finally,

members of the group have co-authored three refereed publications, submitted

two proposals to the SSCL and one to the TNRLC and have presented seven papers

at national meetings. In addition, they have authored numerous reports many of

which are included in the Appendix.
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Abstract Submitted

for the April 1990 Meeting of the

' American Physical Society

April 22..25, 1991

PACS Suggested Session

14.20 High EnergyParticle Physics

RESONANT DECAYS of the Ac+- The Tagged Photon

Spectrometer Collaboration *,**. The resonant decays of the Ac+ into

pK *° and A++ K" can give insight into the weak decay of this charmed

baryon. We have performed a Dalitz plot analysis of the three body

decay Ac+---> pK-_ +, A sample of 101+-13 decays reconstructed in

Fermilab photoproduction experiment E691 were used in the analysis.

We present results on the measured resonant and nonresonant decay

fractions from these Ac+ decays.

* submitted by L. M. Cremaldi.

** Work supported by tlae U.S. Department of Energy, by the National
Research Council of Canada, and the Brasilian Conselho Nacional de

Desenvolvimento Cientifico Tecnologico.

Prefer Standard Session

Lucien M. Cremaldi

Department of Physics

and Astronomy

Universiry of Mississippi

University, MS 38677



Abstract Submitted

for the 1991 Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society
November l l- 13, 199 l

PACS Suggested Session

l 2.13. l 4 High Ener_ Par_cle

Phen0menology

Low Mass Pseudoscalar Pseudoscalar Dy,n_mics-JOHN

WEINSTEIN, University of Mississipi*--We discuss a simple quark

model which successfully describes the dynamics of low mass

pseudoscal,'u'-pseudoscalar interactions and compare the results with

scattering and production data. We conclude that quark exchange

interactions and quar k antiquark annihilation and creation processes
alone describe the data, there is no need to include effect,,; due to the

moretraditionalmesonexchangeprocesses.
e

*Supportedinpartby theU.S.Departmentof Energy{DE-FG05-

91ER40622) and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission.

Prefer Standard Session

John Weinstein

Department of ',Physics

and Astronomy

University of/vlississippi

University. MS 38677



Abstract Submitted

tor the 1'991 Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society

November 11-13, 1991

PACS Suggested Session

0 l High Energy Particle physics

SAHEP lind the TNRLC- Partners in a Vision - JAMES J.

REIDY, University of Mississippi*--A group of 20 institutions in the

Southern Association for High Energy Physics (SAHEP) has received

one million dollars (SLM) this year from the Texas National Research

Laboratory Commission (TNRLC) to assist in enhancing the

infrastructure in high energy physics research at these institutions. This

is part of a commitm,cnt by the TNRLC to assist Southern institutions in

playing a greater role in the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC)

program. The present status of the SAHEP/TNRLC program w_'tUbe
described and future plans and goals outlined.

*Supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy (DE-FG05-

91ER40622) and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission.

Prefer Standard Session

James J. Reidy

Department of Physics

and Astronomy

University of Mississippi

University, MS 38677



Abstract Submitted

for the 1991 Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society
. November 11-13, 1991

PACS Suggested Session

29 High Energy Particle Physics

High Sveed Data Acquisition at the Fermilab E791 Ch0xrn

Ouark Factor- D. J. SUMMERS, University of Mississipi*--The goal
of Fermilab Experiment 791 is to produce and reconstruct over 100,000

mesons and hadrons containing the charm quark. New particles and
rare or forbidden charm decays will be searched for. One of the

upgrades that has made this possible is a new high speed data
acquisition system. Front end TDCs, ADCs, latches, and crate

controllers capable of digitizing and reading out in 30 microseconds

have been added. Eight 80MB spill buffers store data so that events

may be built, compressed, and written to mlx) during and an enth'e 56

second spill cycle, and not just during a 22 second spill. Events are
processed in parallel in six VME crates with Motorola 68020 CPUs. A

wall of 42 8mm Exabyte tape drives is used to record data continuously

at 10 MB/s. Offline systems of numerous parallel RISC computers are
being assembled to reconstruct the data.

*Supported in part by U.S. Department of Energy (DE-FG05-

91ER40622) and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission.

Prefer Standard Session

Don Summers

Department of Physics

and Astronomy

University of Mississippi
University, MS 38677



Abstract Submitted

for the 1991 Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society
November 11- l3, 199 l

PACS , Suggested Session
29 ttigh Energy Particle Physics

Calorimetry Simulation Using CALQ,R89 on Unix
Comouters-BRENT MOORE, University of Mississi_oi* and T.

GABRIEL, Oak Ridg¢_ National Laboratory_ .--Thee CALOR 89

simulation package has been used for a number of years for calorimeter

benchmarking and design calculations. The code has recently been

adapted for use on UNIX machines at the University of Mississtppi,

The UNIX version of the CALOR89 package is being made available on

the PDSF computing ranch at the SSCL. This version has been

benchmarked using two slab configurations: one having iron absorber

with plastic scintillator, and the other having depleted u_,'aniurnabsorber

with plastic scintillator. These results will be presented as well as
preliminary results of simulations for the Hanging File Calorimeter at
FNAL.

*Supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy (DE-FG05-

91ER40622) and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission.

Prefer Standard Session

Don Summers

Department of Physics
and Astronomy

University of Missis:,ippi

University, MS 38677



Abstract Submitted

for the 1991 Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society
November t 1-13, 1991

PACS Suggested Session
29 High Eneruv Particle Physics

Finding Charm Ouarks with Parallel RISC Computer_ and

8mm Tat_es - Breese Quinn, University of Mississippi for the E791

Collaboration *-- Experiment 791 at Fermilab is currently recording

over 10 billion hadronic interactions onto 8mm magnetic tape. They are

interactions of 500 GeV/c negative pions with a fixed target. A silicon

micmvertex detector is being used with a magnetic spectrometer to find

charm particles in these events. The University of Mississippi is

constructing a system of parallel RISC computers to analyze 1/3 of this

data. Because the interactions are independent, many CPU's can be

made to work in parallel with a minimum of interprocessor
communication. This system, to be discussed, will help to provide over

100,000 fully reconstructed charm decays for further study.

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, the National

Science Foundation, the Texas National Research Laboratory
Commission and the Brasilian Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento

Cientifico Tecnologico.
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ABSTIIACT

During the 1987-88 fixed target running period at Ferm.iiab. Experiment 769

recorded 400 million triggers using a tagged 250 GeV/c hadron beam and a

globaltransverse energy trigger,Detai_ of the production properties measured

from thi_ data sample for D'*', D°/D ° and D _, mesorm are reported including

prpt_m_,_a,7 values of the cross section x branching ratio for the D_, and z F

and pt2 dependences.

i. Introduction

"['he principal focus of the experiment is to measure the characteristics oi charm

hadroproduc_ion including the cross section, the zF and p_: distributions and the de-

pendence on the beam particle type. The contributions to the charm cross section at

Leading Order (LO) perzurbative QCD were calculated by Ellis and Quigg. _ l_ecent

calculations :'_ have been made including the Next to Leading Order (NLO) terms,

showing that o'ez(a_ + a_)/o'c_(a, _) _ 3. The most important process contributing to

the hadroproduction of charm at 250 GeV is _uon-_luon fusion. The cross section de-
pends on the value of the charm quLrk ma_s and the structure functions employed in
these calculations.

fT69 is well suited to te._t thee calculations with a largedata set consisting of

400M triggers o£ both beam polarities° The 160M negative beam triggers axe 85% pion

a.ad 15% kaon induced, while the 240M positive data triggers axe a mixture of pionic,

kaons and proron_. From theme data, we have exZracted charm sign.als for the modem

'C.B.P.F. (mo de Jane_o), Fermilab-b_. of Mississippi, Northeutern U., U. of Toronto, Tuft_ U., U.
of Wisco-_i,,and Yale U.
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Figure 2: D . -+ K-_-=. A) =r and B) Pc: acceptance.

D+ -- K-,'r'x",, DO -" K-_r _', a._d D +, -.., K-K+_r+.t The E769 detector h_ been
described elsewhere. *

2. Analysis and Results

t.._. E_ent_eiectian arui Acc_Ft_nee

Charm si_p_a_sare extracted from the data by forming vertex candidates using
the $_D track information. From Z]_ list of vertices for each event, the primaryvertex
is deftued to be the one with the l_r_e_t number of attached track_ &ud is required to
be within the taz_et.

A seconda_ D ± decay vertex can_date is chosen based on the v_ue_ oi the

following pa:ameter_: i) The ai_niiicance of the primazy to secondary vertex: sepazation

t Unless otherw_e noted a decay mode refers to both cha:Ke conjugate modes.
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Charm Meson events I n b !

D = 534_31 3,13=0.25 0,74±0,04

D + 267_24 3.47_:0.36 0.32_0.06
D- 269::l::2,t 2.90::50,35 0.68±0.05

D._,,,N_, 239:]:23 3.54::50.38 0.78::50.06
Dt,,._.q 295:/:25 2.38:1:0.35 0.72_0.05

D°/D ° 344±29 4.37:E0.47 0,954-0.11

D ° 159:f:23 4.69:E0.79 1.084-0.18

D ° 186/::21 4.10/:0.53 0.85/:0.12
I

T._ble i: Re-_uits from the ML _mmn_zauon.... for

D + -" K-rr_','r_" ,_nd D O -. K'-,'r" for Tr-- incident
bcs.Ins.

of tr._s in the secondary decay mode. For each track (i) in the secondar.v vertex

c_didate the product use., the transverse distance to the primary vez_ex (b_) and
the  econd vertex (< 0.006),3) The impact par  ter oi the momentum

vector of the reconstruczed D ± wi_h respect to the primary vertex (< 80_m), 4) The
transverse distance between the decay vertex location and any other track in the event

(> 60,m), 5) The sum of the iv_ of the D ± candidate decz_y tracks retative to the D ±

direcl;ion (> 0.5 GeV _) and 6) The probability for the kaon'identification. Similar values

were used for other pa.rticle_ and decay modes. These data include a correczion for

the standa.rd tra.nsver_e chert" trigger usin_ a technique based on the totd transverse

momentum in an even_. The trigger ei_cienc.v for charm was measured to be 0.784-0.05.

The signalsforthisdata setafterthesecuts _reshown inFigure i as weilas thesignals
forthe D ° and the D,_.

The acceptances were determined usin_ a Monte Carlo simulation based on the

Lund PYT_A. V4.8 and. 3ETSET 6.3 routines for event _eneration s.ud/'ra_menta._;ion,

and a detailed simulation of the detector. Acceptance functions which are employed
in the analyds are based on fully reconstructed Monte Carlo events w_dch meet the
complete analysis criteria.

Events pas_in_ these requirements are binned in the ratable for which the ac-

ceptance is bein_ determined and normalized by the _enerated distributions binned

similarly. The resultin_ zF and _a acceptance distributions for D + --, K-x+vr + are

presented in Fi_,uze 2A and 2B respectively with the fitted fourth order polynomials
used in the analysis superimposed on them.



Figure ;3: D + --. K-_-.-r . A) :F and B) p_: standard trigger data only, after accep.
taace corteezions wiZh the ML _t superimposed. Errors a.ze statistical only. The LO
QCD curve__reex!_tained in the text.

:2._. _e:_ui_ /or" D+ --K- ,'r*,'r" _n_i DO --, A"- ,_"

The following results are based on events 9_sing the analysis cuts discussed
above. Only data from our s_a_da.rd trigger are included: this represents two-thirds
o6 our total sample. The beam types are selected by requiring :> 90% be_n probabil-
ity based o- a,_ a.n_ysis of the beam Cerenkov counter a.nd TR.D s information. The

distributions for m_s, =_., p,_ and A-dependence are fit simultaneously employing a
_n._iraum Likelihood (ML) technique. The functional formz used include a quadratic
ba_k_ound and gaus_i_m signal, shape for the m_s, (1 - ._r)", ezl_(-bp_), and A `_.

The ML fits are showa superimposed on the acceptance corrected sisal for D . --*

K =a'+a"+ for _r_"beams in Figure 3. The LO QCD curves superimposed on theFigure
were calculated using the work of Ellis and quig_ _ for Q_ =/z _ = rn_ = (1.5 GeV) _
using the structure functions of DOl _,_° Results for b ± and D°//? ° as weil as various
_ub-samples are summarized in Table I. Results for two inciden_ beam p_icle types
are given in Table 2 for _he D ±. %Ve_e continuing _o study our proton induced signals.

2.S. Re_ forD+, --K- K +_.

The analysis of the D+_ --. K-K+_ . data is based on the two rehonour dec_y
modes D,+ --, ¢_'+ and D+ ---, /{"(892) ° K + . The cutsmade were similar _o the D + ---.
K-_+_r + however the prima--7 vertex candid&tc in the 12+, -.., K-K+_r + study was
assumed to be the vertex with the smallest impact p_eter for a given secondary

vertex candidate. A cut on the angle ([ cos_I> 0.56) between the like.sign particles
in the KK_r de_yz in the resonant particle's rest _ame was used in the D,+ --, 4rr+
analysis.

A least squares fit using two gaussi_.n peaks and a linear background to the

combiacd_" and/_'(892)°K+ in,aziaatrous distributionsyieldsa totalof83:1:13

D_ and 45:t:11 D ± in the Cabibbo suppressed D + --* ¢_r+ and D . --* K"(892)°K +
modes as shown in Figure 1C. For the measurement of _r. B and the z_, and Ptr
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Beru:u ty'pe i Charm Meson I _vents n b :L

,'r= D: 534/:31 3.13±0,25 0,74__0,04 i

D_ 294-8 3.2/:0.2 0.94-0.3
i"± D ± 172/:20 3.71&0.44 0.71/:0.07

D,_ ....... 154-5 2.9/::i.6 1.3±0.5
_.

Table 2: R.esultsfrom tke ."vILmim=/za_io,_ for D . -- K-_,_'_,_-

_ud (D,+ -, ¢_r" had D + -- A"(sg2)°K+) for 7r-_ had K -_inciden:

beams and standard trigger data only.

_fifl'erential distributions we use only the events which passed the standard trigger.

The _:_,aad p2 acceptances for each o_ the two resona.u_ decays of the D_ are sim-

ia_ in shaoe to the D ± acceptances shown in Figure I. There is ao si_mfica.u: difl'erence

be:weeu the shape-, of the D_ -- ¢_r _" and D,+ -. A"(892) ° K + acceptances. The total

acceptances using the Mome Caxlo for z_,> 0 were 0.0151-0.0030 and 0.0090±0.0018

forthe DI+ -- _r . _nd D_ -- /_"(892)0K+ modes re,pectively.

We combine the D + --_ ¢_r _"a.ud D_ -, K"(892)°K + signaLS and form _ weighted

• verage of ct. B by normalizing the D_ --* K"(sg2)°X "+ to the D + --. a_r* using the

world average of the ratio of the branching _:action_ of 0.96-4-0.11. 6 The weighting for
the average is given by the quadratic sum of the statistic_ error on the measu_'ement

with those systematic errors which are not common to each decay mode. The common

systematic errors are added in quadrature with the error calculated for the weighted
,_vera_e and quoted _ the find error.

.-Issum/n_ a linear A-dependence to calculate _r. B we _nd 0.038/:0.014 and

0.046±0.016 .b/nudeon for the _r and K beams respectively. The values in the _r a.ud

A" be_s are consistenZ with those reported by the NA32 co_aborazion, z=

We perform a ML _.t to the combined D + --_ ¢_a-+ _nd D + ---. K'(sg2)°K + si_nais
in order to simultaneously fit the mau, z_, end iv,_ distributions for the signal a.ud the

background. The fitted values of n and _ for the zF end iv_= distributions respectively

_e shown in Table 2. The erro_j on the D_ data are statisticaJ, only.

3. Comparison to QCD Predictions and other Recent Measurements

We have recently calculated tot,d charm cross sections to LO end NLO following

the work of Ellisand Quigg _ and NMon, Dawson and Ellis,_,sand the theoretical

differentialz_,end p_:distributionsto LO followingEllisand Quigg._ \Ve repeat thdz

calculation_to produce distributionsspecificto our beam particlesend energy.We use

theparton distributionsin _"end p from Duke and Owens (DOI). _,x°

Our measurements ofn forthe D ± mesons (Table 2) axelower than our LO pre-



d/ction for the ch=m auazk Cn _ _.51 and a/so lower :haa the NLO v_ue _n _ 3,61

_iven by a fit to uoin_;s extracted from _'_gurc 21 of reference (8}. The NLO c_aula_ions
used the szruczurcfunczionsof DFLM I_,I:and DOI. e'1°The measuremenz has inter-

cstin_ imul_cation_ for t_ic ha_omzazion or ocess since iz impics fra_menzatnon unlike

that of e+e - -. cd -- cq where q isone of the Light quaxks. Our measurements of _ for

the D ± mesons (TaBle 2) are lfighe= _han the theoretical predictions of b for the charm.

qu_k. We are conzinuing _,o study the theoreZical predictions a_ud compaxe them zo

our data. This inc_ude_ predJctin_ KIN cross secziona and stud_ng the _aEmentation
process.

Aliof the results for the rF'distributionsin Table I for the D = are consistent

with one another and w/rh recent results from NA32 at CER.N *S We see no si_nig.ca.ut

di_erence 5etweem zhe leading _.ui non-leading D ± . Our measurement of n for the kaon
produced D ± _sconsietent wi_;h our measurement for the pion beam. We _ee no evidence

of a flavour dependence in _he diEerenzial distributions for ,-r and K production of D ±

=e_ons. The D, measurements o_ the vaiues of r_ and b in Table 2 a_e consistent w/_k _,
one ano:her and with measurements by NA32.
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September 30, 1991 7:26 pm
E791 Ntumbers of Events by" Week and Run 'lhype

Week Starting Normal lnti._raction Good_Beam Alignment Magnet_Off Special

6/17/91 3 300 646
6/24/91 252,376 4 226 369
7/1/91 17 813 234
7/8/91 34 618 229 31,680,496 28 039 495
7/15/91 149 166 564 37,854,733 2,414,999 123 238 152

7'22/91 285 223 607 36,851, 105 873,380 53 177 790
7,'29,'91 805 916 359 L05",494, 594 323,177 3 316 357

_,'5/91 501 214 852 .106,724 L,022, LS0 ! 140 127
3,'!2/91 273 033 713 76, 035,753 40,395,$99 LS ,333 !7 ,_-
3/19/91 1,072 128 014 131 583,426
9/26/91 951 489 620 184 695,330 52,251 508
'?/2/91 608 647 786 75 437,088 651,836 21,462,S09
"_,'16/91 628 380 615 59 818,543 435,902 126,582 13,792,134
9/23/91 856 684 384 180 348, 191 225, 578 42,862 327,234 28,703,777
9/30/91 30 303 804 37 792,725

Totals: 6, 196,807, 547 957, 591, 984 44,202,279 i, 073, 656 i6, 014, 928 355, 503, 43,_&



J. Spalding
C. Gay

, A. Rafatian

August [6, 199l
E769 Trigger Correction
DRAFt

The E769 Et trigger used the global transverse energy from
SLIC and HADROMETER. With a threshold of about 5.5 GeV,
something like 25% of total cross-section was collected. The charm
signal in INTERACTION trigger data indicates that Et trigger was
about (76 +/- 9)% efficient for reconstructed charm.

We need this trigger correction' 1) to correct the shapes of the
differential distributions (Xf and Pt) for the effects of the trigger and
2) to calculate the absolute cross-sections. While these are very
necessary corrections, it should be noted that INTERACTION data
indicates that the scale of the corrections is not large.

Et triggers were:
ETPI (standard) === TRD.GB. PS. KILL_B. ETS
ETK _ DISC. ETS

ETB =_---TRD.GB. PS. KILL_B. ETB
ETE _ highFr. ETB

where

GB =_ BS. HALO_BAR

PS =--- pre-scaler on GB input of ETPI and ETB
KILL B === killer bit not on

The conditions for E769 Et trigger changed during the run. One
was the amount of energy contributing to Et due to "other" in-time
beam particle, and out-of-time interactions.(pp.4-5) This is very
much dependent on the beam intensity. Whereas in-time effects such
as effieieneies and noise are well modelled by E769 Monte Carlo, the
contributions due to out-of-time energy in the calorimeter are not.

To overcome this problem we ha_;e transferred our
parameterisation of the trigger efficiency to an in-time variable
PT715, which is basically the contribution to Et due to in-time
charged traeks.(p.6)

We then use the prescaled INTERACTION data from pairstrip
tapes to determine the efficiency functions. There is a very
reasonable assumption in using the interaction data; i.e. the
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relationship between PT715 and ET (for the event only) is the same
for INTERACTION data as for the reconstructed charm events. That is,
the shape of the neutral ET in the event, relative to the charged ET is
the same. Since our typical charged track multiplicity is something
like 9, this is a pretty safe assumption.

We obtain each efficiency function by first dividing the;
histogram of PTT15 of the good track events which passed both
INTERACTION trigger and the corresponding Et trigger by the
histogram of PT715 of what passed INTERACTION trigger. The
resultant histogram is then fitted with a function with the following
general form:

TRIG_EFF = PI -(P2 / 1 + EXP ((PTT15 - P3) / P4))

It should be added that ali histograms were weighted properly to
correct for the variable prescaler (PS) settings throughout the run.
,Also, the data was weeded according to Rob Jedicke's weeding
staTldards for bad runs, bad spills and ... !

Since we have divided the data into four running periods of
-210 GeV, -250 GeV, +250 GeV (excluding proton run), and proton
run, our efficiencies are effectively functions of two variables: PT7i5,

and NRUN. (pp.7-20) (Each function is followed by its error function.)
As you can see there is an efficiency function for each trigger type,
and one for (ETPI .or. ETB) out of concern that a portion of events is
shared by both triggers and we do not want to count them twice in
our cross-section calculations.

There is a set of efficiency curves which use the trigger input
bit for Et contribution to the trigger. These are the relative efficiency
curves. They should plateau at 100%. (p.21)

The absolute efficiency curves which use the trigger PLU output
include the effects of beam pre-scalers settings and beam particle II3.
(p.22)

Now, how to use which curve depends on what kind of

correction one is attempting to make. There are generally r.wo
methods for trigger correction: 1) to apply the relative efficiency to
the Monte Carlo data, 2) to weight the signal data by the reciprocal of
the relative or the absolute efficiency.

Here follows an example of trigger correction for differential
distributions (e.g. Xf distribution with an arbitrary scale on the Y-
axis) using both methods:



Method 1 (or MC rejection method):

a. Select your signal events using the trigger bit:
e.g. ETPI ¢,ITRGL2 .AND, 2) .NE. 0

b. Use the corresponding relative trigger efficiency function:
ET_RELEFF (NRU'N, PT715)

c. Apply the trigger to each MC event by comparing a random
number to ET RELEFF (NRUN, PT715). The MC efficiency
function MC_EFF (Xf) then includes the trigger.

d. Divide the background subtracted signal distribution in Xf by
MC EFF (Xf) and get the corrected distribution.

Method 2:

a. Repeat steps a and b in method 1.

b. Divide the background subtracted signal distribution in
Pt715 for each Xf bin by ET_RELEFF (NRUN, PT715) and get the
corrected distribution for that Xf bin.

***CAUTION: This method is not recommended for low
statistics data. We are much better off to use the first

method for most of our analysis.
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Function PT715 (N715)
SAVE

c

c....This function returns the value of the PTTIS (the sum
c of Pt's in region i for cat,7 and 15 tracks) , with the number
c of such tracks returned in the argument.
C

c it assumes you've unpacked the track info, and makes no
c inflag checks.

,SEq, TRACKS.

REAL PT715
INTEQER N715

i

C-- Initial ize
PT715=0.
N715--0
if (NTRK.It.l) return

C-- Do the loop
DO I = 1, NTRK

IF ((JCATSG (I) .Eq. 7) .OR. (JCATSQ (1) .E_. 15)) THEN
PT715 = P1"715 .

c SqRT ((PR (I, I, I) ,, 2) , (PR (2, I, I) ,, 2))
N715=N715+l

END IF
END DO

ret,urn
end
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C-- Given the run number and pt715 this function returns Et standardC trigger efficiency

FUNCTION ETPI_EFF(NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4)

DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=l,4), 1=1,4)
* /0.389, 0.362, 1.925, 0.793,
* 0.160, 0.155, 2.035, 0.871,
* 0.027, 0.027, 1.831, 0.806,
* 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.0001

C-- Check the run number (different, sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .QE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .QE 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Gev negat;ive beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

A ((NRUN .QE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positi ve mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

A ((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .QE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 200g)) I = 4

E'FPI EFF-_AR(I,1) - (PAR(I 2)/(l*EXP((PT715-PAR(I 3)) / PAR(I,4))))REIl_N ' ,
END
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C-- Given the run number and pt715 this function returns error in
C Et standard trigger efficiency

FUNCTION ETPI EFFERR(NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, W1, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=I,4), I=1,4)

. /0.389, 0.362, 1. 925, 0.793,
+ 0.160, _'.155, 2.035, 0.871,
* 0.027, 0.027, 1.831, 0.806,
* 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4)
+ /0.0067, 0.0195, 0.0663, 0.0579,
* 0.0020, 0.0064, 0.0569, 0.0469,
* 0.0009, 0.0031, 0.1618, 0.1176,
+ 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev negat, i ve beam
IF (((NRUN .(]E. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 (]ev nega_,ive beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positi ve mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

J_ ((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081)) ) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive pro_n beam
IF ((NRUN . GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = EXP((PT715 - PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0

W2 = 11(1,E_0),,2
W3 = (PAR(I,2),EXPO/(PAR(I,4),(1,EXPO)**2))**2
W4 = (PAR(1,2),EXPO, (PT715-PAR(I,3))/((PAR(I,4),,2), (I.EXPO),,2)),,2

ERR1 = ERR (I,I),,2
ERR2 = ERR(I,2),*2
ERR3 = ERR(I,3),,2
ERR4 = ERR(I,4),,2

ETPI EFF ERR = SqRTOI/1,ERR1 + W2,ERR2 + W3,ERR3 + W4,ERR4)

REI_N
END



C-- Given the run number and pt71S this function returns (Et.or.E__b)
C tr i gger eff i c iency

FUNCTION ETPIB EFF(NRUN, PTT15)

REAL PAR (4,4)
DATA ((PAR(I,J),J=1,4),T=1,4)

. /0.529, 0.571, 2. 127, 1.226,
0.298, 0.336, 2.849, 1.663,

. 0.114, 0.115, 3.767, 1.263,

. 0.020, 0.016, 2.957, 0.557/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065 ) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN ._E. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

ETPIB EFF_AR(I,I) - (PAR(I,2)/(l+EXP((PT715-PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I,4))))
RETURN
END
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C-- (liven the run number and pt715 this function returns error in
C (Et,.or.E_b) trigger efficiency

FUNCTION ETPIB EFF ERR(NRUN, P7715)

RF:AL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=I,4), I=I,4)

• /0.529, 0.571, 2.127, 1.226,
. 0.298, 0.336, 2.849, 1.663,
. 0.114, 0.115, 3.767, 1.263,
• 0.020, 0.016, 2.957, 0.557/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4).
• /0.0165, 0.0493, 0.1213, 0.1252,
• 0.0042, 0.0099, 0.0698, 0.0616,
• O.0044, O.0058, O.0856, O.0835,
• O.0025, O.0043, O.2701, O.3423/

C-- Check f,he run number (different, sets of parameters for differenf, runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = I

C-- If run number corresponds t,o250 Gev negat,ive beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .i(_E.1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = ExP(CPI715 - PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0
W2 = 11(I+EXPO)"2
W3 = (PAR(I,2).EXPO/(PAR(I,4)*(1.EXPO).,2)).*2
W4 = (PAR(I,2)*EXPO*(PT715-PAR(1,3))/ ((PAR(1,4)*.2)* (1.EXPO)*,2))..2

ERR1 = ERR (I,I),,2
ERR2 = ERR(I,2),.2
ERR3 = ERR(I,3).,2
ERR4 = ERR(I,4)..2

ETPIB..EFFERR = SqRT(W1,ERR1 + W2,ERR2 + W3,ERR3 . W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END



==.

C-- Given the run number and p1715 this function returns Et k
C trigger efficiency - -

=

FUNCTION E-I'K EFF(NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4)

DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4)
* /0.050, 0.039, 1.958, 0.586,
* 0.026, 0.022, 1.741, 0.511,
. O. 015, O. 018., O. 967, O. 773,
* 0.155, 0.097, 2. 290, 0.655/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for different runs)

, C-- If run flumber corresponds t,o 210 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

_, ((NRUN .GE. 1065) 'AND. (NRUN .LE. lOgS))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 (]evnegative beam
IF (((NRUN .CE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds t,opositive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

& ((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive protionbeam
, IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EIK EFF=PAR(I 1) - (PAR(I 2)/(I.EXP((PT715-PAR(I 3)) / PAR(I,4))))RETURN ' ' ,
END
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C-- Oiven the run number and p1715 this function returns error in
C E_ k trigger efficiency

FUNCTION ETK_EFF_ERR (NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=l,4), I=1,4)

* /0.050, 0.039, 1.956, 0.586,
* 0.026, 0.022, 1.741, 0.511,
* 0.015, 0.018, 0.967, 0.773,
* 0.155, 0.097, 2.290, 0655/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4)
* /0.0019, 0.0048, 0.1410, 0.1123,
* 0.0004, 0.0016, 0.0924, 0.0496,
+ 0.0004, 0.0074, 0.6428, 0.1832,
* 0.0063, 0.0166, 0.2280, 0.1686/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 Gev negat, ive beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .QE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positi ve mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = EXP((PT715 - PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0

W_ = I / (I +EXPO)*,2

W3 = (PAR(I,2),EXPO/(PAR(I,4),(I+EXPO),,2)),,2
W4 = (PAR(I,2)*EXPO, (PT715-PAR(I,3))/ ((PAR(I,4),,2), (I+EXPO),,2)),,2

ERR1 = ERR(I,1),,2
ERR2 = ERR(I,2),.2
ERR3 = ERR(I,3),.2
ERR4 = £RR(1,4),,2

ETl( EFF ERR = SqRT(W1.ERR1 . W2,ERR2 . W3,ERR3 . W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END
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C-- Qiven the run number and pt715 this function returns Et b
C trigger efficiency - -

FONCTION ETB EFF(NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4)

DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4)
* /0.205, O.205, 4.646, 1.049,
. 0.162, 0.161, 4.878, 0.978,
+ 0.077, 0.076, 4.087, 0.839,
* 0.013, 0.011, 3.190, 0.191/

C-- Check the run number (different, sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 (]ev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .QE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positive mixed beam

IF (((NRUN .QE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN.LE. 1960)) .OR.
A ((NRUN .QE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EI'B EFF=PAR,(I 1) - (PAR(I 2)/(1,EXP((PT715-PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I 4))))RETURN ' '
END



C-- Given t,he run number and pt715 _,his function returns error in
C E__.b tr igger eff i c iency

FUNCTION ETB_EFF..ERR(NRUN,PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3t W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J),J=1,4),I=1,4)

+ /0.205, 0.205, 4.646, 1.04g,
+ 0.162, 0.161, 4. 878, 0.978,
+ 0.077, 0.076, 4.087, 0.839,
* 0.013, 0.011, 3.190, 0.191/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=I,4), I=1,4)
+ /0.0048, 0.0051, 0.0664, 0.0538,
+ 0.0017, 0.0018, 0.0285, 0.0203,
* O.0019, O.0021, O.0490, O.0332,
+ O.0015, 0.0016, O. 123g, 0.0768/

C-- Check the run number (different, set,s of parameters for different, runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev negat,ive beam
IF (((NRUN .GE 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .DR.

((NRUN .GE.1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = i

C-- If run number correspondsto 250 Gev negat,ivebeam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to poslt, i ve mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I- 3

C-- If run number corresponds to posit,ive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = EXP((PT715- PAR(I,3))/ PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0
W2 = 1/ (I+EXPO)**2
W3= (PAR(I,2),EXPO/(PAR(I,4),(I+EXPO),,2)),,2
W4 = (PAR(I,2),EXPO,(PT?lS-PAR(I,3))/ ((PAR(I,4),,2),(I+EXPO),,2)),,2

ERR1 = ERR(I,1),,2
ERR2= ERR(I,2),,2
ERR3= ERR(I, 3) ,,2
ERR4= ERR(Z,4),,2

ETB_EFFERR = SO,RT(W1,ERRZ+ W2,ERR2 + W3,ERR3+ W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END
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C Given the run number and pt,715 this funce,ion returns Et, electronC trigger efficiency - -

FUNCTIONETE_EFF(NRUN,PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4)
OATA ((PAR(I,J), J=1,4), I=1,4)

+ I0.000,0.000, 0.000, 0.000,
* 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,

" . 0.030, 0.030, 4. 242, 1. 382,
+ 0.028, 0.025, 3.121, 0.612/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for different, runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

_- ((NRUN .QE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds t,o 250 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063).AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) ,AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

_. ((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number correspondsto positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

ETE EFF--PAR(I,1) - (PAR(I 2)/(l+EXP((PT715-PAR(I 3)) / PAR(I,4))))RETURN ' ,
END



C-- Qiven t,he run number and p_715 this function returns error in
C E_..electron t;rigger efficiency _"

FUNCTION ETE EFFERR(NRUN, PT715)

RE_L PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J), J=l,4), I=1,4)

* /0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,
* 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,
+ 0.030, 0.030, 4.242, 1.382,
. 0.028, 0.025, 3.121, 0.612/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=l,4), I=1,4)
. /0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
+ 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
* 0.0015, 0.0018, 0.1441, 0.1341,
* O.0036, O.0049, O.2205, O.2083/

C-- Check _,he run number (different, set;s of paramet, ers for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds Lo 210 (]ev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Qev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN ,LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to posit, ive mixed beam
IF ({(NRUN .QE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to poslt, ive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO= EXP((Pl'715 - PAR(I,3)) / PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0

W2 = 1/ (I+EXPO) ,,2

W3 = (PAR(I , 2) ,EXPO/ (PAR(I , 4) , (I+EXPO) **2) ) **2
W4 = (PAR(I,2),EXPO, (PT715-PAR(I,3))/ ((PAR(I,4)**2), (I+EXPO)**2)),,2

ERRI = ERR(I,I),,2
ERR2 = ERR(I,2),,2
ERR3 .-- ERR(I,3),,2
ERR4 = ERR(I,4),,2 _

ETE_EFFERR = SqRT(Wl,ERR1 + W2,ERR2 . W3*ERR3 + W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END



s
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C-- (_tven t;he run number and p_;715 this function returns retat, ive Et /C _rigger efr i ci ency

FUNCTIONET_RELF_J-'F(NRUN, PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4)

DATA ((PAR(I,j),J=1,4), I=1,4)
+ /1.013, 1.166, 1.650, 1.238,
+ 0.958, 0.957, 2.042, 0.897,
+ 0.991, 0.820, 1.818, 0.783,
+ 0.992, 0.834, 1.761, 0.807/

C-- Check _he run number (different sets of parameters for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .(IE.822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. I092)) .OR.

((NRLIN.QE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN tQE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN ,LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds t,o poslt, lve mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) ,OR.

_. ((NRUN .QE. 2010).AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positiveproton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .ANl).(NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

ET RELEFF= PAR(I '1) - (PAR(I 2)/(l+EXP((PT715-PAR(I 3)) / PAR(I,4))))RETtRN ' '
END



C-- Qiven _he run number and p_715 this function returns error in
C retaf_ive Etf, rigger efficiency

FUNCTION ET REI.EFF..ERR(NRUN,PT715)

REAL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERRI, ERR2, ERR8, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,J),J=1,4),I=1,4)

* /1.013, 1.166,1.650, 1.238,
* 0.958, 0.957, 2.042, 0.897,
+ 0.991, 0.820, 1.818, 0.783,
+ 0.992, 0.834, 1.761,0.807/

DATA ((ERR(I,J),J=1,4),I=1,4)
+ /0.0010t 0.0355, 0.075g, 0.0296,
+ 0.0019, 0.0110,0.0193,0.0115,
+ 0.0011, 0.0133,0.0265, 0.0117,
* 0.0047, 0.0605, 0.1192, 0.0506t

C-- Check t,he run number (different, sets of paramet,ers for different runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 Qev negat,i ve beam
IF (((NRUN .QE.822) .AND.(NRLIN.LE. 1062)) .OR.

_. ((NRUN .QE. I065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = 1

C-- If run number correspondsto 250 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN .QE. 1063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR..

_. ((NRUN .QE.1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to posit, ire mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE' 1960)) .OR.

_. ((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2081)) ) :[= 3

C-- If run number corresponds to posit, i ve prot,on beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = EXP((PT715- PAR(I,3))/ PAR(I,4))
Wl = 1.0
w2= 1/ (1.EXPO),,2
W3 = (PAR(1,2) .EXPO/(PAR(I, 4), (I+EXPO) **2) ) ..2
W4 = (PAR(1,2),EXPO,(PT715-PAR(I,3))I((PAR(I,4)**2),(I+EXPO),,2)),,2

ERRI = ERR(I,1),,2
ERR2= ERR(I, 2) ,,2
ERR3 = ERR(I,3),*2
ERR4= ERR(I,4),,2

ETRELEFF._ERR= S_RT(W1,ERR1. W2,ERR2 + W3,ERR3.,. W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END



C-- (liven the run number and pt715 this function returns relative Etb
C trigger efficiency

FUNCTION ETB_RELEFF(NRUN, PT715)

RF-_L PAR(4,4)

DATA ((PARCI,J), J=l,4), 1=1,4)
+ /1.000, 1.000, 4.676, 1.075,
" 1.000, 1.0(30, 4.878, 0.978,
. 1.000, 1 000, 4 144, 1.027,
* 1.000, 1.000, 4.243, 1.074/

C-- Check the run number (different sets of parameters for differen_ runs)

C-- If run number corresponds to 210 (]ev n_jative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1098))) I = l

C-- If run number corresponds to 250 Gev n_lative beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1063) .AND. (NRb;4 .LE. 1064)) .OR.

t ((NRUN .GE. logg) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds to positive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN .LE. :2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 2009)) Z = 4

ETBRELEFF--PAR(I1) - (PAR(I2)/(1+EXP((PT715-PAR(I3)) / PAR(I4))))RETORN ' ' , ,
END
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C-- Qiven the run number and pt,715 this function returns error in
C relat, ive Et..b trigger efficiency

FUNCTIONETB_RELEFF..ERR(NRUN,P1715)

REAL PAR(4,4), ERR(4,4), ERR1, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4
REAL EXPO, Wl, W2, W3, W4
DATA ((PAR(I,j), J=1,4), I=1,4)

* /1.000, 1.000, 4.676, 1.075,
* 1.000, 1.000, 4.876, 0.977,
+ 1.000, 1.000, 4.144, 1.027,
+ 1.000, 1.000, 4.243, 1.074/

DATA ((ERR(I,J), J=l,4), I=1,4)
+ /0._, O.O0(X), 0.0651, 0.0539,
* 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0285, 0.0203,
* 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0311, 0.0212,
+ 0.0000,0.0000, 0.0837,0.0663/

C-- Check t,he run number (different set,s of parameters for different, runs)

C-- If run number corresponds t;o 210 Gev negative beam
IF (((NRUN.GE. 822) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1062)) .OR.

((NRUN .GE. 1065) .AND. (NRUN LE. 1098))) I = I

C-- If run number correspondstiD250 Qev negative beam
IF (((NRUN.QE. I063) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1064)) .OR.

((NRUN .QE. 1099) .AND. (NRUN .LE. 1635))) I = 2

C-- If run number corresponds t,o positive mixed beam
IF (((NRUN .GE. 1636) .AND. (NRLIN.LE. 1960)) .OR.

((NR1JN.GE. 2010) .AND. (NRUN.LE. 2081))) I = 3

C-- If run number corresponds to positive proton beam
IF ((NRUN .GE. 1961) .AND. (NRUN.LE. 2009)) I = 4

EXPO = EXP((PT715- PAR(I,3))/ PAR(I,4))Wl = 1.0
W2= 1/ (I+EXPO),,2
W3 = (PAR(I,2),ID(PO/(PAR(I,4),(I.EXPO),,2)),,2
W4 = (PAR(I,2)*EXPO,(PI'715-PAR(I,3))/((PAR(I,4),,2),(I,EXPO),,2)),,2

ERR1 = ERR(I,1),,2
ERR2 = ERR(I,2),,2
ERR3 = ERR(I,3),,2
ERR4 = ERR(I,4),,2

ETB_RELEFF_ERR= SqRT(W1,ERR1.,. W2,ERR2+ W3,ERR3 + W4,ERR4)

RETURN
END
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ABSTRACTi

We extend, our study of pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar S-wave scattering to the

I = 1, strangeness 4-2 KK and KK systems using a model which is based on quark

exchange processes rather than t-channel meson exchange. This model has previ-

1 1, a and 2 3"_' = 0+ pseudoscalar-pseudoscalarously been applied to the I=0, _, _

systems and successfully describes many experimental features. We predict a re-

pulsive I = 1 KK potential, and suggest that its effects may be observable in high

statistics production experiments as a suppression of the KK invariant mass distri-

butions near threshold.
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[NTRODUCTION

[n several earlier papers we presented coupled-channel scattering analyses of [ = 0, 1,

. 1 ,and _ strangeness _*.1s S-wave pseudoscalar meson pairs.and '2 nonstrange t2 :rod I = _

In this paper we complete this program by presenting our results tor the elastic phase shift

and NN invariant mass distributions in production experiments. The strangeness '2 I =

l K+K +, (K+K ° + K°K+)/V_, and K°K ° systems, and their strangeness-2 Hermitian

conjugates, are the only light pseudoscalar meson pairs we had not previously considered.

These final states can he observed, tor example, at LASS (in the process K+p -+ K+K+._)

and in current and planned hyperon beam experiments at KEK, BNL, and ITEP. Note that

we do not consider the I =0 (K+K ° - K°K+)/V_ system and its Hermitian conjugate as

they are antisymmetric in flavor and so cannot be in a relative S-wave. In this paper we

review our model, present results for this sector, and discuss a possible measurement to test

the prediction.

THE MODEL

Our model employs a matrix radial SchrSdinger equation

(K + M + V) = E (1)

which couples S-wave pseudoscalar pairs and qq scalar mesons within each isospin (I) and

strangeness (S) sector. In eq. (1) K is a diagonal nonrelativistic kinetic energy operator and

M is a diagonal mass matrLx, so that E is the total nonrelativistic energy rather than the

usual kinetic energy. The non-diagonal potential matrix V contains three different types of

entries, which correspond to _the three distinct physical processes P1P_ #-+P_P_, P1P2 _ S,

and S _ S, where Pi represents a pseudoscalar and S a scalar meson.

The P1P2 4-+P_P:_ potentials are determined from a variational nonrelativistic quark

model calculation which concluded that the qqqq low-lying states are mainly scattering states

of 0- 0- meson pairs (with a numerically insignificant 1- 1- admixture) and that the main in-

termeson forces arise from quark-exchange processes driven by the hyperfine interaction. _'_'s

Ali but one of the parameters used in this model is determined by low energy meson spec-

troscopy, the final parameter is chosen by a fit to the I = 2 _r S-wave phase shift data.
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The P1P." _ 5" potentials are based on an SU(3) symmetric 3]'o qq annihilation picture

which depends on the PIP_. and 5' flavor wavefunctions, a mass dependent [brm fact,or, and
S

:t potential choosen to give the f0([300) _ _'r width found by Kokoski and [sgur.

The 5"_ 5' potential has a q(] confining component, a repulsive [/r c centrifugal barrier.
fl

and constant choosen to reproduce the ground state 3P0 masses.

The dimensions of the matrices in eq. (1) depend on the number of S-wave pseudoscalar

pairs and scalar q</ mesons in a given isospin and strangeness sector. The wavefunction

vectors uz,s have subscripts which denote the isospin and stran._eness of the sector and have

the tbrm

ul,: =
U ic_' z=1

111, 0 --
U_lv

u ,l = (u ), uo°(1300)

U_:_I or no, 0 "-- I/?,7 / ,
u,c;(z4zo)

U/o(Z3oo)
U=,o= (u..,_-,), u/ ( 500)

We solve eq. (1) numerically in each sector at a given scattering energy E to determine the

wavefunctions and hence the S-matrix. Scanning over as range of energies allows us to find,

for example, the energy dependent phase shifts.

A comparison of the predictions of this model with experimental data in other sectors

has lead to many insights into the behaviour of these systems and the possible resolution of

a wide range of issues. A list of successes would include understanding the masses, widths,

and branching fractions of the S" and 6 scalars T (also known as the f0(975) and a0(980))

and the the qq scalar mesons, low energy pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar phase shifts, _'='s the two

photon widths of the S' and 5, the tx I = ½ in K decay,' pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar spectra

P:V"*", , .in I/¢ --+ Pz the physical origins of backgrounds" and so on

(
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RESULTS FOR KK SCATTERING

We now discuss elastic scattering phase shifts and production spectra predict, ions for S-

w_we [= [ strangeness +2 I(.+I(+,(I(.+K°+ [(.°K+)/C"_., and r.4.°I('° (,'rod their :strangeness

-'2 Hermitian conjugaLes), A.s these systems contain two strange aatiquarks the ground-

state flavor wavefunctions must be symmetric ia quark or antiquark exchange. There are

no strangeness 4-2 qq states which can be produced as s-channel resonances so these mesons

interact only through quark-exchange processes ia this model.

Our study of the PlP._ *'_ P_P_ which lead to the potentials used in the other sectors

predicts a repulsive I(g interaction. [a the same approximations used in the previous studies

we represent this potential by a square well with height V = +0.29 GeV and with range

a=0,8 fm, In fig, 1 we show the predicted exotic strangeness 4-2 KK S-wave scattering phase

shift as a functiort of the K K rtonrelativistic energy E = T + 2 mx- where T is the kinetic

energy. This phase shift is found by solving eq, (t) numerically or equivalently by

arctan(k/_ tanh_a)-ka T < V
=

arctaa (k / _; tan lca) - ka T > V

where k = C_'-_/_i, _; = V/2/_ lr ' viia, ..d. = 0.2475 GeV/al.

This phase shift can be converted into an s-wave cross section prediction through

4_"

¢o = "_" sin:(5o) (4)

and leads to a cross section prediction of 6.6 mb at threshold. 't In the absence of real K +K +

colliding beams we cannot compare this prediction with data, the effects due to the vertex

P _ K + A are not known and presumeably large.

We can, however, predict the effects of final state interactions due to the repulsive K + K +

potential on the invariant mass distribution of, for example, the K +K + events which are

kinematically well separated from therecoiling A in the reaction K+p ---, K+K+A. The

matrix element for the K+K + production in the nonrelativistic limit will be clue to the

wavefunction at the origin squared, a quantity easily calculated in the potential model. The

results of this calculation are shown ia fig. 2 where we compare our line shape with the phase

space distribution. As expected the repulsive potential leads to an observable depletion of

events at low K +K + invariant mass.
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We are unaware of any analysis done on this channel although LASS has some data on

tape and other experiments are being planned which will have KK final states.

CONCLUSIO'NS

We have applied the quark-exchange meson-meson scattering model, which is successful

1 l, 3 and 2 S-wave PtP_ sectors, to the I = 1 strangeness +2 K K andin the I=0, ,-:, g,

K--'_ sectors. With no free parameters we predict a repulsive KK interaction and show the

resulting elastic phase shift and production invariant mass distribution.
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Fig. 1' The I = l strangeness 4-2 KK elastic scattering phase shift predicted from the model

aad given by eq. (3).
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Low Mass Pseudoscalar-Pseudoscalar Dynamics

John Weinstein

D_par_men_ ,,[ /_hy,l,:s, UnluersiQl 0] ,$+li,,,+,ipp,, Unsuer_,_3, .IdS. _,_,;77

ABSTIL.kCT

We discuss possible hadron-h_dron interaction mechanisms _nd r_ inode_ for incorporatin_

these mechanisms in a coupled channel formalism. An application of these ideas to pseudoscalar-

pseudoscalar S-wave scattering ts reviewed. We find that a-channel resonance formal;ion with quark

exchaa'tge processes are sufficient to reproduce experiment, s[ observations, meson exchange forces are

not required.

ItADt_ON-HADP_ON INTEIL-kCTIO NS

When two scattering hadrons are within a few fermi of each other they may interact via the

strong force. The mechanisms driving their interactions are, however, not well undersl.ood.

One idea, dating back to Yukawa, m that the interaction takes place via "t-ct_annel" meson ,_x-

change as depicted ha fig. la, The S-matrix for hadron-hadron scattering may be formally determined

by summing over the exchange of ali allowed intermediate mesons. The range of these interactions

is dependent on the mass m of the exchanged meson; it is of the order of the Compton wavelength

A = h/m c. The Compton wavelength of the r is about 1,4 fm, but the Compton wavetengths of the

next lightest pseudoscalar mesons, the K and the r/, are Ax" = 0.4 fm and A,7 = 0.36 fm. The lightest

vector meson is the p and Ap = 0.26 fm. Thus we see that when two scattering hadrons, whose

individual wavefunctlons ate finite over ranges of about 0.5 to 1.,0 frn, are close enough to scatter vi_

meson exchange they are, with the exception of _' exchange, overlapping, lt follows that the whole

picture of meson exchange interactions between point like hadrons loses much of its footing when

applied to physical hadrons,

The picture of overlapping hadron wavefunctions which undermines the meson exchange picture

suggests two other interaction mechanisms. The one we shall discuss fire,Jt is due to q# annihilation

and q_ creation processesj depicted in fig, lb for the specific case of meson-meson (MM _) scattering.

This reaction can occur if a quark in one meson can annihilate with an antiquark in the other meson.

This leads to the production of an ".-channel" meson and the S-matrix can again be determined by

summing over ali s-channel resonances.

The duality of a- and _-channel meson exchange for MM e scattering is evident from figs, la

and lb, which may be continuously deformed into one another, Thus the S-matrix can be described

in terms of a complete set of either process, considering subsets of both processes runs the risk of

unphysical predictions due to double counting.

The next mechanism we discuss is that of quark exchange, depicted in fig, lc. When two

scattering hadrons are near enough that their wavefunctions overlap this is clearly a likely occurrence.

In fact, if there are identical particles in the scattering hadrons, the wavefunction representing the

system must contain such diagrams in order to be properly antisymmetrized. Thus we see that the

dynamics of quark exchange are intrinsic to the dynamics of hadron scattering.

Earlier we noted that the 8 and _-channel diagrams for MM _ scattering may be deformed into

one another, We now consider deformations of fig, lc. As can be seen in fig. ld we can deform fig, 1c



to look like t-channel meson exchange if we scatter a quark backwards and then forwards ta time.

This requires the introduction of additional annihilation and creation operators in the Hamiltonian

:_nd le_ds to :m intermediate a state with 6 quark lines_ in fig. la we can cut the diagram and
, I

have ot_ly '2 lines, [Ience fig. [c is detbrmable into _xsubset of the processes in ta but it cannot, bc

detbrmed into t,he process depicted by I_g. iU _nd so fig, [¢ represents new physics.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE I: Representationofpossiblemechanisms forMM Iscattering;in(a)i-channel

meson exchange,in (b)s-channelresonances,and in(c)quark exchange.In (d)we show

(c)deformed by havinga quark linescatterbackwardsand forwardsintime.Time runs

up the page and space runs across the page,

In several earlier papers a_ we described how we used the non-relativistic quark model to

calculate effective potentials based on fig, lc. The Hamiltonian used in those calculations is

simplified version of the Hamiltonian used in calculations of the spectroscopy and decays of mesons

_nd baryons, as well as the deuteron, thus leading to a unified description of both stationary and

scatteringquark statesin a singlemodel. Here we discussthe physicsunderlyingthe scattering

systemsbasedon thedynamicsembodied infigs.Ib and Ic.ltturnsout that,atthepresentlevels

ofexperimentaland theoreticalaccuracy,no contributionsfrom fig.la arerequired,

AN APPLICATION TO S-WAVE PSEUDOSCALAR-PSEUDOSCALAR SCATTERING

In bothfigs.Ib and lcthereisno generalrequirementthatthe individualmesons leavingthe

interactionregionhave the same quantum numbers asthoseinthe intialstate;.therequirementis

ratherthattheoverallquantum numbers ofthe initialand finalstatesbe the same. (Inspecific

cases such as t"+t '. _ r'c't ''¢', K*t "+ --* K+t '., and K+K * --, K'+K +, it is true that the individual

mesons retain their identity, and it al_ follows that they scatter only through the process in fig. lc.)

Thus, for example, an incoming I = 0 X"C't" state may scatter into an asymptotic rr,7state if the

t't invariant mass exceeds 2rna. This final state may also lead to a K+K - final state via either

of the processes in fig, lb or lc'. An si creation in lb can lead directly from t'*_r" to K'C'K-; The

scattering from t'.r" to a virtual '717,followed by the conversion of a dJ component of the r/into an

si component, followed by a second scattering process, r/r/--* K+K-, leads indirectly from r'r-

to K . K- and plays an essential role in the dynamics of such systems.

Thus we see that a complete description of these scattering processes requires a coupled-channel

approach, A reasonable statting point for S-wave pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar Scattering is the radial

coupled-channel matrix Schr6dinger equation:

(K + M + V) u,,a(r) = E u:,._(u). (1)



[Iere the wavefunction ul,._(r) represents the amplitude for two mesons or a q_ meson with net

i_ospin [ and strangeness S to have relative separation r. [n eq. (l) K is a diagonal nonrelativistic

kinetic energy operator and _I is a diagonal mass matrix, so that E is the total nonrelativistic energy

rather than tile usual kinetic energy. The non-,tiagonal potential matrix V contains three ,tilrerent

t,ypes of entries, which correspond to the three distinct physical processes Pi P: _ P_P_ of fig. lc.

:xnd Pt P: _-"S, and S ,--,S which are tile components of fig. lb, where Pi represents a pseudoscalar
and S _ scalar meson.

The Pt P2 *"*P_P_ potentials due to quark exchange have been determined from a variational

nonrelagivistic quark model calculation which concluded I',hat the qq44 low-lying states are mainly

scattering states of 0-0" meson pairs (with a numerically insignificant 1-t" component) and that

intermeson "nuclear" forces are, in ['act, dominated by quark-exchange processes driven by the

hyperfine interaction. _'' One model parameter is chosen from a fit to the [ = 2 rr S-wave phase

shift data, and the remaining parameters are determined by low energy meson spectroscopy. We use

0.pproximate square well potentials with ranges of 0.8 fm (,o solve eq. (l) numerically.

The PtP2 _ S potentials which determine to the vertex factors in fig. lb are calculated from

an SU(3) symmetric 3P o q4 annihilation picture which includes Clebsch-Gordan factors dependent

on the P P_ and S flavor wavefunctions, mass dependent form factors, and an overall square well

depth choosen to reproduce the ,f0(1300) ---*,x' width of Kokoski and [sgur.'

The S _S potential, which allows the q_ meson to propagate from one vertex to the other in

fig. lb, cor_sists of a square well q4 confining potential, a repulsive t/r 2 P-wave centrifugal barrier.

_nd _ set of constants choosen to reproduce the ground state ap0 masses in agreement with both

experiment and the pre.dictions of the quark model.'

The dimensions of the matrices in eq. (1) are determine,:[ by the number of S-wave pseudoscalar

pairs and scalar q_ mesons in the flavor sector being investigated. The subscripts of ul,s denote the

net isospin and strangeness of the sector, and are of the form

UI, 0 ---:
U,?;¢

u.,l=(u ,_+),_- Ua._(t3OO)

( ) U'''''u_-'=i u_,=, (2)
U_, t -" UK_

UKg t ,, Ugg

u_[(t41o) Uo,o= u_., ,
U,_Jq,

or u_,o= (u..,-,). u/,(t3o0)
u/_(ts0o)

We solveeq.(i)numericallyineachsectorat a givenscatteringenergyE to determinethe wave-

functionsand hence the S-matrix.The _ymptotic behaviorof the scatteringstatesdetermines

the energydependentphaseshifts,and theinelasticitiesaredeterminedby comparingtherelative

amplitudesofoutgoingwaves ineach channelfora givenincomingwave. We have found that

thesesolutionsarenot extremelysensitiveto the parameterset we chooseforthesethreesetsof
. _I--4
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A comparison of the predictions of this model with experimental data has lead to many insights

into the behaviour of these systems ,_nd the possible resolution of several outstanding problems in

hadron physics. A list of successes includes ,an understanding of the masses, widths, and branching

fract, ions or' the S" :tad S (also known _ts the/Q(975) :rod ,x0(980) respectively) scalars ;_nd the the q,_'
', _1--4

scalar mesons, low energy pseudoscalar-pseudoscalax phase shtfts, the two-photon widths of t,he

S" and S _ the -%,[ = 1:'2 rule in K decay,' pseudoscMar-pseudoscalar invariant m_s distributions 'i , '_'

in 7/¢ ...-, PtP_V," the physical origins of backgrounds,' and other related problems. ,

Of special interest is the nature of the S ° and 6 which we fr,td in the model to be predominantly

KK' bound states. In fig. '2 we show the probability amplitude to find the component_ of u0,0 in

[ = 0 ra" scattering as a function of the [ = 0 rr invariant mms. These probabilities have been

normalized to unit incoming rr amplitude and demonstrate the overwhelming domination of the

bound NK' channel just below NK" threshold.

_.000 , , , 1 , 1 I

g.
h, _00 - _ ]u#¢_ I:a dr

0
t,,)

,_. _oo -

O
"_ 500 "

N

400

_', 300,iJ

_.n 200

/ / u/gismo)/2dr_.oo ]u/,(umo)l_ dr. ,,.,

0 ....... _-.,"---.... l.. -_--, ",_.... )t " " ""1 ,,, I : ".,"-'- - -
.2 .4 .6 .8 1 1,2 _.4 1.6 _ 8

m.,. in GeV

FIGURE 2:The probabilityoffindingan 1=0 rr scatteringsystemas KK', /0(1300)and

]0(1530)inthe centralregion.These curvesareobtainedby integratingthecomponent

probabilitiesoverallspaceand axe normalizedto unitincoming 1=0 rr amplitude,ltis

clearthatnearKK" thresholdthesystemisdominatedby the KK" system,leadin_tothe

conclusionthattheS* ismainlya KK" bound state.
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CONCLUSIONS

We kave d{scussed possible mechanisms for the interaction of scattering I_adrons anti conclu_ie

from both .e,eneral ;trguements and _tspecific t:alculation in i,he S-wave PP .scat,tering systems l,]lat,

t,he interact, ion is ctominat, ed by ,'-channel resonance production :rod quark ,.'xchange ,.qfects, iYlt._SOll

o.xchange is not yet required to fit this data. In this sector quark exchange leads to the binding of

[_:i-_states withiri t,he framework of ;l simple intuitive SchrSdinger equation, .,ks discussed ,:lsewhere

in the literature this interpretat_ion solves many problems.
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E791 - Continued Study of Charm at TPL

Hadro Production -- 500 GeV Pion beam
3% Interaction!Length Target

Fairly typical magnetic spectrometer + 23 Silicon strip
planes in the target region

Global Et trigger gives charm enhancement of 1.5 - 2.0

High rate DA system-- 200K events per spill

Goal is 100,000 reconstructed charm events
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CURRENT STATUS

In stable data-taking mode
will show data written vs time for 1991 run

Monitoring data quality
New SMD planes
New Drift Chamber gas
will show sample plots we use for monitoring

Tuning up offline reconstruction software
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STATUS OF OFFLINE SOFTWARE

Full detector tracking package is in place. Tuning up allignments and
track linking in the magnets.

Producing threshold curves for calibrating Cerenkov detectors

Calibrating calorimeters using electron and muon data

Full Reconstruction package ( tracking + calorimeters + Cerenkov )
is getting pulled together

Multi.processor version of code for use on Farm Production systems
!

is under development

Monte Carlo produces data tapes for verification of ali the above

Filter is under development on ACP2

Ali code gets distributed to and tested on ali platforms we expect
to use : Vax, SGI, IBM-Rios, ACP2, SUN, DEC-station



E791 Ks-->pi pi

HBOOK lD = 217 DATE 07/11/91
NO = 7

36
35 **
34 I
33 --I
32 * I
31 I 1-
30 I *
29 -I I
28 I I
27 I _I
26 * I
25 I I
24 i I*
23 I I
22 I I
21 I I
20 I 1-
19 , *I I
18 -I I
17 I I*
16 I I
15 I I -
14 I l-I
13 -*I I
12 I-I I
II I *
10 - I I
9 I I I '
8 - I --* I--
7 I I II I *I -
6 I I II I I I
5 I --I --II*I * I
4 I I I - I * I I*- --I
3 *********************** I I ************
2 I I ---I I I I-I l-I I-I- I I I I--
1 I l--I I-I- I l-I I I I

CHANNELS I0 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 123456789012345678901234567890121345678901234567890

CONTENTS 10 1 11123333211
i. 833112223131 5503425588232893351045882421333 44722

LOW-EDGE i. 4444444444444444444444444555555,5555555555555555555
'10"* 1 0 55555666667777788888999990000011111222223333344444

0 0246802468024680246g024680246802468024680246802468 ,

• ENTRIES = 499 * ALL CHANNELS = 0.3930E+03 * UNDERFLOW = 0.56
00E+02 * OVERFLOW = 0.5000E+02
• BIN WID = 0.2000E-02 * MEAN VALUE - 0.5054E+00 * R . M . S = 0.19
IIE-0I

CHISOUAR = 0.4876E+02
Number of events = 230 +- 17



'CHERENKOV LIGHT YIELD vs MOMENTUM

Here we display a normalized yield of Cherenkov photons versus momentum (GeV_ tor a
small sample of data taken by E79 t, The tits show that the threshold behavior is as

predicted for a N2 gas radiator in C1 and a 80:20 mix of He to N2 in C2.
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E791 PROPORTIONAL WIRE CIIAMBERS
BEAM PWC WIRE PARTICIPATION PLOTS
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I. Introduction;During the periodof 1987-88 ofthe fixed
target run at Fermilab, experiment 769 recorded about 400 million events
corresponding to the interations of a mixed hadron beam of pions, kaons,
and protons with the target foils of Be, Al, Cu and W.

As a result of the initial analysis of these data some 1300 DO .> K-_ +
decays were found. Knowing that the branching ratio for this mode is about
half of that for D0--->K'_+_-_ _"decay, we can expect to get at least a few
hundred of these decays. From a preliminary look we can estimate about
500 decays in all.This sample of decays is the largest of its kind produced in
hadron-hadron collisions. They will help augment our studies of charm
particle production and give our experiment a more accurate estimation of
the total cross section for the hadroproduction of charm.

II. The Theory of Hadrouroduction ,of Charm:
The hadroproduction of heavy quarks in high energies is treated as a

hard scattering problem in the QCD parton model. This model expresses
the cross section c_ for a hard interaction with characteristicmomentum

scale Q as follows:

f

o"(Pl, P2.)= _ / dxldX2 fi (Xl,l.t)fj (x2,1.t)o'O(a5(l.t),xlP1, x2P2),, ,t

tj ./

where .Pl and P2 are the momenta of the incoming hadrons, x 1 and x2 are
the momentum fractions carried by the constituent partons of each hadron,
and fi(x) is the distribution function (or density) of the partons of type i with
monemtum fraction between x and x+dx. _tis an arbitrary scale of the
order of Q, the hard momentum scale, and a s is the strong coupling, and
the sum on i and j runs over the light quarks and gluons. This formula is
illustrated in figure 1.

The parton reactions which contribute most to the production of a
heavy quark are the following two which are also presented as Feynman
diagrams in figure 2.

(a) q(Pl)+ q-{P2}"_Q(P_ + (_p4)

(b) g_Pl}+ g(P2}_ Q{p3)+ V_p4}
i

, 1 R.K. Ellis, FERMILAB-Conf-89/168-T, August 9, 1989.
r
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III. Experiment;2 z79 fixed target experiment
performed at Tagged Photon Laboratory at Fermilab, by an international
collaboration of several institutions from Brazil, Canada, and the United
States.

The beam was a mix of 250 GeV _, K, and p incident on di_Terent
target materials. The spectrometer which is shown in figure 3 consisted of
the following components:

1. Beam ID:

a) Differental Isochronous Self-collimating Cerenkov
Counter (DISC)

b) Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)
These two detectors were used in tagging the beam particles as pions,

kaons or protons.

2. Beam Tracking:
a) 2 sets of Proportional Wire Chambers (PWC)
b) Silicon Microstrip Detector (SMD)

Each PWC consisted of four planes X, Y, X', and W. The beam SMD
had two views X and Y.

3. Down Stream Tracking System:
a) Silicon Microstrip Detector (SMD)
b) Proportional Wire Chambers (PWC)
c) Drift Chambers (DC)

This system consisted of 11 SMD planes used as vertex telescope, 2
PWC Y-planes to complement the first set of DC planes upstream of the
analysis magnets, and a total of 35 DC planes interspersed along the
spectrometer in four regions.

4. Analysis magnets:
M1 and M2 were used along with drift chambers in determining the

momentum of tracks. The experimental resolution of a high mass state is
about 8 MeV/c 2

5. Cerenkov Counters:

C1 and C2 were threshold gas chambers used in identifying the non-
leptonic decay products such as g, K, and p's. The momentum thresholds
are 5.9 GeV and 10.2 GeV respectively for the counters. C1 uses pure N2 as
a cherenkov radiator and C2 uses a 80:20 mix of He and N2.
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Figure 1. The parton model picture of a high energy scattering
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Figure 2. Lowest order Feynman diagrams for heavy quark production



2 Robert Jedicke, preliminary copy of dissertation, 1991.
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6. Calorimeter:

a) Segmented Liquid Ionization Calorimeter (SLIC)
b) Hadrometer

SLIC, an electromagnetic calorimeter, along with Hadrometer, the
hadronic calorimeter were used to determine the energy of the decay
products and also to implement a transverse energy (Et) trigger.

TAGGED PHOTON SPECTROMETER
E791

CALOR', METERS --- MUON WALl.
HAI]RONI C

, EW (SI.IOI --_

DR i FT CHAMBERS

CERENKOV COUNTERS

Cl_ ' C2

STEEL

-- SMD' S

PWC 'S

KAQN WALL

_M2 MAGNET
DRIFT CHAMBERS

02,02'

"' _ M1 MAGNET
DRIFT CHAMBERS

ol

Figure 3. E769 spectrometer

__=__L__ After some preliminary reconstructions
known as Passes, where tracks were reconstructed and their momenta and
energies were calculated, the information most necessary to the analysis
was passed on the the Data Summary Tapes (DSTs). The DSTs have taken
years and hardwork by many people to prepare.

The first analysis pass known as PAIR STRIP was performed en
DSTs to select events containing multiple vertices. The vertex with the most
number of tracks is picked as the primary vertex. There are certain
requirements and cuts applied to the selection process to ensure quality
vertices.



The next step is an analysis strip of the decay mode. DO-> K3_, the
charm decay I'm interested in studying. The basic criteron in this strip is
to look ibr 4-track vertices where the sum of the charges of the tracks is
zero.

5

I mark one of the tracks as a kaon so that later on I can impose a cut on its
probability as a kaon using cerenkov information. The other important
criterioninselectingan eventistodevelopappropriatecutson thetracks,
verticesand eventsasa whole.CutslikeChi squaredperdegreeof
freedom,isolationand mass cuts.

To developthesstripcutswe useMonte Carlo(MC). First,we
generatea largenumber ofthedecayproductswe areinterestedin.Then
we use thedigitizertoplacethegeneratedeventsintotheraw dataformat.
Next,thissimulatedraw dataisrun throughthesame reconstructioncode
thatwas used on therealdata.At thispoint,we couldalsorun thepair
stripcodeon ittogeta smallerdatasampleforourNtuplemaker. The
Ntuplemaker isa program whichfollowssimilarcriteriafora good
candidateasthestripdoes.The main purposeoftheNtuplemaker isto
enabletheexperimentertoinvestigatethepropoerand unbiasedcutson
differentvariablestooptimizesignaltonoise.

The method usedtoachievethisistoturnthesame Ntuplemaker on
thepairstrippeddataand trytomaximizetheratioofthesignalsizeinthe
MC datatothesquarerootoftheeventsthatpassthesame cutinthepair
strippeddata.

Havingselectedtheappropriatecutsthroughtheabovemethod,we _
can incorporatethem intoour strippingprogram. Aftertheanalysisis
performedon thepairstriptapes,we run ourNtuplemaker on theoutput
tapes.Havingobtainedourlong-awaitedntuple,we now proceedwiththe
analysis.Here,we trytomeasure oursignalsizesand calculatetheerrors
associatedwiththem througha seriesoffittingprograms.I should
mentionherethatallalongthisprocess,we shouldtrytomake surewe

have generatedenough MC datainordertocalculatetheacceptancewith
goodenough statistics.

V. Tim !ine: At the present time, I have the stripping code
ready. I anticipate a few months for stripping and ntuple making,
assuming free access to and smooth running of the Silicon Graphics
computing facilities. I also need to generate at least 500K MC events, and
considering the parallel production of other modes and their recon
struction on ACPIIs, it won't be till sometime next year before I have
enough statistics in hand. I believe after having acquired all the relevant
data, I will need a couple of months to work with the data and probably to



deal with some unforeseen problems.
Even assuming that some of thework like writing up the dissertation

can be done c_ncurrently with other jobs, I don't think I can finish in less
than a year from now. THIS IS AN OPTIMISTIC ESTIMATE.
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ABSTRACT

\Vehaveintegrateda systemof16 parallelRISC CPUs tohelpreconstructand analyze

a 1.3Terabytedatasetof400 millionhighenergyphysicsinteractions.These new CPUs

providedan affordablemeans ofprocessinga verylargedataset.The datawas generated

usinga hadronbeam aud a fixedtargetofmetalfoilsatFermilabExperiment769.Signals

were recordedon tapefrom particlescreatedin ordecayingnearthe targetand passing

thougha magneticspectrometer.Becausealltheinteractionswereindependent,eachCPU

couldcompletelyreconstructany interactionwithoutreferenceto otherCPUs. Problems

ofthissortareidealforparallelprocessors.Intheofl]inereconstuctionsystem,we used

Exabyte8mm videotapedriveswithan I/O capacityof7Terabytesperyearand a storage

capacityof2.3Gigabytespertape.Thisreducedtapemounts toone ortwo perday rather

thanone or two per hour aswould be the casewith9-tracktapes.An ETHERNET TM

networkwas usedtolinktheCPUs and had anI/O capacityof15Terabytesperyear.The

RISC CPUs came intheformofcommerciallysupportedworkstationswithlittlememory

and no graphicstominimizecost.Each 25 MHz MIPS R3000 RISC CPU processeddata

20 timesfasterthan 16MHz Motorola68020 CPUs thatwerealsoused.About 8000hours

ofnumber crunchingwas neededto reconstructthedataset.A sample ofthousandsof

fullyreconstructedparticlescontaininga charm quarkhas beenproduced.The sampleis

beingusedtostudyhow hadronsproducethisheavy quark [I].
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computing needs of many experiments in high energy particle physics can be met

using multiple CPUs working in parallel. Typical experiments record 108 to 1011 indepen-

dent events. The results of the computation performed on one event do not affect other

events. Therefore, it is straight forward to adapt these problems to a parallel processing
environment.

Experiment 769 [2] at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab)studies the

production of particles containing the charm quark. During this experiment, 400 million

interactions were recorded at the Tagged Particle Spectrometer [3] on 9000 nine track tapes.

The system of UNIX workstations that we describe here performs two compute intensive

tasks on this data set. First, the event reconstruction algorithm, which requires 3/4 of a

CPU second per event, reconstructs particle trajectories, momenta, and type. Second, a

filtering algorithm inspects each event and retains candidates that could contain charm

particles. We could have performed both tasks at once but chose instead to write ali of

the reconstructed events on serial media during the first pass of the data. Then, we read

the reconstructed events and filter during the second pass.

High energy particle physics is often similar to gold mining. A miner sifts through

an enormous amount of rock to find specks of gold. A ph:ysicist often has to examine

an enormous number of particle interactions to find rare events. In E769, a beam of 250

GeV/c pions, kaons, and protons interacted with 26 metal foils. A 9 month run produced

a yield of over 2 billion interactions, of which 400 million were selected and recorded. Out

of these interactions, we have been able to reconstruct thousands of particles containing 1

the charm quark [1]. Typical decays include the two modes shown in Figure 1, t

D°(c_)---, K-(s_') _r+(ud)_ and_ t
D+(cd)----, g-(s_) 7r+(ud) rc+(ud).

Charm particles are relatively massive and long rived. We calculated the mass from j
the measured four-momentum of decay particles. The long charm lifetime leads to a decay

length of a few millimeters. The decay length in each event is the difference between two 1
Ipositions: the location of the interaction of the beam particle with the target foil and the

1
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location ,)f the decay of the charm particle, [f the mass and decay length were calculated

as each event happened, it would be easy to select only the few thousand containing charm

quarks. However, it is very expensive to calculate these quantities in real time. We found

it easier to selectively record 400 million events out of 2 billion interactions with quantities

constructed directly from the analog signals of the detector. This selection was based

on the amount of energy that is produced transverse to the beam direction, since events

containing charm quarks will have more transverse energy than the more frequent events

with the lighter up, down, and strange quarks. This selection yielded 1.3 terabytes of

event data, which were written on 9,000 nine track tapes with a high bandwidth data

acquisition system [4]. We later copied these data to the 8mm format. The rapidly

improving price/performance of some types of oft]ine computing allowed us to play back

these tapes and completely reconstruct the events.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

We wanted to speed the extraction of charm events from this data. To do this a system

of Reduced Instruction Set Computer (ILISC) processors was devised. This supplemented a

large number of Fermilab Advanced Computer Program Motorola 68020 microprocessors

(ACP-I) [5] already shared by many Fermilab experiments. The idea was to build a

dedicated system for one project which would avoid the delays and expense of a general

purpose computer which could support scores of software packages and users.

An in-depth market survey was performed and then vendors were asked to bid on

a fully competitive basis. This led to the purchase of one Silicon Graphics (SGI) [6]

4D/240S compute server by the Fermilab Physics Section which was used by E769 and

other experiments. Figure 2 shows this compute server in a test configuration. Three

additional SGI 4D/240S compute servers dedicated to E769 were subsequently purchased.

The network architecture of this system of compute servers is shown in Figure 3.

Each SGI 4D/240S utilizes four 25 MHz processors developed by MIPS Computer

Systems, the MIPS R3000 RISC CPU and MIPS R3010 Floating Point Unit. The four

processors in one of the 4D/240S servers share 16MB of memory. The other three servers



each have 8MB of shared local memory. A dedicated bus is used to connect processors and

memory within the compute server. We tested the performance of the shared memory by

measuring the performance of a task when it is running alone, and then with three other

tasks on the compute server. A performance degradation of a few per cent was noticed in

the first job run on the 4D/240S when three r._ore jobs ran concurrently. Characteristics

of the processor and memory systems are in Table 1. Table 2 compares its performance to

Yermilab's ACP-I Motorola 68020 processors. We had nine key goals. The SGI systems

solved our nine goals as followS:

1. GOAL. We needed enough CPU power to complete the event reconstruction

in a year. Additional delays would dilute the scientific interest in the results of

this data set. We needed the processing power of an additional 300 Motorola

68020 CPUs. Our goal was get this processing power and to simultaneously

minimize the cost of reconstructing an event.

SOLUTION. The SGI system provided the raw CPU power that we needed

to find charm quarks in a timely fashion at a price about 50 times lower than

a traditional mainframe, and three times lower than the cost of additional

ACP-I systems. Anything that needlessly added cost (e.g. graphics displays

or extra memory) was rejected.

2. GOAL. Commercial availability: We wanted to minimize designing, building

and maintaining the computer hardware and operating system.
f

SOLUTION. The SGI system was commercially supported and incurred

little in the way of engineering and self-maintenance costs. A three year

software and hardware maintenance contract was bundled with each compute

server.

3. GOAL. We needed robust, optimizing FORTRAN and C compilers, lt would

have been difficult to translate the 58,000 lines of the E769 FORTRAN re-

construction program into assembly code by hand. The assembly code would



have been hearty impossible to maintain even if it could be produced. We

also wished to avoid debugging a FORTRAN compiler.

SOLUTION. The MIPS corporation took the unusual approach of devel-

oping their high level language compilers and hardware in parallel. RISC

compilers in general must be able to overlap instructions in order to take ad-

vantage of the hardware. For example, during a MIPS floating point divide

1.1other instructions can also be executed [7]. MIPS brought out excellent

FORTRAN and C compilers at the same time they brought out their RISC

chips. SGI provided and supported versions of these compilers. FORTRAN li-

censes wer_ purchased for the two compute servers that were used for software

development.

4. GOAL. Data ThroughPut: Moving 1.:3 terabytes of input data and an equal

amount of output data to and from processors over a period of a year requires

an average I/O rate of 85 kilobytes per second. The data had to be read from

the input media, distributed to the processors, collected, and written to the

output media.

SOLUTION. The data throughput was provided by Exabyte 8mm tape

drives [8] for the input and output data streams. ETHERNET TM provided

a network data path between servers. Small Computer System Interfaces

(SCSI) were used to move data to and from the tape drives. The I/O rate of

an Exabyte 8mm drive is 210 kByte/sec on the SGI 4D/240S, about a factor

of five faster than necessary for an E769 reconstruction input tape. For a com-

parison of various media characteristics see Table 3. A single ETHERNET TM

can move 15 terabytes per year given a rate of 0.5 MB/s. This exceeded our

minimal I/O requirement by a factor of six. Typically a CPU processed a 4kb

data event for 3/4 of a second. During this time no I/O was required.

5. GOAL. Convenience: For operational simplicity, we wanted to limit tape

mounting to a few short periods per day. This avoids having to run shifts 24

hours per day to load tapes.

5



SOLUTION. If we had used nine track tapes directly, the system of compute

servers would have required over :10tape mounts per day to process 6,000 input

and output tapes over a year. To avoid this bottleneck, we used the Fermilab

tape copy facility to transfer data to the 8mm media. Each 8mm tape can hold

2.3 Gigabytes of data, or up to 13 nine track tapes. This decoupled the large

number of nine track tape mounts from the continuous data flow required by

the compute servers and reduced the media cost for the reconstructed data by

a factor of 25. We worked with SGI to adapt the Exabyte 8mm tape drives to

the 4D/240S. Our data format has variable length blocks up to 65 kilobytes.

Before purchasing the system we copied an E769 nine track data tape to an

8mm cartridge. By reading this tape on an SGI system we verified that the

software drivers included in the operating system handle large variable length

blocks. We purchased the first tape drive from SGI to ensure system integrity.

The remaining drives were supplied by third party vendors.

6. GOAL. Software to distribute the events to CPUs and collect results: The

compute tasks can be performed in parallel by having a complete copy of the

reconstruction or filtering algorithm on each of many parallel CPUs. The

data flow, process scheduling, and bookkeeping tasks require careful software

design.

SOLUTION. The Fermilab Advanced Computer Program's Cooperative

ProcessSoftware(CPS) [9]was used to distribute events and collect results.

7. GOAL. Software to communicate with VAX/VMS computers: The Fermilab

Physics Section's Local Area VAX Cluster (LAVC) is an interactive system

of VAXstations which supports the general computing needs of physicists at

Fermilab. The LAVC is shown in Figure 3. The FORTRAN code for our

reconstruction and filtering algorithms was developed and maintained on this r/
cluster. I/

SOLUTION. The SGI computers support TCP/IP communications. Multi-

net [10] software was in use at Fermilab, and this was installed on the



VAX VMS systems that we used, to provide them with TCP/lP commu-

nications.

8. GOAL. Sufficient memory for efficient CPU use: 1.3 MB of memory was

needed per CPU during execution to contain the E769 reconstruction program

and required data without paging to disk.

SOLUTION. k total of 8 MB of memory was put on three of the SGI

computers and 16 MB on the fourth. The 8MB computers thus had 2 MB per

CPU which allowed the 1.3 MB E769 reconstruction program to run without

paging, even after the operating system's memory usage. Excessive memory

can add substantially to the cost of a system. To minimize our memory

requirements the reconstruction and filtering algorithms were run as separate

passes through the data.

9. GOAL. We needed about 5 gigabytes of disk to store user programs and

intermediate data.

SOLUTION. We wished to try to reserve the bandwidth of the SCSI buses

for Exabyte 8ram tape drives. To do this we had SGI put one four-channel

Enhanced Small Disk Interface (ESDI) in three of the compute servers and

two in the fourth. As shown in Figure 3 ali system disks are EDSI as well as

seven user disks on the first compute server. Five SCSI disks are also used.

Ali disks are 5 1/4". Many of the disks included a 5 year warranty. This greatly

lowers the life cycle cost of a disk. Network File System (NFS TM) software is

used to share disks between the different compute servers.

III. SOFTWARE

The compute servers ran the IR,IX operating system, which is the Silicon Graphics

implementation of UNIX, based on System V.3 with BSD 4.3 enhancements, mix is fully

symmetric, allowing each process to run on any of the processors within one of the compute

servers. The IRIX operating system managed CPU scheduling automatically.

7
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.\ good FORTRAN-77 compiler was an essential software tool for our application,

since the algorithms contain 58,000 lines of FORTRAN. The MIPS FORTRAN compiler is

reliable, and we had little trouble porting our code from the VAX/VMS environment. The

three optimization levels are-O0 (no optimization),-O1 (default, basic optimizations),

and -02 (global optimization). In Table 4 we compare the performance of one R3000

processor at these three optimization levels. The source line debugger (dbx) and profiler

(pixie) utilities were useful in porting and optimizing this code.

We kept the sixteen processors in this system busy by using the CPS package developed

at Fermilab to distribute events among the processors. The structure of one job is shown in

Figure 4. Each of the bubbles represents one process on a compute server. There were three

different kinds of tasks: input, output, and compute. The input and output tasks were

each carried out by a single process. The compute task was either the event reconstruction

algorithm or the event filtering algorithm. This compute-intensive part of the application

was carried out by sixteen processes distributed among the four compute servers. One

additional process, the job manager, synchronized the work of these processes.

The input process read the data stream from tape and sent blocks of events to each

compute process. It then waited until one of the compute processes became available.

The compute process received the event block, performed the event reconstruction or

event filtering algorithm to generate an output event block, sent this block to the output

process, and then signaled the input process that it was available. The output process

polled the compute processes, received data from each process as it become available, and

wrote it to tape or disk. 1

To keep the system busy full time while we were running the reconstruction algorithm, ]

we used two pairs of tape drives. One pair had the input and output tapes for the active 1
job, and the second pair of drives contained the tapes for the next job. The physicist 1
on shift who determined which data to process and monitored the progress of the event

reconstruction needed to attend to the system only two or three times daily. This avoided 1

|

the costs associated with 24-hour operator coverage, and kept the system utilization above

95%, comparable to batch mainframe utilization. System failures were infrequent and I
Icaused no appreciable loss of time.

4
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After tile event reconstruction was completed we used the same system to reduce the

data sample from 100 million reconstructed events to the few thousand events containing

charm quarks. Filtering algorithms select events with charm quarks and reject events that

do not contain charm quarks. First, we reduced the data set through a general filter that

selected events containing a pair of particle tracks intersecting at a point downstream of

the primary interaction point. This first stage reduced the number of events by a factor of

[5, and required 10% of the compute time per event (compared to the reconstruction) to

decide whether to pass the event to the output data stream. Second, we further reduced

this sample with filters specific to each of the charm particle decay modes, such as D . or

D°. We were able to use the same system by making a few minor changes to our operation

strategy.

The most significant difference in the filtering jobs is that the number of compute cycles

required for each event is lower. We characterize different tasks by the average number of

CPU instructions performed, per byte of data input and output. For the reconstruction

jobs, we averaged 3,500 instructions per byte. The filtering task, however requires only

1,975 instructions per byte. We found that for the filtering task we could only keep eight,

rather than sixteen, processors busy. Two independent data streams, each feeding data

to eight processors, kept the entire system utilized. A second, and related, difference was

with tape mounts. Since each 8mm cartridge was filtered in three hours (instead of the

ten hours required for event reconstruction), we used additional tape drives to hold the

tapes waiting for execution. With all the tape drives loaded, the system ran the filtering

algorithm unattended for over 12 hours. The final difference is the output data stream.

The amount of data is reduced by a factor of 15 in this process, so we wrote the output to

separate disk files. Once a day, these files were copied to an output tape to free up disk

space.

After the first stage of filtering the reduced data set fit on 23 8mm cartridges. The

next stage of data filtering used criteria specific to the different charm particles and decay

modes that we are studying. We ran different filtering algorithms on the reduced data set

to extract the final event samples. For these final filtering stages we have been using an

automatic tape loader [11] which has two Exabyte 8mm tape drives and slots for 54 8mm



cartridges in a carousel. These stages of the data filtering alsorithms also ran in the CPS

environment. The automatic tape mounts allowed us to sc_.n and filter the complete data

set without intervention. Different teams of physicists have developed, tested, and run

new filtering algorithms on the complete filtered data set in a matter of days.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

We have successfully operated a system of UNIX workstations with 2.3 GB Exabyte

8mm tape drives and an ETHERNET TM network. One year after the arrival of the 16

RISC CPUs in July 1989, the reconstruction of the 400 million E769 events was completed,

and the physics analysis of thousands of particles with charm quarks was well under way.

This is the first time UNIX/RISC computers have been used for such a large data set

in High Energy Physics. The transition to this environment has been straight forward

because of the many software tools that are available. The affordable compute power in

workstations can be exploited because our processing can be broken down into tasks which

process independent events. This system adapts well to our two different activities: event

reconstructionand datafiltering.Thus thesame systemservedboth asa CPU enginefor

eventreconstructionand asan I/O engineforeventfiltering.

As shown in Table 5, we have run our 58,000 line FORTRAN benchmark program

on a number of new machines. The E769 benchmark has a mix of integer and floating

point arithmetic and a very large number of conditional branches. With the exception of

Hewlett-Packard/Apollo, ali the workstation vendors sell 8mm Exabyte tape drives. Even

for a given processor and clock speed, performance can differ. For example, the MIPS

R2000 and R3000 chips have a write back cache design. This can cause two writes in a

row to stall the CPU until the second word written to cache memory reaches the slower I

main memory. A deep write buffer can avoid this. Cache memory is fast enough (e.g. 19 1

nanoseconds for a 25 MHz R3000) to keep up with a CPU. A large cache decreases the

number of slow accesses to main memory for data and instructions. However, fast cache i
memory is expensive. A fast interface to main memory can reduce the need for a large

!

cache. Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) can supply a bit in 70 nanoseconds. A
second immediate access to the same DRAM will take 140 nanoseconds unless the bit is at

10 1
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_ tlearby address and has already been put into on-chip latches. DRAM requires the extra

time to prepare for the second operation. A fast memory interface exploits cases when

a second bit is nearby, A design with two interleaved memory banks also helps. Even

and odd addresses are stored in alternate banks under the assumption that instructions

and data Will typically be accessed in order. While the first bank is getting ready, the

second bank can be read. (:]PUs can be made to gue_ which fork of a conditional branch

will be taken and execute instructions on that fork before knowing which fork is really

wanted. The more simultaneous operations a CPU can perform efficiently, the faster it

will be. Memory fetches, integer arithmetic, and floating point arithmetic can all execute

simultaneously: Good high level language compilers can help and do continue to improve.

For example, using version 3.0 rather than 2.1 of the DEC FORTRAN compiler [12] gives

a 12% improvement in our benchmark on a DECstation 5000-200.

Ali the architectures in Table 5 are continuing to progress. Integrated Device Technol-

ogy has put a 40MHz MIPS R3000 on the same chip (R,3052E) as an 8kb instruction cache,

2kb data cache, and 4 level deep write buffer. Floating point is simulated. MIPS is coming

out with a 50 MHz RA000 chip with 64-bit wide data paths, a pair of 8kb on-chip caches

and on-chip floating point. HP/Apollo is pushing particularly hard on increased clock

speeds. LSI Logic_ Texas Instruments, and Cypress/Ross are working on the Lightning,

Viking, and Pinnacle implementations of the SUN Spare architecture, respectively.

We expect that improvements in the cost/performance ratio of available systems will

rapidly continue. Future experiments will search for processes that are even rarer than

the production of charm quarks. Although this existing system is now being used for

more general computing needs at Fermilab, later experiments can reasonable expect to

obtain significantly more reconstruction and filtering power to study rare processes and

phenomena. It is quite prudent to buy a system ju._$ in time and then to bring it on-line

quickly. We do not rely on any vendor-specific features for the success of the system we

are operating. This strategy gives us the agility to quickly adapt to the best available

hardware for future compute tasks.
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_,_TABLES

Processor: CentralProcessor R3000

FP Processor R3010

FP Data Format [EEE 754,32- and 64-bitformats

Registers 32 CPU, 32 FP (singleprecision)

Word Length 32 bits

ClockSpeed 25 MH._

Cache Memory: Cache Type Write-back

Cache Size 64 KB instruction

64 KB Data (1st level)

256 KB Data (2nd level)

Write Buffer 4 words deep

Read Buffer 16 words deep

Processor Bus BW 64 MB/see sustained

CPU Memory: Size 8MB (16 MB on one server)
Maximum allowed 128 MB

Bandwidth 64 MB/see sustained

Virtual Memory: 2 GB per process

MP Link Bus: Width 32 bit address; 64 bit data

Bandwidth 64 MB/see sustained

Table 1. Characteristics of Silicon Graphics 4D/240S processors. Each SGI

4D/240S contains four R3000 central processing units and four R301() floating point units

,, with local caches and shared main memory.
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CPU CPU/FPU Clock Instruction Data E769
Maker MHz Cache Cache see/event

ACP-[ Motorola 68020/68881 16 256 bytes 0 18.01
ACP-I Motorola 68020/68882 16 256 bytes 0 15.32
SGI 4D/240S MIPS Ft3000/R3010 25 64kb 320kb 0.76

Table 2. A comparison of SGI 4D/240S and Fermilab A.CP I computers. The

time shown is that required to run the E769 particle reconstruction benchmark on one
CPU. The Motorola 68882 is a faster version of the Motorola 68881 floating point chip.
Concurrent execution of some floating point instructions are allowed in the 68882 and not
allowed in the 68881.

Tape Type Length Capacity S/tape $/Terabyte Tapes/
Terabyte

8mm Video 106m 2.3 GB $4.25 $ 1848 435
4mm DAT 60m 1.2 GB $7.79 $ 6492 833
IBM 3480 165m 0.22 GB $4.60 $20909 4545
9-track 732m 0.16 GB $9.31 $58188 6250

Table 3. A Comparison of Storage Media. The 8mm, 9-track, and 3480 tape

prices are from the Fermilab stockro,_m catalog. The 4mm DAT price is from the New
York Times, 20 Jan. 1991, page 31.

Optimization Level: Time:

-O0 (no optimization) 1.45 seconds/E769 event
-O1 (default optimization) 1.09 seconds/E769 event
-02 (global optimization) 0.76 seconds/E769 event

Table 4. MIPS R3000 at different optimization levels. The time shown is that

required to run the E769 particle reconstruction benchmark on a single CPU of an SGI
4D/240 computer.
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Cache Write Main E769
CPU Memory Back Memory SPEC- E769 Normal-

COMPUTER [6] CPU Clock I+D Buffer Speed. marks sec/ ized to
Type MHz kByte Depth MB/sec [13] event 25MHz

SGI4D/35S R3000 36 64+64 11 97 31. 0.53 0.76
SGI INDIGO R3000 33 32+32 11 91 26. 0.60 0.79
SGI 4D/30 R3000 30 : 64+64 l 1 97 27.
SGI 4D/25S R3000 20 64+32 I 7 14. 1.07 0,86
SGI .ID/20 R3000 12 16+ 8 1 7 8. 1.94 0,93
DEC 3100 P_2000 16 64+64 4 13 11.7 1.10 0,73
DEC 5000-200 R3000 25 64+64 6 100 19.9 0.66 0.66
DEC 5000-120 R3000 20 64+64 I 50 13.9 0.91 0.73

Sony 3710 R3000 20 64+64 i 12.6 1.00 0.80
MIPS Magnum R3000 33 32+32 8 133 25.1
FP/'Apollo 720 PA-P,JSC 50 128+256 N//A 400 59.5 0.39 0.78
HP/Apollo 730 PA-PASC 66 128-+-256 N/A 528 76.8
IBM 6000-320 IBM 20 8+32 N/A 160 32.8 0.82 0.66
IBM 6000-320H IBM 25 8+32 N/A 200 41.2
SUN 2 Sparc 40 64 N/A 49 24.7 0.72 1.15
SUN ELC Sparc 33 64 N/A 41 20.1
Cray Y-MP Cray 166 0 N/A 4200 142.9 0.32 2.13

Table 5. Comparison of Current Workstations. The Cray figures are for a single
CPU. Only the MIPS R2000 and R3000 use a write back cache architecture. The fifth
column does not apply to the other CPU types. The last column shows how long it would
take to reconstruct an E769 benchmark event if the computer clock speed were _caled to
25 MHz.
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color photograph included here

Figure 2. One Silicon Graphics 4D/240S Compute Server. The photogr,_ph shows
8mm Exabyte tape drives as there were attached for testing.
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Figure 3. Network Configuration for Compute Servers and LAVC.

ETHERNET TM was used to connect four SGI 4D/240S compute servers and a Local ,\rea

VAX cluster of VAXstations. The VAXstations have 8-user VAX/VMS licenses.



JobManager

Figure 4. Structure of a CPS job. Fermilab's Cooperative Process Software [9] was
used to distribute independent events from tape to CPUs which proc,essed the data, CPS
was then used to gather results together.
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Preparation of a UNIX Version of CALOR89

We originally obtained CALOR89 from Tom Handler of the University of
Tennessee who had been working with Tony Gabriel of Oak Ridge, the
author of the package of programs. The program had been running on an
IBM 3090 mainframe at the University of Tennessee and was put onto an
IBM 3084 mainframe at the University of Mississippi. lt was run with some
success on the IBM 3084, but this computer was difficult to use. This was
due in part to the awkwardness of the VM/CMS operating system the IBM
uses and in part to the operating policies of the university computer center
which maintains the machine.

lt had been our intention aU along to port the package of programs to a
UNIX workstation. These machines are in the process of becoming, if they
have not become already, the preferred computer for use in scientific
applications. In addition to being powerful and easy to use, the machines
used are generally workstations. This means the cost is relatively low, and
the scientific users who have such a computer available have control over
and exclusive use of the machine.

The first UNIX machine on which CALOR was installed and run was a Silicon

Graphics Personal Iris 4D/20 Workstation at the University of Mississippi.
After some preliminary benchmarking, the code was taken to SSCL in May
where work was done in conjunction with Lee Roberts to check the
performance of the code on various UNIX platforms. The code was
compiled and run on the Silicon Graphics 380 and Sun Sparc 2
Workstations of the Physics Detector Simulation Facility (PDSF) at SSCL.
The code was also compiled and run on a DECstation and an IBM RISC
machine. A variety of portability problems arose and quick, temporary

solutions found. The code at times stopped running because of bugs in the
programs. Some of these problems had arisen before and were thought
rare, but we learned they were not as rare as had been thought.

CALOR89 has also been brought up on an Apollo DNI0000 at the University
of Alabama by Yuwu Yu and Jerry Busenitz. We helped them, through
electronic marl exchanges, in bringing up the code on this computer, and
we learned about several more problems related to the portability of the

code in the process. During a visit to the University of Mississippi by Yuwu



Yu in August, we helped them understand how the analysis is done in the
user written subroutines of SPECT, MORSE and the EGS4 programs and
assisted them in putting some tracking code in piace.

The UNIX version of a couple of CALOR programs, HETC and MORSE, were
given to Ken Johns of the University of Arizona who was working at
Fermilab. As they intended to use the programs on a Silicon Graphics, few
portability issues arose, but they have been running the program to do some
neutron studies.

The high energy physics group at the University of Mississippi now has a
farm of 41 DECstation 5000/Model 200 workstations that are being

configured into a farm that will give the group about 900 MIPS of CPU
computing power. The equipment arrived in late June and early July and is
presently being checked out and the "farm" configuration assembled. Some
workstations are available for computing, however, and CALOR has been run
for a few events on one of the DECstations. Version 3.0 of DEC Fortran is

considered to have considerable problems, but the compiler nonetheless did
an excellent job of finding some dead code and undefined variables that
other compilers -- particularly, the Silicon Graphics and Sun compilers --
did not detect.

In the meantime, the UNLX version that was taken to SSCL was rewritten by
us to make the code as transportable as possible with as little alteration as

possible, The code now runs on Silicon Graphics, Sun, and DECstation
computers without alteration and requires only minimal change for use on
IBM RISC and Apollo UNIX platforms.

In addition, the bugs that were in the package have been addressed. Due to

a problem in the original CALOR89 program, particles sometimes tend to
get lost in the geometry. A work-around for this problem has been
implemented by throwing away the particle that is lost and treating it as
though it had escaped. This allows the program to continue running. As the
error occurs only rarely, this is not of great concern. The program prints
out considerable information about the lost particle including the particle

type, the energy of the particle and its energy, the particles old and new
locations, and the event number in which the error occurred. This

information can help the user decide whether the loss of a particle can be
expected to significantly affect the results enough to warrant throwing out



the event in the final analysis.

It would be preferable, of course, to fix the bug that is causing the problem
in the first piace. Diagnosing the difficulty, however, is expected to be a
very involved undertaking. While this certainly should be pursued, the
temporary work-arounds should assure that the programs are viable and
useful until a permanent solution is found.

Considerable and detailed documentation has been written and is continuing
to be developed on the new UNIX versions to help users and to outline the
changes from the IBM version that have been put in piace.

The current UNIX version of CALOK89 has been labeled Unix Version 3 or
CALOR89/U3. On November 10, 1991 this version of CALOR89 was made

available to SSCL for installation on PDSF and for general distzlbution to
users in the high energy physics community who wish to run tile code on
their own machines.

In summary, CALOR89 is now running at the University of Mississippi on a
Silicon Graphics Personal Iris 4D/20 workstation and on DEC 5000/200

workstations as well as the IBM 3084 campus mainframe. We have been

running the UNIX version of the code on the PDSF facility at the SSCL where
it runs on both the Silicon Graphics batch ranch machines and on the Sun
Sparc 2 front-end workstations.

In addition, UNIX versions of CALOR89 created at the University of
Mississippi are currently being used by groups at the University of Alabama
on an Apollo DN10000 and at Fermilab by University of Arizona researchers.

Some features of CALOR/U3

A number of new features and enhancements have been incorporated into
the UNIX version of CALOR which should make the code easier to use and

more robust. Following is a partial list of these features:

i -Parameters Set in Input Files Rather than Being "Hardwired" Into the



Programs

Prevlously, ln HETC and EGSPREP for electrons only, one had to edit user-
modified subroutines to input information such as type of particle to begin
transporting, the energy', position and direction of the initial particle, and
the dimensions of the c_dorimeter. This information is now included in the

standard input files. "111us, one should only need to compile HETC and

EGSPREP once the code is installed on the computer, lt is no longer
necessary to recompile these programs each time one wishes to change

parameters for a new run. Other programs which need never be compiled
more than once for use on a machine are LIGHT, PEGS, and the SLABGEOM

geometry routine which creates the geometry file.

This SLABGEOM routine is very useful. Without it, one would need to write
out the geometry input file oneself. This program was written by Tom
Handler in PASCAL. He ran it on a PC and transferred the resulting
geometry file to the computer on which he was running CALOR. The
program was converted from PASCAL to FORTRAN at the University of
Mississippi so it could be run on the same UNIX machines that were being
used to run CAL_R.

2 -Makeflles

One feature of UNIX is the ability to use makefiles to link routines into an

executable. Each prograan has its own directory. Within this directory, the
main program and each subroutine, function, and block data subroutine is in
its own file. If one wishes to change subroutine BANKR in MORSE, for

example,one edits the file, bankr.f, After making ali changes, one then types
'make'. The computer automatically recompiles only those routines which
have been re-written since the last compile. , The resulting object flies are
then linked with the object tiles of the routines which had not been changed
to form a new executable. This reduces compile time considerably for those
programs which do have to be altered and recompiled by the user.

3 -Option to Reduce the Size of the History File

The history file of HE tC contains all the information about collisions,



escaping particles and boundary crossings that occurred during the particle
transport in HETC. This history file can be several hundred megabytes, or
even a few gigabytes in size. For a slab calorimeter that has many slabs, most
of the history file will consist of records of boundary crossings, A great deal
of space can be saved by not writing out all of the boundary crossings, Some
of the boundary crossings must be written out since dE/dx losses contribute

to the energy detected by the active media. However, one can avoid writing
out boundary crossings where particles have traveled through passive media
if the user does not intend to analyze directly the energy deposited in the
passive media. This can reduce the size of the history file by a factor of
almost 2 to as much as I0 or more.

The user includes in the input the number of active media and for which
media to write out the dE/dx losses. Up to seven may be chosen. If the
number of active media is chosen to be zero, then all boundary crossings will
be written out as before. Invoking this option allow the simulation of many
events at a time in situations where the simulation would have otherwise

been broken up into several runs of a few events each -- saving both disk
space and much time.

4 -Standard Random Number Generator

The CALOR89/U3 package now uses a standard random number generator

from CERNLIB. Thus, the code should be able to be run on a variety of
machines and give similar results on these different machines if the same

set of random number seeds is used. This is possible even for those

machines that don't have native random number generators provided the
machines have CERNLIB installed. If desired, it is a very simple matter for a
user to change the random number generator to be used.

5 -Additlonal Diagnostics for Errors

lt is easy to make many simple mistakes when running the CALOR package
of programs. An effort has been made to incorporate diagnostics to warn the
user of a number of common errors that may be made when running the
program. These diagnostics say explicitly what went wrong and what needs
to be done to correct the situation.



6 -Greater Ease in Increasing the Size of Arrays and Common Blocks

A nut, ber of parameter statements have been incorporated to allow the user

to quickly change the size of arrays in various programs and t_ change the
size of the MCOMM common block in MORSE. This common block is used

to store a great deal of information, including geometry and cross section

information. Should the common block not have enough space to store all
this information, a diagnostic is printed out telling the user how much
larger the common block should be. The user simply edits an include file,

mcomm.h, which contains a parameter statement defining the size of
common block MCOMM. After editing, the user types 'make', and the
pro_m automatically recompiles only those programs which use the

MCOMM common block and links them with the rest of the program.

7 -Report Files

On UNIX computers which have the intrinsic subroutine, FLUSH, available,

the report files are a very nice feature. Calling FLUSH with an output file
unit number as argument causes the contents of the buffer for that file to be
written out immediately. The MORSE, SPECT, and EGS4 routines each

print out a line to a report file as soon as they finish with each event. The

report file includes the event number, the number of energy depositions
recorded for that event, and the total energy deposited for the event. While

the program runs in the background, therefore, the user can at any time
check the number of events that have been processed by the routine. The
number of energy depositions per event helps to give some measure of how

long the program be expected to take to run. Finally, the average energy per
event can be checked to see if it is feasible and consistent with what is

expected. Thus, a user may quickly and easily monitor the progress of a
CALOR program.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR FY 1991

between

THE LIQUID SCINTILLATOR CALORIMETRY
COLLABORATION

and

THE SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER LABORATORY

This memorandum of understanding between the Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry. Collaboration
and the Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory (SSCL) is intended solely for the purpose
of providing a budget estimate and a work breakdown for the SSC Laboratory, the funding
agencies, and the participating institutions, lt is an agreement that is currendy satisfactory, to
the parries. However, it is recognized and anticipated that changing circumstances of this
evolving research and development program may necessitate revisions. The parries agree to
negotiate amendments to this memorandum that will state such required adjustments. A short
summary describing the research objectives of this experiment is given in Appendix I.



A. Personnel

The fist of participating institutions, the names of the people in each (identifying the contact
person and overall manager_, and the percent of their time which ,,villbe dedicated to the project
are Listed below:

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL L,kBORATORY

R. Bionta 0.10 FTE

M. Lowry 0.20 FTE
C. Wuest* 0,50 FTE

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

L. Cremaldi 0.15 FTE
B, Moore 0.10 FTE

B, Quinn 0.50 FTE

J, Reidy'* 0.20 FTE

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

M. Bauer 0.20 FTE
H. Cohen 0.25 FIE
T. Gabriel 0.10 FI_
F. Plasil* 0.10 FIE
tC Read 0.20 FTE

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

A. Dezkxa 0.50
T. Handier 0.25 FTE

Y. Kamyshkov* 1.00
K. Read 0.20 FTE
A. Savin 0.50 FTE
A. Smimoff 0.50 FI_
E. Tarkovski 0.50 FTE

" Contact person

t Overall manager

SSC Liaison Person Dr. Willi Chinowsky
Physics Research Division
M/S 200!

SSC Laboratory
2550 Beekleymead_ Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75237
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B, Responsibilities for Research Tasks

In this section we give a brief overview of oar R&D program for FY9 l. Any modifications
from our original Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry subsystem proposal were made to adjust to
different constraints and to accommodate suggestions _ven us tram the SSC Laboratory, _e
long-term goals of our detector development project a.resummarized in Appendix [,

Task 1' Tests of compatibility of various liquid scintillators with a variety of wavelengths
shitting fibers (WLSF') and light reflecting agents at elevated temperatures to simulate long-
term exposures. Light yield and transmission measurements and visual observation will be
used to characterize the compatibility, Small test cells will be constructed for this work.
(LLNL,ORNL,UT3

Task 2: Radiation damage studies on liquid scintillator and wavelength shifting fibers
including reflecting agents. This includescharacterizing the scintillator and wavelength skitters
attenuation response as a function of wavelength with radiation e_xposuresto several megarads
of Co-60 radiation and neutrons to the range of about 10t3 neutrons/cre 2. Test cells
incorporating the most robust components will be irradiated. These will be tested as a unit
using a photometry system assembled for this purpose. (LLNL, UM, ORNL, UT)

Task 3: Initial,studies of calorimeter cell design including readout schemes, optical couplings,
Monte Carlo simulations of light collection geometries and of the transport properties of the
optical light-collecting system. (LLNL, UM, ORNL, UT)

Task 4: Initial studies on possible calorimeter ceUcalibration schemes. (UM, UT)

C. Test Beam Requirements

No test beams are required for FY91. For FY92 we shall require the use of an electron/pion
beam to test the rudimentary calorimeter. The momentum range should be 10-200GeV/c with
an intensity of 1K/see or greater. Momentum resolution of 1% is adequate with spatial extent
of lcre or less.

)

D. Special Considerations

• The contact person for the Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry collaboration, James J.
Reidy, agrees to be responsible for equipment borrowed by our collaboration and will
ensure its timely return.

• We understandthat funding for this project wil' be provided in allocations of a single
year, with successive yea.es funding dependent on successful progress to date and
available funds as determined by an appropriate review process.
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E. Milestones

Milestones for Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry. research during FY9I arc presented in this
section. This R&D, if successful, will lead to a determination of a set of liquid scintillator,
wavelength shifting fibers and reflective materials or surfaces that are physically compatible in
a radiation environment. In addition, one should be able to decide whether sufficient light
output can be obtained using a reasonable geometry so there is a high probability that viable
cells for a liquid scintillator-based SSC hadron calorimeter can be reliable developed.

Task I

I/9 I: Obtain samples of commerically available Liquidscintillator, WLSF, and
reflecting material: search out other sources as well (LLN-L, ORNL);

1/91 - 5/91: Physical compatibility tests (LLNL, ORNL, I.VD;
5/91' Complete physical compatibility tests: choose best candidate(s) for radiation

damage studies CLLI',TL,UM, ORNL, UT).

Task 2

1/91: Begin assembly of photometer test stand (LLNL);
3/91: Finish assembly and calibration of photometer rzst stand (LLNL);
1/91 - 6/91' Design and fabricate test cells for radiation damage studies; perform

efficiency and uniformity measurements on non-irradiated cells (LLNL,
ORNL);

6/91 - 8/91: Perform radiation damage studies on initial material using Co-60 sources
(LLNL,UM, ORNL,tta;

6/91 - 1"0/91: Measure efficiency and uniformity of test cells following irradiation (LLNL,
UM, UT);

7/91 - 11/91: Perform radiation damage studies with neutrons on most gamma resistant
material(LLNL,ORNL,t.rB;

8/91 - 12/91: Measure efficiency and uniformity of test cells following neutron irradiation
(LLNL, ORNL, UT).

Task 3

2/91: Initiat_ calculational effortdevoted to light collection geometries and light
transportcalculations(UM,ORNL,UT);

6/91 - 8/91: Compare calculations with measured values of light collection efficiency and
uniformity for non=irradiated test cells; tune MC to account for differences
(UM, ORNL, WT);

8/91 - 12/91: Perform similar comparisons and tuning for irradiated cells (UM, ORNL,
UT).

Task 4

5/91: Begin studies on calibration schemes (UM, UT);
8/91' Incorporate calibration method into test cells and/or test procedure; compare

results with MC calculations (UM, UT).
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F. Reporting

The collaboration will provide the SSC Laboratory with copies of all talks and publications
resulting from this R&D project. ,\ short interim progress report will be provided, to SSCL bv
April t99t and a detailed written report will be provided SSCL by September t, 1991".
Proposals for continued support with a budget for FY1992 are to be presented to the SSCL
together with the report.

G. Funding

• In this section we specify the allocation of funds by institution and by research task as
dcf'med in Section B.

Table I

Sources of Research Funds ($K)
i ii1.1 i i i iii i

SSCL Other
I I I ,T_, II ' , ................. ' '" ,, ,

Capital equipment 56 20

Operating funds 394a 330

Total 450 350
i i | i Ul i i ii

a) includes $0.5K sub-contracted to LBL.

Table II

Distribution of Funds by Institution ($K)
|

CapitalNuipmcnt Funds
(SSCL) (SSCL)

LLNL ........ 51.0 24.0 •
UM -0- 45.0
ORNL -0- 222.0
UT 5.0 103.0
Total 56,0 .... 394.0
iii i li iii
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Table III

Expenditures by Research Task ($K)

Capital Opera_mg
Equipment Funds

F_kSK i 21.0 ,39,0
CompatibiLity.Tests

Task II 30.0 160.0
Radiation Damage Studies

Task III -0- 90,0
Test cell _sign including Monte Carlo simulations

and readout schemes
Task IV 5.0 55.0

Cell calibration design and fabrication

Total 56.0 394,0

Ihe SSC Laboratory has identified and selected the Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry project for
funding. It is expected that the DOE/OSSC will provide the Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry
Co!labomtion with $394K of operating funds and $56K in equipment funds in FY 1991 for the
above describeddetectorR&D project.
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H, Si_=mres

The undersigned have agreed to fulfill to the best of their abilities the terms of this
NIemorandum of Understanding between the Liquid Scintillator Calc)rimetr7 Cotlabomtion _d
the Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory..

AGREED

iquid Scintillator Calorim%try Dam

/" Colln,_jrion ...--'t-,/,'

,' Jaxpes _Reidv _ ,.,_ ' "Y'P" "" ="': ; " " /2/// Chart a_l:h'ofessor of Physlc_.J "'-J
"./ University. of Mississippi

"' R. Schwi_rs, D_ctor "
Superconducting Super CoLlider Laboratory

IN CONCURRENCE

Da_

Illl I II I III IIIIn|I I I

' ' R. Dieboi_i, DOE OSSC

i

llnl i iii ii i I

J."O'Fallon, DOE OHEP
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Appendix I Physics (;oals and Motivation

L, PHYSICS .',,IOTIVATION

Precise calorimetric measurements are expected to be of great importance in
experiments at the Superconducting Super Collider, In most experiments a calorimeter is a
precision instrument used tbr searching tor new physics through, firstly, tepton and photon
channels and, secondly, quark channels. Consequently, a calorimeter is a multifunctional
device. It provides identification of jets, electrons and muons, and working as a "tracking
device" it helps to solve pattern recognition problems. It can be a means to separate electrons
t'mm hadrons by measuring shower shape and to separate muons from other particles by total
absorption of the hadronic component, lt rneasttr=s accurately the jet energy and angles as well
as electron energy and angles: it detects muon bremsstrhlung and provides corresponding
correction to the muon energy measurement performed in the muon deice.tor, Muon energy
loss mcasu.rement in hadron calorimeters will essentially contribute to precision measurement
of muons and consequently to reconstruction of Z% and new physics objects in SSC
experiments, The performance criteria for a calorimcter should include excellent hermiticity,
good lateral and longitudinal segmentation, e/h as close to one as possible (which implies good
linearity), ability, to contain most of the shower and capability for precise calibration. The
Superconducting Super Cc)llider is a higl luminosity machine with very. short bunch crossing
times, Hence, it is imperative that the detectors be able to withstand high radiation doses and
have short response times in order to handle the high data rates, Short response time also
enables a suitable designed calorimeter to contribute to the f'trst level trigger - an important
consi_ration given the pa:_clc production ram of the SSC, As an example it was shown in the
L * EOI that in order to perform a wide search for new physics phenomena the precision of the
calorimetric cn_gy mcast_ent should bc very high: ode = 1.3%/¢E"+ 0.5% for electrons
andphotons,and¢;)1E=5,0%/¢E'+ 4% forjets.

A numberofcalorimeter_signs(includingoneincorporatingliquidscintillator)have
beensuggestedforinclusioninSSC detectors.Forsamplingcalorimeters,liquidscindllaotr-
basedsystemsofferanattractivesolution.Physicalpropertiesofa typicalscintillatoram; a)
lightyield= 60% ofandu-acenc,b)lightattenuationlengthup to4-5m,c)decaytime= 2 ns
andd)maximum emmissionwavelength= 420 nra.NotethatliquidscinliIIators(LS)havea
shortresponsetimeof a few nscclikeplastics,but m farmore flexibleinoperation.
InherentlyLS arcmor_ _,'sistanttoradiationdamage thanplasticsand theycanbcreplaced
conveniendy.As an exampletheproposedL * hadroncalorimeterwas similiaxto a
conventionalPb/scintilIatorplatesamplingcalorimeterexceptthescintillatorplatesm replaced
bycellscontainingLiquidscintil/atorwitha wavelengthshifterfiberprovidingthelightoutput.
The highhydrogencontentinLS allowsonetoachievecompensationviathemechanismof
detectionoftheneutroncomponentofthehadronicshower.

A liquidscintillatorcellconsistsbasicallyofa containerfortheLS and a means for
obtainingtheinformationfromthescintillationlight.Insome casesa photodetectorisplaced
direcdyincontactwiththeLS orinterfacesthroughatranspa.mntsurface.Alternativelythe
wavelengthshifting(WLS) mechanismcanbeemployedforlightreadout.The plasticorglass
fibercontainingtheWI.,SdopantscanbcimmersedinLS. Usuallytheabsorbdonspectrumof
theWLS matchestheemissionspectrumofthescintillatoranda correspondingabsorbtion
lengthisafractionofa millimeter,InacellwithhighlyreflectivewallsWLS fiberwillplaya
roleoflightdrain,ltwillabsorbsignificantamount of scintillationlightand recruitit
isotropicallywitha shif'tedwavelengthtowhichWLS fiberbodyistransparent.Due tothe
difference of refractive indices of fiber and LS (or fiber core and fiber cladding) the recruited
light will be channeled via total internal reflection and transported along the length of the fiber
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For an SSC-type sampling calorimeter calculations show that the LS should be a few
millhnet_rs in thickness, In addition, one must cover large areas, Uniformi W of response is an
important characteristic of any scintillator used in a calorimeter, 'Fhis suggests that sm'all ccUs
of LS would be preferred. "I]'lis has the added advantage of providing fine _anularity for the
calorimeter, Before one can confidendy expect that LS technology could be the basis for an
SSC-type calorimeter a number of basic questions need to be addressed. What is the extent of
the physical compatibilty of the LS, WLSF and cell material including reflecting agents or
surfaces? What is the effect of radiation on these components? The uniformity, of response of
a cell must be studied using Monte Carlo calculations for light transport and collection
efficiencies - and these must be checked with test beam data. Fast readout schemes and
calibration procedures need developing. Preliminary work on some of these problems have
been done at ITEP, We propose to build on this work and provide definitive results pointing to
the feasibility of using LS technology in a calorimeter for an SSC detector.

2.PROJECT GOALS FOR THE LIQUID SCIINTD_ZakTORCALORIMETRY PROGRAM

The R&.D program proposed by the Liquid Scintillator Calorimetry. Collaboration as
modified by discussions with SSC Laboratory personnel will lead, if successful, to the
complete design and testing of a calorimeter tower using liquid scintillator plates as the active
media.

• The immediate goal in FY91 is to identify liquid scintillator (LS), wavelength shifting
fibers (WLSF) and reflecting materials or surfaces that are physically compatible and can
function together as a scintillation cell in a radiation environment comparable to that
expected at the SSC for ca'orimeters. Test cells will be constructed with reasonable
geometry for the LS, WLSF, and reflecting surfaces; studies on uniformity and efficiency
as a function of time and radiation exposure will be carried out. The design will be driven
by the charac.mristics of the physically compatible components with guidance from the
Monte Carlo simulation of light collection efficiency and light transport.

• An intermediate goal for FY92 is to produce a prototype plane of cells (approximately 10 x
10), design a tower prototype and perform beam tests with a rudimentary. Pb/scin
calorimeter using the prototype plane.

• A long-term goal is to fabricat_ a prototype Pb/scin tower of about 12%and perform beam
tests to determine its performance. This includes signal processingand calorimeter
simulation.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Calorimeter Design Criteria

Precision electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are among the major tools for

studyingthe new physicsinexperimentsat the SuperconductingSuper Collider.High

precision(usuallycorrelatedwith energyresolution)isan importantpropertyof SSC

calorimetersbecauseitusuallyresultsin a bettersignal/backgroundratioand,conse-

quently,a _igherdiscoverypotential.The major calorimetertaskisto providethemeans

to measure precisely(togetherwith other detectorsubsystems),firstly,gammas, elec-

tronsand muons and,secondly_hadronicjetsand missingenergy.Emphasis on precision

measurementson gammas and leptonshasbeenmade by theL*,EMPACT and GEM col-

laborations[l,2,3,4].Therefore,theoptimizationofcalorimeterperformanceimpliesthat

techniquesand designsarebestdirectedtowardprecisionmeasurementson gammas and

leptonswhilethe hadronicresolutionpropertiescan be compromised to some extentif

necessary.

The performancecriteriafora calorimetershouldincludeexcellente-m resolution,good

herrniticityand responseuniformity,good lateraland longitudinalsegmentation,e/h as

closetoone aspossible(whichimpliesgood linearity),abilitytocontainmostoftheshow-

er mad capabilityforprecisecalibration[i,2,3].Through SSC R&D projectssignificant

progresshas been made recentlyin the developmentofhighprecisione-m calorimeters

particularlythosebased on BsF2 and LiquidXenon technology.Depending on finan-

cialconstrmntsitappearsthatone ofthesetechnologiescouldbe the choiceforthee-m

calorimeter.Compatibilitywiththee-m calorimeterwould be a significantfactorinthe

choiceofthehadroncalorimeter.

An importantcalorimeterfeaturewhich isoftenunderestimatedislongitudinalseg-

mentation,ltprovidesthe muon/hadron separation(by shower profile),correctionsto

muon radiativeenergylossesinthecalorimeter(shortenergyspikeson muon track),pat-

ternreconstructionformuons whichaxeclosetojets(generallymore detailedtopological

eventinformation)_mad muon coordinateand anglemeasurementsinsidethecalorimeter.

Segmentationcontrolslongitudinalhadronicand e-m showerleakages_reducestheeffect

ofradiationdamage on calorimeterperformanceand allowsone touse themuon tracking

patternin the low leveltrigger.Becauseofthelargeradialextensioninan SSC detec-

torthelongitudinalsegmentationinthe hadronicpartofthe calorimeterisparticularly
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essential.

The Superconducting Super Collider is a high luminosity machine with very short

bunch crossing time. Hence, it is imperative that the detectors be able to withstand high

radiation doses and have short response times in order to handle the high data rates. Short

response time also enables a suitably designed calorimeter to contribute to the first level

trigger - an important consideration given the particle production rate of the SSC. Short

response time becomes particularly important for the SSC at a luminosity of 1034/cn 2/sec.

If the calorimeter resolution time is significantly better than 16 ns then SSC machine

operation with shorter bunch spacing (8 or 5 ns) can be envisaged which will considerably

improve the major high luminosity problem- event overlap.

Energy resolution is a major requirement for the electro-magnetic part of the calorime-

ter. Though homogeneous techniques offer exceptionally good resolution for electrons and

photons, o',,/E = 1.5%/v/'E±0.5% [1,2], refined sampling technology can presently provide

an e-m resolution as good as o',,/E = 6 - 7%/v_ ± 0.5% [3]. The constant term in e-m

energy resolution is very important as it sets the resolution limit at high energies. It is

a function of detector response uniformity, electronic stability and calibration accuracy.

For hadronic response the constant term in the resolution depends also on the e/h ratio,

This contribution is zero for a "compensated" calorimeter where e/h-1. A compensat-

ed uniform calorimeter (same active and pusive material configurations for the e-rh and

hadronic sections) therefore will provide the beat possible hadronic resolution. Unfortu-

nately, if the uniform sampling technique is used both in the e-m and hadronic sections

of the calorimeter, the e-m resolution for practical reasons cannot be optimized without

affecting the e/h ratio (i.e. hadronic resolution). On the other hand the e-m calorime-

ter section with high resolution (BaF2 is an example) will essentially affect the e/h=1 as

well as the global calorimeter response. In the latter case the presence of a compensated

hadronic section rather than a non-compensated one behind the e-m section was shown to

improve the constant term in the hadronic jet resolution [2]. The goal for the hadronic jet

resolution in an SSC detector is of the order _ra/E = 50%/Vr'E ± 2% [2,3].

1.2. Liquid Scintillator Option

The Liquid Scintillator (LS) sampling calorimeter technique had been proposed within

the L* collaboration [1] and became the primary option in the L* Letter of Intent [2].

Uresently, the GEM collaboration also considers this technology as one of the possible
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candidatesfortheGEM hadroncalorimeter[3].The LiquidScintillatorR&D programwas

approved by the SSCL R&D Committee in December 1990 [5]and has been modestly

fundedinFY91 throughtheSSC R&D Subsystemprogram. Thisinternationalprogram

in additionto US supporthas alsoreceivedsupportin USSR', ITEP (Moscow) and in

India : TIFR (Bombay).

In this report we present the results of the first year of LS technique R_D together

with the plans of future development which should culminate with the construction and

beam test of the full size prototype liquid scintillator hadron calorimeter module for a

GEM-type detector.We alsopresentnew ideasofconstructionofhighresolutionsampling

e-m calorimetersectionswhich can preservethee/h-I fortheglobalhadronicresponse.

The basicideaofan LS samplinghadron calorimeterhas been describedin detail

inour previousproposal[5].Liquidscintillatorbetweensampled absorberisdividedby

wallseparatorsintocellswithtypicaltransversesizefrom 6x6 toI0xi0 cm2,The typical

thicknessof the liquidscintillatoris5 mm. Each celliscoveredinsidewith reflective

paintand opticallyisolatedone from another,Lightproducedby ionizingparticleinthe

scintillatorcellisreadoutfromoneend viaa wavelengthshifting(WLS)fiberwhichspirals

insidethe cell.The absorptionspectrumofthe WLS matchestheemissionspectrumof

the scintillatorwiththecorrespondingabsorptionlengthbeinga fractionofa millimeter,

Ina cellwithhighlyreflectivewallstheWLS fiberwillplaytheroleofa lightdrain,ltwill

absorba significantamount ofscintillationlightand reemititisotropicallywitha shifted

wavelengthtowhichtheWLS fiberbody istransparent.Due tothedifferenceofrefractive

indicesofthe fibercladdingand thefibercorethe reemitedlightwillbe channeledvia

totalinternalreflectionand transportedalongthe lengthofthe fiber.At theexitfrom

the cellthe WLS fiberiscoupledto a clearfiberwhich transportstheshiftedlightto a

photodetector.Photodetectorsand front-endreadoutelectronicsarelocatedbehindthe

hadron calorimeterabsorberintheareawhere radiationlevelsarenot troublesome.This

scheme provides uniform transversely segmented, readout of a detector plane between two

absorbers. The sampling frequency of absorbers in a hadron calorimeter can be chosen

as a compromise between available radial extension (for a given absorption thickness of

calorimeter) and a desirable stochastic term in the energy resolution. As an example,

the hadron calorimeter proposed for L* [2] and for GEM [3] is similar to a conventional

Pb/scintillator plate sampling calorimeter with Pb/scintillator ratio of 4/1. The high
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hydrogen content in LS allows One to achieve compensation via the mechanism of detection

of the neutron component of the hadronic shower.

Liquid scintillator with WLS fiber readout is intrinsically very fast. Scintillator decay

time is typically 2 ns [6]; bouncing of light before it is absorbed by the WLS fiber in the

cell introduces the time spread -_1 ns (r.m.s.) [7]. Decay time of the available WLS dyes

is 6-12 ns [8]. Available photodetectors [91have a response time of 2 ns. In compensated

hadron calorimeters the critical addition to the hadron signal (to make e/h=1) is provided

by neutrons with energy _IMeV. This component of hadronic shower, detected by hy-

drogenous materials (liquid scintillator, for example), is distributed on a time scale --_50

ns, thq_ugh a major contribution is made within the first 10 ns. The neutron component

develops in time differently than the other components of the hadronic shower and can be

reduced with appropriate time cuts or pulse shaping. On the other hand, as it was shown

in [10], the value of e/la ratio in sampling calorimeters depends on the relative thickness of

absorber and detector, and therefore can be adjusted too. The combination of these two

contributions can yield a compensated response in a fast hadron calorimeter. According

to major milestones for the present R&D program this issue is going to be addressed in

our future beam tests.

Liquid scintillators are usually more radiation resistant than plastic scintillators. Ad-

ditional advantage of the liquid scintillator technique is the fact that the scintillator can

be replaced if radiation damase occurs. Thus, the radiation resistance of the whole LS

+ WLS fiber system is defined essentially by the radiation resistance of WLS and clear

transport fibers. These fibers can withstand radiation doses of -_10 Megarads without sig-

nificant deterioration of their performance. The rapid progress in the development of new

radhard WLS fibers and in understanding the radiation damage mechanism will probably

push the application limit of fibers to 10-20 MRad or even higher.

The major advantages of Liquid Scintillator calorimetery related to the SSC environ-

ment are summarized in Table 1.

1.3. Liquid Scintillator It&D Initiation

In October, 1990 we submitted an SSC lt&D proposal to the SSCL in which a program

of study on liquid scintillator technology leading to a beam test of a prototype calorimeter

was outlined and funds requested. After subsequent review by an SSCL research panel
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and in consultation with personnel from the SSCL we agreed that a modification in our

first year program was appropriate and modified our request accordingly. Our proposal,

SSCL No.247: Liquid Scintillation Calorimetery, was approved in December, 1990,

although no funds were made available at that time. However, ever the optimists we

proceeded to initiate the program using internal funds, Due to the uncertainties in the

approval for L* it was not until May 30,1991, that we were given official notice that our

proposal would be funded for FY91 and an MOU was approved. Funds became available in

August, 1991. As one might expect, the uncertainty of the funding combined with limited

internal resources has resulted in slower progress than we had originally anticipated but

much more rapid than the funding profile would indicate.

TABLE I

Major Advantages of Liauid Scintillatorv v _

calorimetry in SSC environment

- High operation speed;

- No radiation damage problem for liquid scintillator since
it can be easily exchanged;

- High radiation resistance of WLS and clear transport fibers;

- Detector flexibility permits fine segmentation both
transversely and longitudinally;

- Good energy resolution (e/h-l) as in well understood
high performance plastic scintillator calorimeters;

- Simple mechanical modular design which ensures good uniformity
and hermeticity and allows beam calibration of each module
prior to installation in the experiment;

- Easy performance monitoring (with radioactive source per each
readout channel);

- Good signal/noise ratio (1 m.i.p. _ 30 photoelectrons per
readout channel in PMT);

- Low cost technology suitable for mass production.



Chapter 2. LIQUID SCINTILLATOR R&D STATUS

Because of the tight time and financial constraints implied by development of SS-

C detectors we conservatively concentrated our efforts mainly on the studies of existing

and commerciallyavailablecomponents(liquidscintillators,fibers,photodetectorsetc.).

The qualityofthesecomponentsdevelopssorapidlyinindustry(andalsoasa resultof

interactionswith ongoingR&D studies)thatwe aregoingto profitfrom them soon in

improvementsofradiationhardness,speed,lightyieldand quantum efficiency.Duringthe

firstyearofour LS R&D we haveidentifiedand addressedthemost criticalissuesofthe

new LS technique.Resultsofthesestudiesarepresentedinthischapter.

The LiquidScintillatorCalorimetryMOU describesthework proposedforFY91. The

effortisdividedintofourtasks.In thefollowing,we addresstheprogresswithineachof

thetasksaswellasadditionalwork whichisnotspecificallyaddressedwithina task.This

latterwork hasbeen carriedout usingfundsleveragedfrom othersources.

2.1. ChemicalCompatibilityofComponents

The main componentsofan LS systemaretheLS proper,WLS fibers,cleartransport

fibersand reflectivecoatingofthe cell.These components arethesubjectsofpotential

chemicalinteractionwitheachother.Moreoverthespeedofchemicalreactiondependson

temperatureand can be sensitivetoradiation.

We haveidentifiedcommerciallyavailableliquidscintillator(BC-517P,Bicron)which

doesnot attackcommerciallyavailableplasticfibers(BCF-91A, Bicron).Directcompat-

ibilitytestswhich have lastedalreadymore than fourmonths withthisscintillatorshow

no tracesofchemicalattackto th_.• fibers.We have performeda number of accelerated

and concentrationextrapolationtestswhich aredescribedbelowinordertoestimatethe

admissiblelifetimeoftheplasticfibersinthisscintillators.

Most commerciallyavailableliquidscintillatorsare chemicallyactivesubstancesor

have chemicallyactiveconstituents.For example,the BicronBC-517 liquid,scintiUator

familyhas mineraloil(ofU.S.P.grade)asa major component orscintillatorbase.Pure

mineraloilisknown to be chemicallyratherinert(itisconfirmedalsoby our tests).

Scintillatingfluorpigmentsaredifficulttodissolveinpuremineraloilsochemicallyactive

pseudocumeneisusedinBC-517 liquidscintillatorsasa solvent.As itwas verifiedby our

testspurepseudocumene(100% concentration)quicklydestroyplasticfibers,but atsmall



concentrations in mineral oil (< 5% for BC-517P) it does not attack fibers on a long time

Scale.

Commercially available plastic fibers are made from polystyrene (PS) cladded with a

thin layer (typically 3% of fiber diameter) of extruded PMMA. These two materials (PS and

PMMA) chemically interact differently with active scintillator components. Polystyrene in

the fiber core is attacked by active liquid scintillator components more readily than PMMA

cladding. Generally, PMMA (fiber cladding) is more chemically resistant, though it can be

destroyed by large concentrations of active scintillator components. There are two types of

claddings available- regular extruded PMMA and fluorinated PMMA. They have different

mechanical properties, chemical and radiation resistance as well as refractive indices. Gen-

erally, fluorinated PMMA is supposed to be better in all respects. Consequently, the issue

of fiber core viability will depend strongly on the mechanical quality of the fiber surface,

presence of micro-cracks in the cladding layer and on cladding uniformity.

Another important component of an LS detector system is the light reflector on the

cell walls. So far the best result we have obtained is with white diffusive reflection TiO2

paint prepared from a cross-linked polyurethane resin (BC-622A, Bicron). Our tests of

cured BC622A samples show no si'gn of chemical interactions with liquid scintillator. We

have also made a compatibility tests of several types of sealing o-rings and epoxy resins in

different scintillators.

We have performed a number of tests in order to study chemical compatibility and to

define the life time of the major components of the LS system. Results of the observational

tests are presented in Tables 2-4.

We had to define the degree of interaction between liquid scintillator and fiber which

could be related to the chemical damage. Conservatively we have chosen the definition

for the "time of life to chemical interaction" as when liquid scintillator has attacked the

polystyrene in the fiber core at the end of the fiber and we were able to see the softening,

protruding or dissolution of the fiber core for a fraction of millimeter as a result of this

attack. Actually, even when the chemical damage, defined as above, has occurred, the

optical properties of the fiber in the liquid scintillator cell are not changed significantly.

The following test made with BC-531 liquid scintillator (chemically rather active) can serve

as an example. The time of life of plastic fiber in BC-531 was found to be approximately

10



TABLE 2

The results of measurements ofthe Time of Life (TOL_
for chemical compatibility of plasti_ fibers and Bicron scintillators.

,,
L

,,,,,

Scintillator BCS 17S BCS 17H BCS 17L BCS 17P

, ii , ,,, ,,,,

TOL _ 22°C 1 hour 16 days > 150 d > 105 d

TOL O 42°C short 6 hours 90 days >105 d

,w , i

60 hours though the cell built with a fiber spiral and filled with BC-531 had the light yield

due to chemical attack reduced from 10 p.e./m.i.p, to 7 p.e./m.i.p, over a period of 7 days.

Another important factor in chemical time of llfe measurements is the temperature.

The speed of chemical reactions is known to be dependent on temperature.We have per-

formed part of our tests at elevated temperatures in order to accelerate the speed of

chemical reactions. As seen in Table 2, where results of chemical compatibility study for

the Bicron BC-517 liquid scintillator family are presented, for BC-517H liquid scintillator

the acceleration factor at temperature 42°C relative to 22°C is 50-60. Since all the scin-

tillators listed in Table 2, have the same constituents, but only in different concentration

[11], we can assume that temperature acceleration factor is the same for all of them. In

this way the life time of plastic fiber in BC-517L at 22°C has been estimated. It is pre-

sented in Table 3 together with some other relevant parameters of the BC-517 family of

liquid scintillators. Since the exact concentration of pseudocumene in these scintillators

for commercial reasons is not given by the manufacturer, we must correlate the observed

chemical life time with other parameters of these scintillators. From these correlations we

can extrapolate the life time of plastic fibers in BC-517P liquid scintillator to be more than

70-450 years (from different extrapolations). This estimation is also shown in Table 3.

11



TABLE 3

in Btcron Scintillators.
, , , , ,,

,t

Scintillator Pseudocumene Light Flash H/C Time of
concentration output point ratio Life

(%) (% antracene) (°C) _ 22"C

BC517S < 50 66 74 1,70 1 hour

BCS17H < 40 52 81 1,89 16 days

, , i i

BCS17L < 30 39 102 2.01 15 years I

i i ,

BCS17P < 10 28 ' 115 2,05 70-450 years 2

lextrapolsted from mem,urement, st elevated temperature (42°C)
=extrapolated from TOL dependence on Lightoutput_/luh point and H/C rst|o

The compatibility tests mentioned above were made during the spring 1991, Our

recent compatibility tests with fibers and scintillators which were purchased from Bicron

company from 6 to 12 months later show somewhat better chemical compatibility results

which probably can be attributed to the improved quality of the basic components, The

summary of recent and ongoing compatibility tests at ORNL is presented in Table 4,

We have established contact with C.R.Hurlbut from Bicron Corporation, who proposed

a program for improvement of chemical compatibility of plastic fibers and liquid scintilla-

tors. This program is currently being carried out by us together with Bicron Corporation.

The program includes : a)search sad implementation of other (than pseudocumene) scintil-

lating fluor pigment solvents which do not attack fibers; b)compatibility tests of fibers with

thicker cladding (1 mm diameter fibers with 100 microns cladding); c)study of transparent

chemically protective paint (Bicron Clear EMA paint) which can be applied on the surface

of the WLS fibers after they are properly shaped and connected to the clear transport fibers

12



TABLE 4

_cta,tmmaryof recent chemical compatibility tests at ORNL

Fibers used in these tests were 1 mm diameter and 7 cm

long strfight pieces, polished on the end inserted in the
liquid. U-shaped fibers were bended in 85°C water.

Test,A. BCF91 _ 22°C

AI"I......in'BC'i_31 ........................coreatt'ackedin,,,2.5days '

A2 I inBCIiITP no changeafter141days
A3 I in polysiloxane[12] no change after 141 days
A4 I in water no change after 141 days

A5 ! in BC531 {end Coated with epoxy) no chsn_;e after !4! day.8 ....

TestsB. BCF91 Q 42°C

Bl' [ in B_531 ................ core' attacked in <i' day '
B2 I in BCS'.tTP no change after 141 days
B3 [ in polydloxane[12] no change after 141 days
B4 [ in water no change after 141 days

B5 J inBC531 (endcoatedwithepoxy) epoxy attackedin120days
B6 I inBC531 U-shaped turnedcolorlessatbottom

ofU after10days
, ,

Tests C. BCF91 Q 05°

'C1 .... in'BCS'31 .......... core attacked in <1 day
I C2 in BCS17P no change after 141 days

C3 in polysiloxane[12] no change after 141 days
, C4 in water cladding attacked in ,-_140 days

C5.... in B0531 {endcoatedwithep.oxy) epoxy attackedin28 days

Test D. Diffusionpump fluidswithBCF-91 fibers.

....DI ....Q 65°'(3CMPT04 ' " coreattackedafter5 'days
D2 Q 42°C CMPT04 core attacked after 10 days
D3 Q 22°C CMPT04 no change after 49 days
D4 @ OS°C CMPT05 core attacked after 8 days
D5 Q 42°C CMPT05 no change after 49 days

DO . t.... O 22°C .CMPT05 no chan_e _fter 49 days

13



TABLE 4 (continued)

Test E. Both Kuraray Y7(150) and Bicron fiberc are U-stlaped.

---_l ] _ 22°C BC531 no change after 28 days
E2 I ¢@22°C BC517P no change after 2,_ days
E3 I _ 22°C CMPT10 no change after 28 days
E4 I _ 65°C BC531 liquid discolored after 3 days
E5 I _ 65°C BC517P no changeafter28 days

E6 [ _ 65oC,cMP710 no charadeafter28 days

Test F. BCF-91A fibers coated with clear extra mural absorber (U-shaped).

F1 _ 22°C BC517P no change after 28 days
F2 I _ 22°C CMP710 no change after 28 days
F3 I _ 22°C pseudocumene in 1 day fiber broke
F4 I _ 65°C BCS17P no change after 28 days

F5 ! _ 65°C C_P710 no chan_eafter28 days

Test G. Test of Liquid Scintillator Components,
one U-shaped and one straight piece of BCF-Ol in each.

G'i I _ 22°C pseudocumene core attacked in <17 hours
G2 [ _ 65°C mineral oil no change after 28 days
G3 I O 65_C nbutylbenzene fiber broke in < 17 hours
G4 I O 65°C pseudocumene fiber broke in less than 2 hours
G5 I O 65°C mineral oil no change after 28 days

G6 ! ,,Q 65°C nbutylbenzene _ dissolved in <17 hours

Test 8. Comparison of Bicron Liquid Scintillators,
one U-shaped and one straight piece of BCF-91 in each.
New' batch of Bicron Scintillators received in July 1991.

I H1 _ 22°C BCS17H no change after 28 days

H2 O 22°C BCS17L no change after 28 days
H3 O 22°C BCS17PKO no change after 28 days
H4 Q 22°C BC517S core starts to be attacked

I in17days

H5 Q 65°C BC5171q no changeafter28 days
H6 O 65°C BCS17L no change after 28 days
H7 Q 65°C BCS17PKO no change after 28 days
H8 Q 65°C BC517S soft in < 1 day, broke in < 2 days .....
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TABLE 5
J

Bicron New Scintillator Light Output.

Scintillator Light output
(% anthracene)

BC517PKO (improved BCS17P) 34

CMP704 + 517 fluor system 29

517 base + PMP 36

CMPT04 + PMP 52

(clear transport fibers are always painted with white reflecting Extra Mural Absorber to

prevent light cross talk and provide additional chemical shield); and d)development of new

liouid scintillators.

As an example, within this program, Bicron has recently performed tests of new liquid

scintillators based on tetraphenyltetramethiltrisiloxane (CMP-704 Dow Coming) with the

517 fluor system [8]. One advantage of CM[P-704 is that being the scintillator base it can

dissolve the scintillating pigments without any additional solvent. Preliminary results of

scintillator light yield in these tests are shown in Table 5. Unfortunately, it was discovered

by us later that CMP-704 does slowly attack plastic fibers. For the next trial it is planned

to replace CMP-704 by CMP-710, which is significantly more inert than CMP-704 (see

Table 4).

As it was stated above, the improvement of chemical compatibility also depends on the

quality of plastic fibers. Recently Bicron had made an improvement in the production of
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BCF-91 WLS fibers. Their new product BCP-91A has a more uniform claddin8 with less

defects and cracks sz well as improved transparency. Samples of this fiber are presently

under test at ORNL,LLNL and at ITEP. We have also received samples of WLS fibers

from Kuraray Company. These have different dyes (Y-7,Y-8,Y-9) and various dye concen-

trations. The cladding of these fibers is made from fluorinated PMMA and is expected to

be more chemically and radiation resistant. In addition, fluorinated PMMA has a lower

refractive index (1.419) than regular PMMA (1/49) which increases the numeric aperture

of this fiber and results in increased light yield for the liquid scintillator system. These

fibers are currently under test at ORNL, LLNL, UMiss and ITEP too.

It was expected that the chemical life time of liquid scintillator system components

can be changed in a radiation environment. Radiation creates free radicals in the liquid

scintillators and in fibers, which can make them more chemically active.._n order to test this

mechanism we have performed compatibility tests in a radiation environment. Irradiation

was made at 32°C with 6°Co at a dose rate of 0.377 MRad/h. Total dose was 20 MRad.

We have seen no chemical damage of plastic fibers in BC-517P scintillator (also no damage

in CMP710) during and after irradiation. We have also made same compatibility test

under irradiation with chemically active scintillator BC-531 (Bicron) and saw no increase

of interaction speed due to irradiation. From these tests we can conclude that there is no

significant influence of irradiation on chemical compatibility.

2.2. Radiation Resistance of Components.

Radiation damage to most commonly used liquid scintillators has been studied by S.

Majewski et al.[13]. In this work it was determined that following a dose of 5 MRad (6°Co

source, dose rate 0.033 MRad/h) the scintillation yield of BC-517L and BC-517H scintil-

lators was reduced by 35-40%. The 5 MRad radiation level corresponds to 5 years of SSC

operation at luminosity 10_3 cm-2s -1 in the hadroi_ calorimeter section positioned behind

the e-m section at the angle of 5-6 ° in the GEM detector layout. As it was mentioned above,

the major advantage of liquid scintillator is that it can be removed if radiation damage

occurs. In practical calorimeter operation, for example, the liquid can be renewed/purified

within a few days once a year. In fact, our intention is to install a radioactive source in

the liquid scintillator cell (one per readout channel) such that the sensitivity of the cell

can be permanently monitored (short run every 1-2 days) with an accuracy of -_1%. In

this case the sensitivity degradation (down to 30-50%) can be restored by an appropriate
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correction.

Radiation resistance of the whole liquid scintillator system is defined by th_- radiation

properties of the plastic fibers since, unlike liquid scintiUator proper, they cannot be re-

placed in the assembled calorimeter. We have performed initial radiation damage studies of

WLS and clear plastic fibers at ORNL. A 6°Co source of 0.377 MRad per hour was used to

irradiate wave length shifting (BCF-91, Bicron) and clear (BCF-98, Bicron) plastic fibers

in air and in BC-517P liquid scintillator. Samples of lmm diameter and 1 m length were

used for these tests. Before and after irradiation the transmission of fibers was measured

relative to non-irradi,_ted reference samples. For transmission measurements we have Used

green LED (550 nm emission) and CdS photodiode. Results of these measurements are

shown in Figure 1. Test samples were extracted from the irradiator and measured several

times during the total exposure dose of 26 MRad. At such high radiation dose rates (,--104

times higher than relevant SSC dose rate) the transmission for clear fibers drops to zero

after -,_10 MRad. samples irradiated to total dose of 26 MRad were annealed at room tem-

perature and have recovered to the 95% transmission level after -,_100 hours. The WLS

fibers became opaque at the lower dose of 5-6 Ml:tad and after a total dose of 26 MRad

recover to the 50% transmission level in 250 hours at room temperature. For the WLS

fiber irradiated to the total dose of 6.4 Mrad the transmission recovered to 90% level after

"_I00 hours (Figure 2). These initial measurements indicate that clear and WLS fibers can

withstand doses of 5-10 MRad (and maybe even higher) with transmission degradation,,

level of few percent (provided that annealing took place). We did not notice any essential

difference between fibers being irradiated and annealed in air or in liquid scintillator. We

plan to perform detailed program of radiation damage measurements with plastic fibers

with the dose rates which are factors 10 and 100 lower than in the present tests and then

extrapolate the results to the SSC dose rate.

The radiation stability of the reflector was studied with Bicron BC-622A TiO2 paint

which is prepared from cross-linked polyurethane resin. A sample of reflecting paint was

irradiated to 9 Mrad total dose over a_a 8 hour period using the LLNL °°Co gamma ray

source. The sample was a 2" x 2" x 1/2" piece of aluminum painted with three coats of

Bicron BC622A. The irradiation was performed by enclosing the sample in an air filled

water tight canister and lowering the canister into the °°Co source, which is under 20 feet

of water. The sample was then tested for differences in its diffuse scattering properties
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when compared with unirradiated samples. The result is shown in Figure 3. The effect of

irradiation is small.

2.3. Light Yield. Optimization of Light Collection

To design and to optimize the performance of a basic liquid scintillator detector

cell with wavelength shifting fiber(WLSF) readout we have to understand and control the

physics processes which are responsible for operation of this technique. This is why we

have initiated the studies of separate components of the liquid scintillator system which

define the light yield and the efficiency of light transport( attenuation and reflectivity char-

acteristics, radiation effects, etc.). Using the results of these studies we try to understand

the effect of the various parameters on the light output of the liquid scintillator cell. This

is being done with a Monte Carlo light, transport program which was developed by us for

this purpose [7]. Some of our measurements after being introduced into the Monte Carlo

data base provides us guidance for better understanding and further optimization.

The typical light yield of liquid scintillators ranges from 26% to 80% relative to an-

thracene. For example, the improved version of Bicron BC-517P liquid scintillator (BC-

517PKO) has the light yield 35% of anthracene. Other relevant parameters of this scin-.

tillator are give in Table 6 [6,8]. In the 5 mm layer of the scintillator minimum ionizing

particle produces about 5000 photons with wavelength around 425 nm. A scintillator cell

with highly reflective walls confines the bouncing photons until they are absorbed in a

wavelength shifting fibers (WLSF) which spirals inside the cell. The efficiency of inter-

ception of photons by the WLSF in the liquid scintillator cell depends of the reflection

coefficient of the wall material and on the absorption length of scintillation light in the LS

and the core of the WLSF.

Specular and diffusive reftectaJace of the white TiO2 paint (Bicron BC-622A) was mea-

sured at LLNL with results presented in Figures 3 and 4. The measurement of reflectance

was made using a computer controlled reflectance/transmittance spectrophotometer. Fig-

ure 4 shows the results of the measurement of the specular reflectance for three different

painted samples, as well as an unpainted sample of aluminum that waz bead-blasted to

provide a matte finish. The results indicate that there is a small (_6%) specular compo-

nent of reflection that varies little between 400 nm and 700 nra. The bead-blasted sample

has about a 4% reflectance over the same region. The measurement of diffusive reflectance

(Figure 3) was made using a scatterometer designed for accurate measurements of laser op-
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TABLE 6

Physical Properties of BC-517PKO Liquid Scintillator

Light Output: 35% anthracene

Mean Free Path (400-500 am): > 6 meters

Decay Time (approx.): 2.2 nsec
?

Wavelength of Maximum Emission: 425 am

Refractive Index: 1.47

Specific Gravity: 0.85 g/cm a

Flash Point (T.O.F): ll5°C '

tics and other scattering surfaces. Using a low power laser beam, the computer controlled

system measures the amount of light scattered into a photomultiplier tube fixed at normal

incidence with respect to the sample surface as the laser is rotated through different angles

with respect to the sample surface. The results are shown in Figure 3 for 633 nm laser

light. The paint scatters light nearly ideally (Lambertian) at angles less than about 20

degrees with respect to the normal then gradually drops to about 90% of ideal out to 60

degrees. This indicates that the paint is a good diffuse scatterer of light over angles out to

about 60 degrees with respect to the normal.

The total reflection coefficient integrated over ali angles for several popular diffusive

reflectors were measured as a function of wavelength at the Moscow Research Institute of

Optical Physics Measurements. Results are shown in Figure 5, where the emission spec-

trum of BC-517 scintillator is plotted too. Paint reflectance matches well the scintillator

emission spectrum. Monte Carlo calculations show that mirror reflectors (high grade pol-

ished aluminium for example) are almost equally as good for optimal light collection in

the cell. Practically, however, available mirror reflectors (aluminized mylar for example)

in the liquid scintillator cell do not show better results than white diffusive paint.
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The properties of the wavelength stfifting optical fibers were measured at LLNL using

coils of fiber inside integrating spheres. The measurements included spectrally resolved

measurements of fiber emission and responsivity, fiber attenuation length and fiber spectral

emission as a function of length. The integrating sphere (a spherical cavity internally

coated with a highly reflecting white paint) i,_an idealized analog to the liquid scintillator

calorimeter cell. It allows measurements of optical properties of the waveshifting fibers to

be made under the ideal condition of spherical geometry and highly uniform illumination.

Figure 6 shows a schematic representation of the experimental setup. A specially tailored

light spectrum was input into the integrating sphere by passing the light from a broadband

light source through a filter pack containing IR and UV filters along with a piece of Bicron

BC400 plastic scintillator. This spectrum approximated the light output spectrum from

the liquid scintillator. A coil of BCFgl waveshifting fiber inside the integrating sphere was

thus uniformly illuminated.

The fiber light output could be measured using silicon photodiodes (integrating over all

wavelengths), or using spectrometers (spectrally resolved measurements). In addition, the

spectrum of light in the integrating sphere could be measured by disconnecting the fiber

from the detectors and measuring the light from the sphere exit port. Many different mea-

surements were made and will not be described in detail here. All collected measurements

after being analy_ed are put into a light transport Monte Carlo[7] data base and used for

appropriate simulations. As an example of a typical measurement, Figure 7 shows a mea-

surement of the spectral responsivity of the BCF91 waveshifting fiber. This measurement

was made by introducing monochromatic light into the integrating sphere instead of the

broadband scintillation light. The spectrally integrated output of the wave shifting fiber

was measured using a photodiode. Thus, Figure 7 shows a measure of the fiber output

(emission) as a function of incident Hght wavelength (excitation). Also shown in the figure

is the spectrum of output light from the Bicron liquid scintillator. The WLSF is seen to

be weLl matched to the liquid scintiUator out to about 480 nm where its response falls off

rapidly. Figure 8 shows spectrum of light emitted from the end of WLS fiber measured

with integrating sphere and spectrometer. A paper detailing this work has been submitted

to NIM [14].

The most important characteristic of the fiber is the absorption length of the light of

a given wavelength. Absorption length in the clear transport plastic fibers is known to
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be in the range of few meters for the wave length range 500-600 am [15]. WLS fibers

which have only recently appeared as commercial products were initially optimized by the

manufacturers (Bicron, Kuraray) to have the largest possible transmission length for the

reemitted light. This has been done by selection of appropriate WLS dyes as well as by

optimizing the dye concentration. To be efficient the WLS fiber should not be transparent

to the light emitted by liquid scintillator but, should be transparent to the self emitted light

with the shifted wavelength. By our Monte Carlo studies we have found that if the light in

the WLS core is emitted in the skin of the fiber corerather than uniformly distributed over

the core volume, i.e. if the concentration of WLS dye in the fiber core is sumciently high,

the capturing efficiency of emitted light in the fiber (during the light transport along the

fiber) is increased by significant factor (up to _2). For the fiber of 1 mm diameter it should

correspond to the absorption length of .-_50-100 micron at the maximum of absorption

curve. On the other hand, the typical length of WLS fiber in the liquid scintillator cell is

only 25-60 cna and, therefore, the transmission properties of emitted light can be to some

extent compromised. As an example, WLS fiber Y-7 (Kuraray) with dye concentration

150 ppm has an absorption length of 500 microns at 440 nm (near absorption maximum)

[16] and absorption length _150 cm for the self emitted light. With proper choice of WLS

dye concentration we are going to improve the light yield of the liquid scintillator cell.

We have started measurements of spectral absorption length at ORNL, LLNL, UMiss and

ITEP with different techniques for plastic fibers and with different concentration of WLS

dyes. These techniques sre also planned to be used later for the measurements of radiation

and annealing effects on the fiber transmission properties.

To estimate the quality of different fibers and to look at dye concentration effect we

have performed measurements of self emitted light attenuation in the WLS fibers which

were excited by blue LED moving along the fiber. A schematic layout of the experimental

setup is shown in Figure 9. A Soviet PMT FEU-130 with K-Cs-Sb photocathode was used

in these measurements. The test fiber was connected to photocathode via a 3 cm clear

fiber BCF-98 painted black. The LED was installed in a white teflon housing which was

slid along the fiber, The DC signal from the PMT was recorded as a function of X -- the

distance from the photocathode (10 cm< X < 190 cre). The HV on the PMT and the

DC power supply for the LED were kept constant during the measurements which results

in a systematic accuracy of ,-_1-2%.
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' TABLE 7

WLS Fiber tr_nsmlssion measurement two exponent fit results.

Dye Light Fraction of Short Long
WLSF concentration yield short absorption absorption x_/DOF

[_icron (ppm) (a.u.) absorption length(cm) length(cre) ....

BCF91 #i _ 200 484 0.42 38.1 130 36
BCF91 #2 200 393 0.52 21.6 132 7.4
BCF91A # i 200 475 0.47 33.8 290 1.5
BCF91A #2 200 461 0.48 31.2 287 1.7
BCF9926 I00 416 0.33 32.9 185 2.1
B CF9927 300 509 0.49 28.5 162 i .5
BCF9928 400 513 0.33 21.0 159 3.3
Kuraray
Y7 60 412 0.35 26.8 215 5.9
y72 60 416 0.37 27.8 216 2.4
Y7 100 593 0.47 22.0 157 5.7
Y7 150 565 0.57 33.4 183 2.6
y7 :l 150 584 0.53 30.9 155 3.2
Y8 100 333 0.40 18.7 241 2.1
Y8 150 350 0.42 25.6 218 1.3
Y8 250 380 0.43 27.5 208 1.7
Y9 30 409 0.33 22.6 140 1.0
Y9 60 456 0.41 26.7 113 1.4
Y9 120 538 0.50 17.8 63 1.3

Lfiber with visible cracks on the claddinl
7reme_ured .econd time
'_farend offiber blackened

The measured dependence was fitted with two exponents

Y(X) = A x [C x exp(-X /B ) + ( I- C) x exp(-X / D)] where

A is the light yield without transport attenuation, B and D are, respectively, short

and long attenuation lengths and C is the fraction of short exponent. Results of the fit are

given in Table 7. These data show that the light yield increases and the long attenuation

lengths decrease (but not in the same ratio) with concentration of WLS dye in the fiber.

Absorption and emission spectra for Kuraray fibers are given elsewhere [17].

To test the basic concepts of a liquid scintillator system we have built several prototypes
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,sf liquid scintillator cells with various combinations of dimensions, reflectors and WLS fiber

shapes. They were designed, built, and tested independently at ITEP, LLNL and ORNL

and gave similar test results. One of prototype cells build at ORNL is shown in Figures 10

and 11. The cell is constructed with an aluminum frame 5 mm thick and two aluminium

lids which are sealed against the frame with o-rings. There was a regular pattern of holes

of '2.5 mm diameter with spacing of 11.5 mm in both lids. Aluminized mylar was stretched

and fixed to the inner surface of the lids with double-side adhesive tape. Fiber feedthroughs

were sealed with small o-rings (OD 3/32"; ID 1/32"; Nitrile N674/75 Parker Seals). The o-

rings had been tested for chemical compatibility with liquid scintillator. We have rejected a

few types of o-ring materials because they were not chemically compatible with the liquid.

After several cycles of assembly- filling- disassembly of the cell we haven't had a single

problem with the leaks of the liquid. Liquid supply to the cell was made with TYGON

flexible tubes which were tested for chemical compatibility as weil. According to Bicron

specifications liquid scintillator should be saturated with an inert gas like argon or nitrogen

to insure against the presence of oxygen which reduces the light yield of liquid scintillator.

Before filling the cell we have flushed nitrogen gas through the liquid scintillator in the

container, through the cell and then through a bubbler filled with mineral oil for about

30-60 rain. (Figure 12). A'fter that we switched on the nitrogen to push liquid out from

the container to the cell. After the cell was filled the connecting tubes were squeezed and

cut from the filling system.

Figure 11 shows the cell with mirror reflecting walls (aluminized mylar) which was

measured to have too small a light output. All six walls of the cell were then painted with

a triple layer of BC-622A white diffuse reflecting paint. In the middle of one of the llds

a 235U source was glued with epoxy. This source had been made at ORNL by electron

beam evaporation of enriched 23SU on the Ti substrate. The source was 5 mm diameter

and 0.25 mm thickness. Cylindrical (Figure 11) and spiral shaped fibers of different length

were used for the tests.

The test layout is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The liquid scintillator cell was placed

between two scintillation counters with thickness 1 and 10 mm, respectively. An aluminum

plate 125 x 125 x 6 mm 3 with rectangular 9 x 9 pattern of holes, which was used to position

a collimated beta-source at fixed points across the surface of the cell, was installed above

the 1 mm scintillation counter. The signals from the thin and thick counters were used
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in coincidence to trigger the setup with the beta-source as well as with cosmic rays. In

addition, the setup was triggered with pedestal-, LED- and self-triggers. All triggers were

multiplexed and controlled via computer. The results of the measurements with the cell

60 x 60 x 5 mm 3 are shown in Figures 15a-15d. In these measurements the liquid scin-

tillator was BC-517PKO (which is our best choice with regard to chemical compatibility)

saturated with nitrogen gas and the cell was coated inside with a triple l_yer of BC-622A

white reflecting paint. The WLS fiber was 1 mm diameter BCF-9928 with a concentration

of K27 WLS dye of 400 ppm (standard BCF-91 has a dye concentration of 200 ppm). The

fiber length was 37 cm with a spiral shape as shown in Figure 10. The WLS fiber was

connected at the cell exit with a 2 m long clear transport fiber (Kuraray with fluorinated

cladding) whichwas coated on the surface with white reflecting paint and bent approx-

imately -,_720° before coupling to a Hamamatsu PMT Hll61H. Thus, the conditions of

these measurements reproduced most closely the real situation with light collection in the

hadron calorimeter as described in [2].

The pedestal position and single photoelectron peak are shown in Figures 15a and 15b,

respectively. The cell response to minimum ionizing particles (cosmic trigger) is shown in

Figure 15c. The mean value of the m.i.p, signal is 4.8 photoelectrons (per liquid scintillator\

cell layer of 5 mm). This value is in agreement with the initial Monte Carlo calculations

[5] prodded that corresponding scintillator light yield and correct light attenuation length

in WLS fiber is taken into account. Cell response to beta particles from a l°6Ru source

with external trigger (Figure 1Sd) is somewhat lower ,-,3.7 photoelectrons which reflects

the absence of a long tall in the energy loss distribution. Table 8 presents the major factors

which define the light yield and gives the estimate of expected yield for minimum ionizing

particles of 5.1 p.e. (this value should be compared with the experimentally measured

value of 4.8 p.e.). Most essential factors in table 8 are calculated with the MonteCarlo

program[7] which includes the manufacturer's data as well as data measured by us on

properties of liquid scintillator and WLS fibers. As it was noted above the concentration'

of dye in the WLS fibers affects a) the efficiency of light interception and reemission by

WLS fiber in the cell; b) the efficiency of capturing of the emitted light for transport along

the WLS fiber; c) the attenuation length for the reemitted light propagation along the

WLS fiber. The results of prototype cell tests presented above were obtained with dye

concentration 400 ppm. The same concentration of dye was used in corresponding Monte
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TABLE 8

Light yield calculation for Liquid Scintillator cell.

(Parametersofthecellaregiveninthetextl

L_

Average energy loss in 5 mm LS layer 0,9 MeV

Energy spent to create photon in anthracene 61 eV

LightoutputofBC517PKO relativetoanthracene 35%

i i I

Monte Carlo factors

Fraction of light intercepted Lud reemitted 38%
by WLS (BCF-9928) fiber in the cell
(efficiency of WLS ,_eemission 86%)

Fraction of reemitted light captured 3.9%
and transported along the WLS fiber (BCF-9928)

Transport efficiency of 2 m clear fiber 70%
i i

Average Q.E. of Photocathode Hll61H 9.6%

Total photoelectrons 5.1 p.e.

Carlo (resultsshown'inTable 8). Based on Monte Carlosimulationswe expectthatat

higherdye concentrationswe can get efficienciesa) and b) increased,respectively,up to

50% and 7% and c)whiletheattenuationlengthforreemittedlightwillnotbe significantly

decreased(seeTable7).Our presentactivitiesareaimed atfindingtheoptimum forthe

dye concentrationin WLS fibersby means of Monte Carlo simulationcombined with

attenuationmeasurementsforfiberswithdifferentdye concentrations.

Two prototypeliquidscintillatorcellswere alsofabricatedat LLNL, eachmeasuring

60 mm x 60 mm x 5 mm. One isa sealedcellwitha waveshiftingopticalfibercoupled

to a clear_transportfiber.The cellisessentiallyidenticalto cellsfabricatedat ORNL
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(Figures 10, 11), The LLNL cell has been used for measurements of the absolute quantum

efficiency of the cell when subject to minimum ionizing radiation, The radiation can be

tagged cosmic ray muons incident on the cell, or °°Sr beta rays, Another cell was fabricated

in an identical manner except that it has a 19 mm x 5 mm quartz window centered on

one side of tile cell, This window allows for measurements of the light yield of tile liquid

scintlUator, Measurements of the cell response have been carried out using tagged cosmic

ray muons. The cell output is measured using a calibrated high gain photomultiplier

tube (Quanticon), Absolute photoelectron levels have been ctficulated using the photon

statistics awilable from the multi.photoelectron resolution of the Quantlcon, The number

of photoelectrons per minimum ionizing particle has been measured for the case of a cell

with reflecting aluminum walls and is currently being measured in a cell with reflecting

white painted waals. Additional measurements, using the quartz window cell, have begun

on the absolute quantum yield of Bicron BC 517P liquid scintillator when a minimum

ionizing particle traverses the scintiUator cell.

Another important factor which influences the light yield and uniformity of the de-

tector response is fiber connection. Each cell has to have the following fiber connections

: WLS fiber to clear transport fiber, clear fiber to clear fiber (this joint is for assembly

purposes), and clear fiber to photodetector. Before connection the fibers have to be cut,

For fiber cutting we use a gold plated tungsten wire (50 micron optimal diameter) heated

by a DC current of 0.7A. Our tests show this cutting method provides sufficiently good

and reproducible optical surfaces. To connect fibers we used small PMMA tubes with

inner diameter precisely matching to fiber diameter (Figure 16). Fibers were fixed in the

tube with small amount of epoxy seal. Table 9 summarizes test results of various fiber

connections. Light from the green LED was transmitted via fiber joint and measured with

a CdS photodiode relative to a reference continuous fiber of the same length. Within 4%

systematicerrorallmeasurementsgavethe same transmissionefficiencysuggestingthat

simplefibercut and splicingtechniqueshouldwork reliably.

The testsetup shown inFigures13and 14 was usedtomeasurethespatialresponse

oftheliquidscintillatorcell.In thesemeasurementsa 2.5mm diametercollimatedbeta-

sourcel°SRuhasbeenpositionedon therectangulargridwithholespacing11.5mm across

thecellsurface.Amplitudemeasurementsfrom thePMT connectedto2 m clearreadout

fiberweretriggeredby signalsincoincidencefromthetwo scintillationcountersasshown in
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TABLE 9

Fiber Joint Tests

BCF-91 (WLS), BCF.98 (CF) dla, 1 mm
Transmission measurement---_ 4% accur.

i

i i i ii i

test # fiber end1 coupling measured

i iii i i i ii i ii i

1 wttole CF polished -- 1,05

2 whole WLS polished -- 1.07

3 WLS--WLS polished OC 1.07

4 WLS--WLS polished OC 1.07, 1.03

5 CF--CF polished OC 1.06

O CF--CF poli0hed OC 1.05

7 WLS--WLS polished air 1.00

8 whole CF wire cut -- 1.05

9 whole WLS wire cut -- 1.02

10 WLS--WLS wire cut 0(3 1.05

11 WLS--WLS wire cut OC 1.05

12 CF--CF wire cut OC 1.04

13 CF--CFCF wire cut OC 1.05

14 WLS--WLS wire cut air 1.00

i

Figure 13. Resulta of meuuremente _ith the cell of 6 x 6 x 0.5 cms size are mhown in Table

10a and results of Monte Carlo simulation in Table 10b. Measured cell nonuniformity

is 12% and calculated one is 10%. We are presently performing light transport Monte
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TABLE lOa

,, / \
Meosured LS cell ncn-L,,nirormity - 12X tru ,

i

Ji , ,,, ,,

- | I

9'5!i1'09 10,3 i105 _i i

I...100_['9"3] J9i J1104[ 9L_
i ,, ,,

i[105 116 105 110,[1001_,

195:116122117 _ _'b9I
iii Ii

81_11941 105 119 115
i , i ,i ' i J " iii
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MC simuloted LS cell non-uniformity - 10_
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Carlo simulations (as weU as measurements with prototypes) with the aim of improving

the uniformity.

2.4. Calibration and Monitoring of Liquid Scintillator Calorimeter

The calibration is one of the basic issues of calorimeter operation. Following the ideas

which have been applied in the construction and operation of the L3 Hadron Calorim¢:-
' f,,

ter[18] we choose the scheme of liquid scintillator calorimeter morfitor_ng and calibration

in which every calorimeter cell is equipped with a radioactive source.

In the L3 Hadron Calorimeter the built-in source iL_the depleted uranium absorber

which provides in every readout cell of proportional gas tube detector the counting rate

of 2-40 KHz. Actual calibration in L3 HC is done with a random trigg_.r, such that

measured calibration spectra have no characteristic peaks and a shape close to a falling

exponential. Nevertheless, an accuracy of about 2% per readout channel in the calibration

is achievable for _30 minute run with the whole data acquisition system with over 20,000

readout channels. The same calibration system is used for the monitoring of the long

term stability of the hadron calorimeter which was found to be 1.3% over a period of two

years[18].

Our present plan is to place in every liquid scintillator calorimeter cell a radioactive

source of small activity (counting rate < 1KHz/ceU). For this purpose we have examined

several source candidates including 235U, 9°Sr, and l°6Ru. Self-triggered spectra for these

sources are shown in Figure 17 a-c. For example, the 2SsU (1% 234U) source consists of

a 0.25 mm thick Ti disk of diameter 5 mmwith high-vacuum electron-beam-evaporated

enriched _3SU on the surface. It provides a counting rate in the cell of about 900 Hz.

This source was prod;iced at ORNL. The cost of the source for several thousand units is '

estimated to be $0.25/source. This cost could be reduced by a factor two for quantities

required for a full calorimeter.

Due to the modular structure of the liquid scintillator hadron calorimeter each module

can be individually calibrated in a test beam prior ,'_ installation. The signal from the

source can be compared to this in-beam calibration thereby establishing the source as

a secondary calibration standard. The radioactive source then serves as the calibration

standard in each ceil in the final calorimeter assembly. During the SSC operation the

induced radioactivity in the calorimeter may eventually interfere with the source calibration
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signal. This question is generic for ali kinds of SSC calorimeters and needs separate study.

Eventually one may use this induced radioactivity as the calibration source or, more likely,

relyon specificpp-interactionstoprovidesignalsofsufficientaccuracy.

In additionto theradioactivesourceswe plantoinstallan opticalfiberlightsource

on everyphotornultiplierwith lightsuppliedby a greenlaserthrougha dedicatedfiber

distributionsystem.This willallowindependenttestsof photocathodeand electronics

sensitivityand linearityoverthefulldynamic range.

2.5. MechanicalDesignofCalorimeterCellsand Modules

The mechanicaldesignforthe LiquidScintillatorhadron calorimeterhas been im-

provedoverthelastyearto addressthe specificissuesofconcern.Severalengineerswith

experienceon theL3 experimenthavereviewedthedesigntoincorporatelessonsfromthat

manufacturingprocessinrh,.-GEM samplingcalorimeterdesign.There arethreeareasof

engineeringwhich have L-,,,ceiveddetailedconsideration:liquidleaks,manufacturability,

and PMT mounting.

The hadroncalorimetercentralpart(Figure18)consistsof15rings.Each ringincludes

16 trapezoidaltowers.The liquidscintillatorcellsinsidethe towersarenot supposedto

be leak tight, so the question of tower integrity is of great importance.

Designs are now proposed which provide complete welding to close the mechanical

towers. This will permit the towers to be reliably tested for leak tightness prior to filling

using conventional leak test techniqaes. In addition welding should provide a reliable

means of insuring that the towers will not develop leaks during operation.

A refinement of th_ £abrication scheme has been devised which will more easily provide

for the installation of the lead plates, segmenting trays and fiber bundles. The each com-

ponent has been reviewed and redesigned for rnanufacturability. The segmenting trays are

currently configured to be manufactured by a commercial vendor using standard stamped

components. The shroud boxes have been configured to eliminate the removable lid thus

reducing the cost associated with precision machining of the double O-ring sealing surfaces.

The PMTs are expected to be the most vulnerable component in the liquid scintillator

system. Four alternative designs have been developed for consideration during the next

year.Each ofthedesignsaddressesthetwo issuesofimportance,namely easeofassembly
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and leak tightness. Ali are based on conventional technology. Tests will be performed over

the next year to optimize the designs and verify adequate performance.

The tower shroud is a trapezoidal box with two open opposite lids. It is made of

rectangular stainless steel plates welded together. The side walls have slots where absorbers

are mounted and fixed (Figures 19, 20, 21). The height of the absorbers is 4 mm lessthan

the height of a module. This creates a space for transporting the fibers. The fiber routing

is shown in Figure 22. Lid tightness against leaks is achieved by welding _ thin sheet to the

module walls over the rim. A thick reinforced cover is set over the thin sheet (see Figure

23).

The PMT design uses a kovar ring to which the leak tightening unit is welded. There

are several designs for a tightening unit -- welding, O-ring, etc. Examples of some designs

are shown in Figures 24 - 26. Fibers are gathered into bundles according to the readout

scheme and are set in a holder installed inside a module. Tl',e holder has three independent

degrees of movement (x, y, ¢) (see Figure 27). This allows one to adjust the position of

the fiber bundle relative to the PM cathode.

A very important question in the module production concerns the number of cell

types. The advantages of uniform cells are: same response for all cells, no problems with

cell summing, same calibration for ali cells_ and simple and more reliable mass production.

A Fortran program was prepared to calculate possible versions of HC segmentation. Pa-

rarest, era of the program are: number of cell types, number of modules in the ring, internal

and external radii of ring, and sampling thickness. The program designs segmentation with

the following requirements: space between last chamber and back cover of housing must

be small to decrease dead volume while the space must be as big as possible for ease in

assembling fibers bundles. The space between adjacent cell should be kept at a minimum

to avoid large dead zones.

One variant of segmentation is shown in Figures 28 (z-projection) and 29 (C-projection).

Summing of cells into readout channels is shown in these Figures with thin solid lines. This

approach allows one to build planes using the same size cell long trays (see Figure 30).

The tray design is shown in Figure 31 anu 32. They are assembled from stamped stainless

steel sheet. Covers are fixed by springs. Before assembling the tray pieces are painted with

BC-622A white paint. The fiber exit from each tray is made through slot in the absorber

(Figure 33).
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2.8. Light Readout in the Magnetic Field. Electronics

Due to funding at less than half that requested, only very modest efforts could be put

into readout development.

2.6.1 Photo Detector Read-Out

Existing subsystem collaborations for fiber optic based central trackers are already

examining many options for photosensitive detectors [19]. There are many similarities in

the needs for central trackers and calorimeters, but important differences. The most critical

issues for calorimetry are high speed, linearity and dynamic range. Therefore, though we

expect to gain much useful information from these other collaboration efforts, we must do

our own explorations to address these issues.

Some general design criteria for a desirable photodetector are:

- The photocathode area should be large enough to accommodate a minimum

of 16 each 1 mm fibers for mu!tj-channel operation.

- The photocathode should have good quantum e_ciency (> 15%) in the

,500-600 mm range.

- The intrinsic rise and fall time of the device should be < 2 ns and

pulse height should have fallen to less than 1_ after 16 ns.

- The device output should be linear throughout the signal range

1 to 1,000,000 photoelectrons.

- The device should be radiation hard such that there is less than 10%

change in response for a total exposure of 10K fads.

- The device should be minimally sensitive to magnetic fields.

- The cost per channel should be < $60

- The device should be as compact as possible.

A. Vacuum Photosensitive Devices

We have discussed various PMT options with Hamamatsu. They proposed a variant of

the R2490-05, a magnetic-field-resistant design. The present tube is a 16-stage, high gain
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device. The proposed tube would only use 10 stages, with a gain of 10,000 in a 0.8-tesla

field and would have 16 anodes in a 4x4 array. Hamamatsu projects < 1% cross-talk and

a 10% QE at 550 nra.

Figure 34 shows the proposed structure of the Hamamatsu R2490-05. The details

of the multl-anode structure are highlighted. Figure 35 is a graph of the gain and dark

current versus magnetic field (for 2500 "v:_,!ts_- /__g'cr°ss'thedyn°dechaln)' Although there_sa
dramatic drop of gain with field, at th._':i)_ ('/:09 _esla level there is sufficientgain to meet

our needs° This is with the tube axis parallel to the field. If the magnetic field and tube

axis are not aligned, the gain will decrease faster with field and more cross talk will result.

Operation will be impossible with a crossed field. Therefore, the tubes must be mounted

axially with the field, as has been shown in design drawings to date.

B. Solid State Devices

Avalanche Photodiode (APD)

Several APDs of Soviet design were examined. Due to limited funding and to problems

with equipment only the SiC units were tested. They had breakdown voltages of about

22 volts at room temperature and were rather noisy. We plan to test them at. reduced

temperatures as weil. There are also silicon APDs of Soviet design of two different kinds

that have not been tested yet.

General properties of APDs that are most attractive are:

Small size suitable for individual elements. Larger sizes are suitable

for integration of the signal from the 4 x 4 array of fibers.

Total insensitivity to magnetic fields.

- Low power consumption (0.1 Watt) making their location at each

longitudinal segment within the calorimeter a possibility. However,

due to the large pulses produced in the device by traversal of shower

particles through the avalanche region of the device, it will be

essential to locate all _,f the APD's at the back of the calorimeter.

Light from each longitudinal section of the calorimeter can be light
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piped to the back of the calorimeter using non-doped optical fibers.

Because of the_ very small readout area, the fraction of 'crack' area

will be minimal, Connections between wavelength shifting fibers and

undoped fibers can be made efficiently and inexpensively.

Good matching Of spectral response to wavelengt h shifted light of 500 nm.

- High quantum efficiency of about 80% at ,,-500 nra.

- Intrinsic high bandwidth capability.

- The gain of the APD's is in the range from 50-200 for linear

operation, and to 100,000 for Geiger mode.

The linear dynamic range of at least 1000.

2.6.2 Data Acquisition Concepts

Many different schemes have been proposed for data acquisition at SSC rates. Our first

choice at present, for near term implementation, is an over-sampled flash ADC (FADC)

system with digital pipelining for trigger delay. Figure 36 shows one possible block diagram

of this approach. It can (and will) be debated as to the location of the various processing

blocks, but for the present we propose to place the preamplifier at the detector element,

the FADC in a near by location, and the rest of the processing at some more distant place.

By over-sampling the output of the preamplifier, it will be possible to correct for pile-

up and baseline drift. This will also reduce requirements on tight shaping of the signal.

The penalty is the need for a faster FADC, with its increased power and reduced accuracy.

Presently IHEP (Serpukhov) group is working on the development and prototyping of

a single fast readout chain of electronics of the type shown in Figure 36 for initial tests

with liquid scint_Uator prototype cell.

2.7. Simulation

2.7.1. Light transport simulation code LTRANS.

To simulate the light collection in Liquid Scintilator Cell with Wave Length Shifting

Fiber (WLSF) readout a Monte Carlo code was developed [71.The following processes are

taken into account in this code:
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1.Ionlzation losses in media (dE / dx).

2.Scintilator efficiency (dE/dNpho_o_),

3.Up to 3 components of emitted light with relative weights and

different emission time constants.

4.Spectral light absorption in scintillator, in the core and cladding

of WLS and clear (transp0rt) fiber.

5.Spectral light reemission in WLSF.

6.Absorption at different surfaces.

7.Secular and diffuse reflection of painted and mirror surfaces.

8.Reflection/refraction at the boundary of two transparent media;

9.Light propagation through WLSF and clear fibers.

10.Response of the PMT photocathodes.

I1.Time development of light propagation.

The program operates with two basic kinds of objects: volumes and surfaces. Volumes

can be filled with the media of the following types : air, scintillator, WLSF core, WLSF

cladding, clear fiber core, dear fiber cladding, PM window etc. The possible types of sur-

faces are: frenel (natural boundary of two transparent media), mirror or diffuse reflection,

black body, PMT cathode etc.

Characteristics of the corresponding real substances like spectral dependences of ab-

sorption length, refraction indices , emission light intensity, reemission probability, reflec.

tion coefficients for diffuse paints, refraction indices and extinction coeffcient for mirror

surfaces are stored in data base file and are extracted in the required combination at the

start of the task. Existing data base file includes data for following materials:

scintilators : BC-531, BC517S, BCS17H, BCS17L, BCS17P, BCS17POK;

WLSF core : BCl"-91, BCF-91A with K27 dye (different concentration),

Kuraray WLSF core with Y-7, Y-8 and Y-9 dyes (different concentration);
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WLSF cladding: pure PMMA, fluorinated PMMA;

clear fiber core : pure polystyrene;

clear fiber cladding : pure PMMA, fluorinated PMMA;

diffuse paints: BC-622A(Bicron), NE-,561(Nuclear Enterprise),

BaSO4 based white paint;

mirrors : Ag, Al, Na, stainless steel;

photocathodes : bialkaly, trialkaly, green extended, 400K (Hamamatsu),

R2490-05, Si

To simulate the response of a Liquid Scintilator cell with WLS fiber readout three

geometrical shapes were built in the code : rectangular box, cylinder and toroid (Figures

37, 38_. Practically, any reasonable configuration of the cell with WLS readout can be

described by the combination of these shapes. That makes the variations of the cell design

rather simple. Typical process speed of the code is about 2 initial photons per second for

the CPU VAX 11/780.

Tables 10a and 10b illustrate the results of the Light Transport code (LTRANS) ob-

tained in our simulations. The cell 6 x 6 x 0.5 cna_ painted with BC-622A white paint

and filled with BC-517POK sdntilator; WLS fiber of 1 mm diameter makes 2 spiral turns

(5.4 cna max diameter) in the cell. Transport fiber is 2 m long and haz 2.5 turns before it

couples to 1161H PMT. These parameters dmulates the actual experimental setup for uni-

formity measurement. The calculation gives 5.1 -4-0.5 for mean number of photoelectrons

per m.i.p.

In Figure 39 is shown the light intercept efficiency of the cell and its dependence on

the the geometrical factor --- ratio of WLS fiber surface to the total surface of the cell

walls and WLS fibers. These calculations were made for different cell size (from '5 x /5 x

0.5 cm 3 up to 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm _) and for spirals with 1, 2 and 3 turns. Simulations were

made for two types of WLS fiber with different light attenuation length. The result of

these calculation shows that it is possible to have the same intercept efficiency for cells of

different sizes by means of varying the length of WLS fiber in the cell. That allows uniform

light collection efficiency when different cells are ganged to one readout channel.
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_, Figure 40 shows the dependence of light transport emciency in a clear fiber on bending

radius. One can see that the minimal bending radius for transport fiber immersed in LS

is ~2 cre.

2.7.2. Detector Simulation Calculations

LS calorimeter detector simulations have been carried out using the global CI-IEISHA-

GEANT simulation chin developed by the L3 collaboration. These studies have been

directed toward a better understanding of the light collection non-uniformity on hadron

energy resolution as well as total thickness of absorber material. Hardonic jets with energy

50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 GeV were simulated for a calorimeter consisting of a 50 cm

BaF2 electromagnetic section followed by a hadronic section (20 mm lead + 0.5 cm liquid

scintillator) [2]. Simulated events passed the full reconstruction procedure and optimal

weighting factors were applied for the combination BaF2 and hadron calorimeter section

responses. The resulting energy resolution vs hadronic jet energy is shown in Figure 41,

respectively, with and without liquid scintillator cell nonuniforrnity contributions. From

these calculations we can conclude that 5% light collection nonuniformity does not affect

the hadronic resolution of the calorimeter. The results of these calculations together with

results for different, absorber structure simulations are shown in Table 11. We are presently

repeating these calculations with nonuniformity values determined from our tests.

Ideally, these calculations should be carried out with HETC which requires using

CALOR. Presently the CALOR code system is being converted to a CRAY UNICOS

machine at LLNL by ORNL personnel, has been installed on PDSF at the SSCL by UMiss

personnel and is being inszalled on the UMiss HEP 900MIP "i'arm" at UMiss. Calcula-

tions similar to those described above are being initiated on PDSF and will be carried out

on the other facilities ms they become operational. These initial studies are rudimentary

since they involve only planar geometry and_ single hadrons rather than jets. However,

they appear to be consistent with the GHEISHA-GEANT calculations. In addition, code

improvements which reflect experience gained in the scintillating plate calorimeter studies

are being incorporated into C ALOR. This includes modification so access to a radiation

damage data base becomes simpler which will aid in studying the effect of radiation damage

on resolution, timing, compensation, etc.
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TABLE 11

Monte Carlo LS HC resolution
BsF, in front, 5 mm LS _aD

Fine Tall ...... Light ....
sampling catcher collect. B (%) A (°A)
sect. nonunif.

5%

2 cm Pbx 90 -- -- i.I 4- 0.2 66-4-3

2 cm Pbx 90 -- + 1.2 =h0.2 66+ 3

2 cm Pbx 38 4 cm Pbx 20 + 1.7 =h0.2 59+ 3

2 cm P b x 78 -- + 1.6 -4-0.2 63:f: 3

i ,

2.8. Alternative Light Readout Ideas

A. UV Light Sensitive Microgap Photodetector Development

A new type of UV light sensitive photodetector was developed at LLNL as a means of

replacing the photomultiplier tube reading out the light from a liquid scintillator cell.J20}

Two detector concepts are shown schematically in Figure 42. The detector consists of

a thin parallel plate gu avalanche counter optically coupled to a liquid or solid scintillator

by a UV sensitive photocathode. The photocathode can either be semi-transparent (trans-

mission mode) or opaque (reflectance mode) similar to photocathode technologies found

in standard photomultiplier tubes. The photocathode chosen for this detector is yttrium

and issensitivetophotonswithwavelengthsshorterthan400 nm.

The photocathodeisseparatedfrom theanode by a thin100 microngap filledwitha

gasof90% argonand I0% methane.Applicationofa few hundredvoltsacrossthegap is

suffLcienttooperatethecounterintheproportionalregimelPhotoelectronsareamplified

by theformationofelectronavalanchesinthegas.Typically,thedetectoroperateswitha
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gain of about 105---10 °. A 36 cm 2 area detector has been fabricated and tested for response

to a nitrogen laser (387 am) and to UV light emitted from liquid scintillator, A photograph

of the detector is shown in Figure 43, The detector is inherently fast because of the very

short electron drift time across the 100 micron gap (about 1 ns), The ion transit time back

to the photocathode is also short (:1.5.20 ns) and so the pulses from this detector are quite

narrow. This can be seen in Figure 44, which shows an oscilloscope picture of the output

) of a typical detector.

At our request, a UV emitting liquid scintillator was specially developed for this de-

tector by Bicron Corporation with a pea& emission of 310 nra. The Microgap UV detector

has been observed to be sensitive to light emitted by the scintillator when excited by a

radiation source. However, absolute efFiciencies have not yet been measured.

2.9. Initial Studies on a Liquid Scintillator Electromagnetic Calorimeter Design

The idea of Liquid Scintillator with WLS fiber readout was first proposed by us for

hadron calorimeter applications. Rece,:tly we have tried to extend this concept to elec-

tromagnetic calorimetry. Modern EM sampling calorimeters can achieve a resolution of

5%/v/-E [21] with small constant term (0.5-1%) which results from the non-uniformity,

non-stability, limited calibration etc. Sampling calorimeters for SSC applications should

be fast and radiation hard. Radiation requirements for the EM calorimeter is an order of

magnitude higher than for hadron calorimeter and are about 50 Ml:tad at )?=3 for 10 years

of operation at luminosity 10_a. We believe that the radiation stability of WLS fibers can

be proven to satisfy these requirements.

Obvious problems for a high resolution sampling LS EM calorimeter (apart from radia-

tion resistance of fibers) are cell response non-uniformity and the potentially large amount

of fibers, since a large number of very (_hin LS cells must be read out. According to

parametrizations of the work [21] and our EGS4 [22] simulations the structure of 2 mm Pb

and 4.5 mm liquid scintillator should have the stochastic resolution term of 7.5°£/x/_. A

25Xo thickness EM calorimeter should consist of 70 layers (2 mm Pb + 4.5 mm LS). The

basic idea of our design is that in order to reduce the number of readout fibers a single

WLS fiber should spiral through the absorber collecting the scintillation light from several

longitudinal layers. Figures 45, 46 show the possible layout of a Pb/LS EM tower where

WLS fiber runs through several layers of LS between lead absorber before being routed

for readout to photodetector via clear transport fiber. Longitudinal segmentation can be
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easily achieved tn this scheme (F|gure 47), The lead absorber in the EM-tower ts installed

in the punched stainless steel box (Figure 45) with wall thickness of approximately 0,2 mm,

Spiral shaped fibers can be inserted from the top in between absorber plates, The box

iscoveredby a thinlldof0,2mm stainlesssteeland sealedby glueingormlcro-welding,

The assembledtaperedtowerisa self-supportingunitwiththeinteriorcontinuousforthe

liquidflow,lthas severalreadoutsegments(by the number ofWLS spirals),Figures48

and 49illustratepossibleLS EM calorimeterlayoutforan SSC GEM detector[3}geometry

and proposedassemblysequence.

ltwas estimatedwithEGS4 MC simulationsthattheMoliereradiusforsucha structure

isabout4 cre,Thissuggeststhatthefrontsizeofthetowercan be 30x30mm 2orsomewhat

larger,The longitudinaland transverseuniformityofthe LS readoutsegment(oneWLS

spiral)assimulatedby theLTRANS codeisshown inFigures50 and 51 forthetowerwith

thefrontsizeof30x30 mm 2,Transverseuniformityhas an rms of5.3% and longitudinal

variationof18%, The lightyieldishigherfortheend oftheWLS spiralwhich iscloser

tothereadout.In thissimulationthediameterofeachspiralturnwas increasedwiththe

towerdepth.By adjustingthediameteroftheturnsone can findthecompromisebetween

longitudinaland integraltransversenon-uniformity.Thisoptimizationhas not yetbeen

done.

Data from lighttransportsimulationmentionedabove were usedin the EGS4 code

simulationofthe performanceofthe EM arrayof 10x10 taperedtowerswith frontsize

30x30mm 2.The resultsofthesesimulationsareshown inFigures52,53,54fordifferent

thicknessofstainlesssteelstructurebetweenindividualtowers(1.0,0.5and 0.25mm). EM

energyresolutionisalmostindependenton thewallthicknessand equalto7.5%/v/'E±0.6%,'

Longitudinaland transversecellnon-uniformitycontributestotheincreaseoftheconstant

term intheenergyresolution.

Inan SSC experimenttheEM-calorimeterprecedesthehadroncalorimeterand togeth-

erwith itmeasurestheenergyofhadrons.Sincethe LS hadroniccalorimeterdescribed

in [2,3,5] can be made compensated the issue ofe/h for the EM _ection becomes impor-

tant. A sampling structure 2 mm Pb/4.5 mm LS is far from the sampling 4/1 required

for compensation calorimeter [101. Nevertheless, the effective compensated readout of LS

EM tower can be arransed by combining together (possibly with separate specially shaped

WLS fiber) signal,s from every 9-th LS layer in the tower. The rest of the tower layers are
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readout by the regular scheme described above and used for the purpose of EM energy mea-

surement, In this approach an excellent EM resolution of 7,5%/v/E ± 0,6% does not spoil

the compensation proper_ies of the global calorimeter, Detailed Monte Carlo simulations

(and later corresponding beam tests) are required in order to confirm this concept,

We plan to construct first a,single tower prototype and then an array of 5x5 towers

in order to test the concept of LS EM calorimeter, The EM towers will be designed and

assembled at ORNL and tested in the beam at ITEP or elsewhere.

2.10. Additional Facilities and l_upport Personnel

Besidesthespecificfacilitiesand pcrsonneldescribedin theabovesection,eachlabo-

ratoryand institutionhassupportfacilitiesand personnelwhichcan be orhave beenused

in carryingout thiswork. In some casesthesearequiteextensiveand giveexceptional

strengthand flexibilitytotheprogram.The followinggivesa briefdescriptionofsome of

thesefacilitiesand personnel.

2.10.1 Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

A. Photometry Laboratory and other LLNL Facilities

A photometry laboratory was set up at LLNL in FY 1991 consisting of a large multi-

purpose light-tight dark box for the measurement of fiber and liquid scintillator properties

as well as the measurement of liquid scintillator calorimeter cell prototypes. Figure 55

shows a photograph of the dark box containing the pulsed broadband light source and

monochromator, calibrated photodiode and calibrated photomultiplier tube. The labora-

tory is equipped with a NIM and CAMAC data acquisition system and a Macintosh II/FX

computer for performing data acquisition and analysis. A Hamamatsu R2165 "Quanticon"

high-gain first dynode photomultiplier tube allows for measurements of absolute quantum

efficiency of the various components at low light levels below about 10 photoelectrons. Also,

NBS calibrated photodiodes are utilized for higher light level measurements. Calibration

of the phototube is performed using a pulsed nitrogen arc lamp through a monochromator

system and neutral density filters, providing a range of photon wavelengths from the IR

into the far UV, and photon light levels ranging from single photons on up. A LeCroy

3512 buffered ADC and LeCroy 3588 Histogramming memory are used to collect pulse

height distributions from the Qaanticon. Data acquisition is performed using LabView on

the Mac via a GPIB data bus. Data manipulation and display is performed using Igor
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scientific graphics software and custom-built software fitting routines.

B. LLNL Optics Laboratories

In addition to the custom-built Photometry laboratory, a number of optics laborato-

ries are maintained for use by scientists at LLNL. The facilities utilized for R&D in FY

1991 were the automated spectral transmittance/reflectance system and scatterometry sys-

tem in the LLNL Optics Laboratory, and the Fiber Optic Characterization Laboratory.

These facilities are well equipped to perform spectrally resolved measurements of the basic

components of the liquid scintillator cells such as reflecting paints, liquid scintillator and

waveshifting dyes, waveshifting fiber spectral properties, fiber connection losses, and fiber

transport properties (attenuation, etc.).

C. LLNL Radiation Facilities

LLNL maintains a large 8°Co irradiation facility as well as a number of other high flux

radioactive sources including neutron sources (_S2Cf, Pu-Be, etc.). In addition a 140 MeV

electron linear accelerator is available for beam tests and for use as a high flux source of

gamma rays and photoneutrons. Measurements have been made in FY 1991 using the

S°Co source and are planned using the :ZS2Cfsource.

D. LLNL Chemistry and Material Science

Mechanical and chemical characterization facilities are also available for use in the R&D

program. Microscopic characterization of materials can be performed using metallurgical

techniques to produce thin samples for analysis under various types of microscopes. Trace

element analysis can be done using energy dispersive spectroscopy and electron beam

microprobes. Chemical and mechanical analysis of waveshifting fibers and reflecting paints

can also be performed.

2.10.2 University of Mississippi

A Perkin-Elmer Lambda 3B UV/VIS Dual Beam Spectrophotometer and a Perkin-

Elmer LS-5B Luminescence Spectrometer are available for use in this project. These

units have been used for research for several years and are weil- characterized. They are

presently being modified to accept fiber samples. These units will give us the capability

for studying fiber characteristics in the range of 200 -- 800 nm both in transmission and

via the fluorescence spectrum.
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A 900 MIP Decstation 5000 "farm" belonging to the high energy group is in the final

stages of check-out and will be available for use in simulations and light transport studies.

Codes such as GEANT, CALOR, PYTHIA, ISAJET, CERNLIB, etc., are operational.

The "farm"isaccessibleviaInternetand plansaretoestablisha Decnetnode assoonas

fundsareavailable.

A machineshopequippedwithCNC machinesisavailableforouruse,asisthePhysics

departmentmachinistatno charge.

2.10.3ORNL FacilitiesforResearch,Design,Fabrication,and Testing

ORNL has extensivefacilitiesforresearchon theoptical,chemical,and mechanical

propertiesofscintillators,fibers,and detectors,lthas40 yearsofexperienceinthefieldof

nuclearinstrumentation,from detectorsthroughelectronics.Severaldivisionsand many

groupsareactivelyresearchingdetectionmedia,detectorsystems,and electronicsforthese

systems.

A. ORNL ManufacturingFacilities
J

Becauseofothermissions,ORNL maintainsextensivefabricationcapabilityforelec-

tronicand mechanicalsystemsthatrangefrom smallmodel shopsto fullscalemachine

shopscapableoffabricatingintricatepartsthesizeoffreighttrains.

B. ORNL RadiationFacilities

ORNL maintainssmell,medium, and largeS°Co and 137Csirradiationfacilitywith

fluxesfrombackgroundto> IMRad/hr, aswellasa number ofotherhighfluxradioactive

sourcesincludingneutronsources(2s2cf,Pu-Be,etc.).A 50kW, 180 MeV electronlinear

acceleratorisavailableforuse asa highfluxsourceofgamma r_ysand photoneutrons.

Effortsarepresentlyunder way at thisfacilityforotherSSC subsystems.ORNL has a

I00 MW high-flux,researchand isotopeproductionreactorforveryhighfluxirradiation.

Samplescanbe irradiatedtolevelsof101Sn/cm2/a.No effortsarepresentlyplanned,since

theseratesaretoomany orders-of-magnitudegreaterthan thatexpectedattheSSC.

Measurementsweremade inFY 1991usin8 a large6°Cosourceand areplannedusing

lowerdose-ratesources.Neutron irradiationscan alsobe made but are not presently

planned.
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C. ORNL Analytical Chemistry and Material Science Capabilities

Mechanical and chemical characterization facilities are also available for use in the I_&D

program. They are well equipped to perform spectroscopy and fluorimetry measurements

of the Liquid scintillator, waveshifting dyes, waveshifting fibers, fiber connection losses,

and fiber transport properties (attenuation, etc.). Chemical and mechanical analyses of

scintillators and waveshifting fibers are being performed, including chemical compatibility

between the scintillator and fiber, as well as optical properties of the fibers and scintillators.

2.10.4 University of Tennessee

The University of Tennessee hsa provided the use of a VAX-9000 and an IBM-3090 for

the calculational effort. In addition, a five man machine shop and four man electronic shop

have been used and wiU continue to be used in this work. In many cases the computers

and shop usage is provided at no charge.

2.10.5 ITEP (Moscow)

During FY1991 ITEP provided significant support to the Liquid Scintillator R&D pro-

gram. 21 ITEP staff (6 physicists, 3 postgraduate students, 4 engineers and 8 technicians;)

were involved. Mechanical workshop, test beam time, beam equipment, computers and

other infrastructure support was provided.

Test beam area No. 211 at ITEP 10 GeV PS machine was upgraded (mechanical

supports, electronics, beam MWPC system etc.) for tests with liquid scintillator proto-

types. Available beam moments are 0.3-6 GeV/c for muons, pions, protons, and electrons.

Typical beam intensities are 5-50 K pions per spill of 1.0 s every 2.5 s. Available test

beam equipment includes bea._ control system, collimators, converters, 2 gas Cerenkov

counters, beam telescopes, muon filter, trigger NIM electronics, CAMAC readout system,

PDP 11-40 on-line computer, Ethernet link to VAX 11-780, DAQ, monitoring and graphics

software.

Initial research on chemical compatibility of liquid scintillators and fibers as well as

on prototyping of detector cells and study of Light coUection and response uniformity have

been started at ITEP by fall 1990. First basic parameters and test configurations of the

Liquid Scintillator system have emerged from these researches.

The LTltANS light transport Monte Carlo code for scintillator counters with WLS _ber

Light readout has been developed at ITEP [7] and became available to the LS collaboration.
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Data being obtained from varioustestsmade by LS collaborationare continuouslyused

to improve and update the code and the correspondingdata base.

2.10.6IHEP (Serpukhov)

Studies of differentelectronicreadout schemes for prototype beam testsas well as

studiesof alternativeliquidscintillatorand plasdc fibermaterialsavailableat USSR were

proceeded. Development of singlechannel fastreadout fullelectronicssystem with param-

eterscloseto theserequiredby SSC operationhave been started.

2.10.7TIFR (Bombay)

Facilitiesforradiationdamage studiesof liquidscintillatorshave been created.Initial

testshave been started.(See Addendum I)
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Chapter 3. PROPOSED R&D PROGRAM FOR FY92/98

The R&D LiquidScintillatoractivitieswillbe continuedin 1992//1993accordingto

theinitialplansoutlinedinref.[5].These planslatercan be modifiedintheframeworkof

GEM collaborationifmore extensiveschedulewillbecame necessary.

In F¥92 we areplanningtocontinuethestudieson theLS systemand componentsas

wellastoproceedwiththebeam testsofthesingleLS detectorplaneand startconstruction

ofthecalorimetermodule fortheF¥93 beam tests.

3.1. R&D Program

InourstudiesperformedinF¥ 1991we haveidentifiedand addressedthemost critical

issuesofthe liquidscintillatortechnology.Initialtestswerecompletedon thechemical

compatibilityoftheprincipalcomponentsoftheLS system,chemicalcompatibilityunder

irradiation,radiationdamage ofWLS and clearfibers,and lightyield.These testshave

demonstratedthatthebuic conceptoftheLS withWLS fiberreadoutiscorrectand there

areno major restrictionsinapplyingthistechnologytotheSSC calorimetricdetectors.

InthefurtherdevelopmentoftheLS technologywe would liketounderstandand push

thistechniquetoitslimitsintermsofchemicalcompatibility,radiationstability,detector

responsetime and light.field.Our intentionistodemonstratewith beam testsofthe

prototypedetectorplanethecompensationpropertiesofa Pb/LS calorirr,_ter,adjustsam-

plingthicknessoftheabsorber,studytimedevelopmentofcompensat;:_nsignal,dynamic

rangeofthebasiccell,noise,calibration,cellresponseuniformitywithshoweringparticles

as wellas to proveour mechanicalapproachto the constructionof the cell,lightcross

talks,liquidcirculation,leaksealing,fibersplicing,fiberinterfacingwith photodetector
and otherideas.

Our initialradiationdamage teststo the fiberswere done:at veryhigh doserates

(0.377MRad/h). In realSSC environmentthe irradiationrateswillbe few ordersof

magnitude lower,such thatannealingwilltakeplacebeforethe radiationdamage will

buildup. We have seentheWLS fibertransmissionrecoveryafter6.4MRad (irradiated

at 0.377MRad/h) for1 m longpieceto 95% ofinitialvaluefor_i00 hours at room

temperature.To extrapolatethe radiationhardnessoffiberstothe realisticSSC rates

we aregoingtoperformradiationtests(includingannealing)withradioactivesourcesat

differentrates.We hope thesestudiescan provethatLS withWLS readouttechniquecan
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be appU_d totheSSC luminosityrangeof 1093--1034s-lcm-2.

Afterirradiationtheopticaland spectralconstantsfortestedmaterialswillbe mea-

suredand theresultsoftheradiationtestswillbe expressedintermsofvariationsoflight

transmissionlength,reemissionei_ciency(lightyield)and annealingtime.Afterextrapo-

lationoftheseresultstotheSSC radiationlevelsdatawillbe fedintotheLTRANS Monte

Carlocode and thenwe willbe ableto predictthegloballightcollectionpropertiesofthe

hadroncalorimeterduringtheradiation.

An importantgoalofthe R&D program istheoptimizationofthe lightyieldofthe

LS celland ofuniformityofthecellresponse.We plantoconstructseveralcellprototypes

to study the dependence oflightoutput and uniformityon cellsize,fibershapesand

dii_erentWLS dye concentrationinthefibercore.We plantotestnew Bicronand Kuraray

fibers,new materialsforfibercladding,variousscintillatorsand wallreflectors.Allcell

prototypeswillbe simulatedby the LTRANS code and simulatedperformancewillbe

compared withmeasured one.The comparisonofcalculationsand experimentaldatawill

resultinimprovementof theMonte Carlocode and allowus topredictmore accurately

theperformanceofnew prototypes.

Sincethe lightinterceptef_ciencyby WLS fiberinthe cellscaleswith the ratioof

WLS fibersurfacetothe totalsurfaceofthe cellwe willtrytoequalizethe responseof

cellsofdifferentsizesby varyingthelengthofWLS fiberinthecell.

We willcontinuememmrements oi'spectrdcharacteristicstorscintillators,WLS and

clearfibers_mirrorsand diffusivewallcoatings.These datawillbeusedforfinalcelldesign.

By theend of1991a LS planewith36 cellswillbe built.Thisplanewillbe testedat

theITEP testbeam inDecember 1991g February1992period.A radioactivesourceof

23SUwillbe mounted ineachdetectorcell.The photodetector-electronicsreadoutsystem

torthisplanewillbe prepared.

The constructionof theprototypehadron calorimetermodule willbe startedin FY

1992.Thiswillbe fullsizemodule with2 cm leadabsorberand 0.5cm LiquidScintillator

sampling.This module willbe assembledand testedinthe CERN testbeam starting

from November 1992.The supportforthetestmodule willbe designedand fabricatedat

ORNL.

We plantosimulatetheperformanceofthe HC module takingintoaccountei_ectsof
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the radiation damage, the nonuniforrnity of light collection in the LS cell, the light yield

variation from cell to cell and others.

3.2. Plans of Participating Laboratories

3.2.1 Plans for Continued R&D at LLNL in FY92

LLNL plans to continue with R&D in FY 1992 with efforts in the areas of radia-

tion damage, light collection efficiency measurements and optimlzations, and alternative

photodetector concepts. With the completion of the photometry laboratory, we are now

capable of quickly providing comparative meaaurements of liquid scintillator cell absolute

quantum efficiency to minimum ionizing p_rticles. These measurements will have to be

carried out for the increasing number of different waveshifting optical fibers that are be-

coming available as this technology matures. We also expect to continue some of the more

fundamental meaaurements of fibers, including the effects of bend radius, cladding thick-

hess and numerical aperture (optical efficiency) optimization. The UV microgap detector

offers the promise of a large area radiation hard and magnetic field-insensitive photode-

tector to replace photomultiplier tubes. This detector can be built with single or multiple

maodes to allow flexible readout options for the liquid scintillator calorimeter. In addition,

the potential exists for fabricating a microgap detector directly on a plastic scintillating

substrata, thereby simplifying the design and reducing the materials cost. We expect to

further develop this concept in the coming year by fabricating a detector using Bicron

BC 422 UV emitting plastic scintillator. LLNL will continue to provide measurements of

optical properties of the materials making up the scintillator cell. Our Optics Laboratories

are well suited for meaaurements of spectral properties of paints and scintillators, as well

as characteristics of waveshifting optical fibers. We also will continue to utilize our 6°Co

and 2s2Cf sources for radiation me_urements, including the meazurement of long-term

optical fiber darkening and self-annealing under near-SSC radiation conditions. Finally,

we would like to continue work on a detector concept presented in the FY 1991 proposal.

This concept involves the direct stimulation of an GaAIAs lazing waveguide with ionizing

radiation to induce lazing. The concept involves connecting a lazing waveguide substrate

to a microgap avalanche counter in a similar fashion to the UV microgap counter. Electron

avalanches striking the waveguide structure could induce laser light to be pulsed down the

waveguide and detected optically via single mode fiber optics. This concept has the ad-

vantage of providing direct conversion of energy deposition in the hadron calorimeter into
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ugn_cnanneledintoverythinsinglemode glassfibersthatcan be run for100sor1000sof
b

meterswithoutappreciablesignalattenuation.Theconcepthas not beenprovenbut there

arespeciallybuiltwaveguidesavailableatLLNL which couldbe utilizedinthisstudy.

3.2.2.PlansforContinuedR&D atUMiss inFY 1992

A. IrradiationProgram

IrradiationofWLS and clearfibersinair,nitrogenand liquidscintillatorwillbecarried

out at the Universityof MississippiLow Dose P_ate(LDR)and High Dose Rate(HDR)

Facilities.The LDR isa 137Cssourcewith a usablemaximum doserateof300 rad/hr.

The HDR isa 6°Coinstallationwitha m_cimum doserateof260krad/hrand a minimum

rateofabout 50krad/hr.We shallcompareradiationeffectson thefiberswhen irradiated

atlow and highdoserates.A seriesofirradiationson BCF-91A and KurarayY-?,Y-S

and Y-9 fiberswithvariousdye concentrationsand claddingsand a number ofclearfibers

willbe performed.Whereverpossiblewe shallcoordinateour program withthatatLLNL

and ORNL so we can obtainduplicateirradiationsfora number ofcases.This willbe

especiallyimportantwhere annealingeffectsmay become significant.

B. RadiationDamage Measurements

Radiationdamage willbe determinedby measuringthespectralpropertiesofthefibers

beforeand afterirradiation.Transmissionmeasurementsscanningtherange200 -- 800

nm willbe performedusingthe UV/VIS dual beam spectrophotometer.In additiona

fluorescencespectrometerspanningthesame rangewillbe usedto ascertainthefluores-

cencepropertiesofthefibersbeforeand afterirradiation.Thislatterinformationisvery

importantin calculatingthe lightcollectionand transportpropertiesofa cell.ltcould

alsoplaya roleinthedevelopmentapproachtotheopticalreadoutsystem.

C. TestBeam Program- AnalysisofTestBeam Data

UMiss personnelwillparticipateintheITEP beam testwhichisplannedforFebruary

1992.CalculationsusingLTRANS coupledwith CALOR willbe performedtodetermine

the expectedperformanceof the rudimentarycalorimeter.Use of CALOR isessential

sincewe need timinginformationtoinvestigatethetimedependenceofthecompensation.

Comparisonswillbe made withthetestbeam dataand thesecomparisonswillbe usedto

modify thecalculationalprocedure,ifneeded.The resultantcode willbe usedtodesign

theprototypetower.
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D. SimulationCalculationsand Code Development

The UMiss personnelwillwork closelywiththe ORNL and UT code developersto

incorporateLTRANS intoCALOR. The codewillbe portedtoPDSF attheSSCL (where

B. Moore from UMiss has alreadysuccessfullyinstalledCALOR) and to theUMiss HEP

DEC "farm".This willgiveusover2000 MIPs forour calculationaleffort.Allofthis

willbe neededinthedesignofthe prototypetower.We shallbeginthegeometryinput

packageforthistowerinFY92 and,usingthetestedand modifiedcode from theITEP

test,beginthedetectorsimulationon thevariousproposeddesigns.

3.2.3PlansforContinuedR&D atORNL inFY 1992

A.Major LS R&D activitieswillbe centeredatORNL. InFY 92-93ORNL willcontin-

ue developmentsand testsofbasiccomponentsofliquidscintillatortechnique.Thesewill

includedetailedchemicalcompatibilitystudies,radiationdamage tests,WLS and clear

fiberopticalpropertiesstudiesunderirradiationand annealing,lightyieldoptimization,

calibrationsystemdevelopment,studiesofnew fibers,liquidscintillatorsand photodetec-

tors,more detaileddevelopmentofMonte Carlolighttransportcode.

B. Mechanicaldesigntowardsthe practicalimplementationofLS conceptinhadron

and electro-magneticcalorimeterytosimplifythe manufacturing,assembly,and service

ofcalorimetricsystem forthe basicGEM detectordesignwillbe continued.Questions

of reliabilityand robustperformanceofthe calorimrterwillhave firstpriorityin these

studies.These studiesshouldresultalsoincostreductionofLiquidScintillatortechnique

inpracticalapplicationtoGEM calorimetersystem.

C. Most intensiveactivityat ORNL in FY 92-93willbe design,manufacturingand

assemblyofLS calorimeterprototypesforbeam tests.By theend of1991 prototypeLS

detectorplanehastobebuildand testedatITEP beam. In1992fullsizeGEM typehadron

calorimetermodule willbe buildand equippedwithphotodetectors,readoutelectronics

and dataacquisitionsystem.To resolvethisand othermajor tasksORNL personnelwill

work intightcontactwithpersonnelfrom ITEP.

D. Inconnectionwithdevelopmentofelectronicreadoutsystemformodule prototype

beam testsfollowingactivitieswillbe alsoconducted:

DI. LightCollectionStudiesoftheScintillatorand Wavelength-ShiRingFibers'.Con-

tinuedtestingneedstobe done toexperimentallydeterminethelightcollectione_ciency
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of several different geometric configurations of the liquid scintillator, wavelength-shifting

fibers, and PM device. This will include tests to (a) determine the optimum scintilla-

tor/fiber interface, (b) explore the use of multiple fibers for individual channels, and (c)

determine the optimum fiber/PM device interface.

D2. Develop the Data Acquisition Architecture: The primary purpose of this pro-

posal is to determine the feasibility of the liquid scintillator concept. Accordingly, the

thrust of the electronics research and development will be toward those issues that directly

impact the performance and construction of the calorimeter. We do not propose at this

time to develop a new complete architecture for calorimetry data storage. Instead, we

intend to address only those issues that pertain uniquely to this calorimeter. Specifically,

we will research the optical analog data transmission concept with respect to linearity,

power dissipation, noise, radiation hardness, and manufacturability. After evaluation of

the measurements, we will research the optimum pulse shaping and storage for enhancing

both count rate and signal-to-noise performance. A preamplifier, prefilter, optical lineariz-

er, and optical receiver amplifier will need to be researched and developed to exhibit the

highest possible speed and linearity. These will probably be a mixture of custom CMOS

and bipolar technologies.

One concept we are considering is the generation of the high voltage necessary for the

PM device at the tube rather than distributing high voltage from outside the tower. We

are presently generating high-voltage for another project using a custom CMOS analog

controller developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This controller uses very low

power and can generate from 500V to 2000V w_th some external components. Therefore,

only a low voltage power supply level will have to be distributed throughout the tower.

Some further development of this controller throughout the tower be undertaken to adapt

it to our specific need.

D3. Evaluate Photomultiplier Devices: An evaluation of multi-anode PM tubes will

be made to determine the most appropriate choice in terms of anode crosstalk for the

scintillator/fiber combination we wiU be using. Tubes from three vendors will be purchased

and ewluated: 64 channel device from Arnperex (Model No. XP4702), a 16 or 64 anode

tube made by Hammamatsu (Series No. R1712), and a 100 channel device from ITT. In

addition, we will explore the possibility of using the new emerging technology of solid state

PM devices currently being developed by Roc_:well, Inc., Burle Industries, and RC A.
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D4. Fabricate,Assembleand TestData AcquisitionElectronics:Data Acquisition

electronicsfora prototypewillbe fabricated,assemb!_-dand installed.Thisassemblywill

thenbe testedinan actualbeam ata locationtobe determined.Inaddition,we willplan

to instrumenta prototypesectionsfortestingina beam. Preliminaryinvestigationswill

be conducted intoalternative architectures for digitizing the analog signal and processing

the resulting digital information at the rear of the towers.
t

3.2.4. Plans for Continued R&D at the University of Tennessee in FY92

The University of Tennessee will continue to provide administrative support for the

visiting ITEP pesonnel. A crucial support activity remains the use of the machine shop

and electronic shop as well as availability of the computing facilities. A large amount of

construction and computing will be done as we move into the prototyping stage of the

program and the UT facilities will be heavily used in this.

3.2.5. Plans for Continued R&D at ITEP in FY92

ITEP will continue to provide essential contribution to LS project via close contacts

with ORNL. ITEP technical personnel will work at Oak l:Udge together with ORNL engi-

neers. The preparation of the beam tests with a single detector plane will be carried out.

This includes the preparation of the liquid scintillator filling system, absorbers, mechanical

structure for absorber installation at the beam area, upgrading of software for DAQ and

"on-line" data analysis.

The subcontract R&D Work for new photodetectors will be supported by ITEP in

the next year. The mea_,urements of optical properties for wall coating material will be

continued at MRIOPM.

Part of ITEP group working at CERN will be involved in test beam test preparation

at CERN SPS.

3.2.6. Plans for Continued R&D at IHEP in FY92

The further development of electronic readout schemes for the prototype beam tests will

be continued as well as the development of a fast single channel readout system prototype

with parameters similar to those required for SSC operation.
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3.2.7.PlansforContinuedR&D atTIFR inFY92

The TIFR group willexpandtheirstudyon radiationdamage toliquidscintillators,as

itispresentedinAddendum i.Ifsufficientfundsareavailablethenone ormore ofTIFR

scientistsorengineerswillcome toORNL orUMiss toassistinthiswork.
/

3.3. Beam TestswithLS PrototypeDetectorPlaneand Module

The beam testofa rudimentarycalorimeterusinga singlemovableLS detectorplane

isplannedatITEP inFebruary1992.Thisrudimentarycalorimeterisa stackofabsorber

plateswith one instrumentedLS detectorplane(composedof36 LS cells)which can be

inserted_tvariousplacesinthestack.The ITEP beam isnormallyincidenton thefaceof

thestack.Personnelfrom ITEp, UMiss and ORNL willcarryout thetest.The primary

goalof the besm _estisto measure the responseof thisrudimentarycalorimeterwith

differentabsorbers(Pb,Fs, U) forpions,electronsand muons in the momentum range

0.5-6.0Gev/c. Most importantly,thisincludestestingthereadoutsystemfortheLS plane.

The analysis of the beam test data will give us information about the e/h ratio (which is

directly related to the constant term in the hadron calorimeter energy resolution), side and

rear leak determinations, time dependence of the calorimeter response, signal/noise ratio

and dynamic range of signals. Also the calibration system concept based on radioactive

sourcesinstalledineachLS cellwillbe tested.

The next stepwillbe a beam testat CERN ofa prototypetowerstartingNovember

1992'Inthistestthe'energyresolutionwillbedetermined,thecaUbrtLtionsystemchecked,

the mechanicalintegritytested(includingleaktesting,fiber/PMT interfacetestingand

check-outoftheliquidfillingsystem)aswellasdeterminationsofthee/h ratioand testing

ofthe readoutsystem.
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Chapter 4. MILESTONES

TABLE 12

Major L$ R&D Milestone_

I. MOU was approved by SSSL 05/91

2. Fuads became available 08/91

3. Accomplish initial compatibility

and radiation stability tests 09/91

4. Design and build a prototype

detector plane 11/91

5. Beam test of a prototype detector
plane in rudimeatary calorimeter

at ITEP test beam 1-6 GeV/c 02/92

6. Complete mechanical design of

a full size prototype HC module 05/92

7. B_.am test of a full fize prototype

HC module at CERN 11/92

8. Beam test of a full size prototype
HC module with e-m section in

front at CERN 03/93
J
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Chapter 5. BUDGET

The following budget (Table 13) is presented on the premise that work will continue

withcurrentlyavailablemanpower. Iftheliquidscintillatorcalorimeterisselectedasone

ofthe primaryoptionsofthe GEM collaboration,we expectan increasein thecurrent

effort,as wellasan accelerationoftheschedule.Insuch a case,thebudgetmay require

revision.

Inthe eventthatthe GEM collaborationdecidesnot topursuetheliquidscintillator

calorimeteroption,the currentmanpower willremain availableto completethisR&D

project.Some adjustmentoi'the budgetmight be necessary,and willbe negotiatedwith

the SSCL. However,the need forcompletionofthe work, resultinginpublicationsand

documentationisstressed.

Inadditionto thefundsobtainedfrom theDOE/SSC thisR&D projectissupported

ata significantlevelby fundsand regourcesofthecollaboratinginstitutions.Thissupport

willcontinuein FY92 with the leveldependingon the fundingsupportofthisrequest.

We givebelow an estimateofadditionalfundingand resourcesinF¥91 otherthanthose

obtmned from SSCL funds. This indicatesa reasonablyhigh anticipatedlevelof such

supportinFY92.

ITEP

Salariesofseveralscientists,en_dneersand technicianswere covered.The totalFTE

isestimatedtobe 12.5inFY91. In addition,beam time,variousmaterialsand a certain

amount ofshop time has been made availablefortestscarriedout atITEP. AlsoITEP

had subcontractedseverMR&D tasksforLiquidScintillatorCalorimetryinSovietindustry

inFY 1991 forthetotalof268K Rubles(developmentofvariousphotodetectors,optical

measurements, electronics).

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

LLNL provided internal discretionary funding in FY91 of about $90K for R&D on liquid

scintillator calorimetry. In addition, scientific manpower (about 0.3 FTE) was provided

and incidental expenses (travel, publication, etc) were covered. This funding was tied to

the $75K in funding received from the SSCL in FY91. In this way LLNL was able to

successfully reach all the major milestones outlined in the MOU.
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TABLE 13

LiquidScintillatorR&D costestimateinKS

FY 1992 , FY 1993

i

Photometry 150 45

Cellprototypin8 70 30

Tests of photodetectors 65 45

Electronics for prototype 140 115

Design of prototype 90 50

Constructionof prototype 150 280

Beam tests I00 190

Calibration 30 50

Radiationdamage tests 80 60

Simulations 80 80

SupportforITEP scientistsatORNL 150 150
,,,

TOTAL 1105 1095

i
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The situation for funding in FY92 is similar to that for the previous year in that LLNL

discretionary money can be made available for continuing the R&D plan as outlined above.

However, this money, about $100K- $200K, is once again tied to the promise of support in

the form of funding from the SSCL or the GEM collaboration R&D programs. In addition,

one of the LLNL physicists (C.Wuest) maintains a separate source of funding for travel

and incidental expenses (publication services, etc.) which can be drawn on for the R_gD

effort in FY92.

The University of Mississippi

The University of Missisippi kM approximately $50K in FYgl from the Texas Commis-

sion in support of this work. Additional support was provided from part of the continuing

DOE grant funds ($70K) and by means of the availability of shop time, computer time

and faculty release time ($90K). Thus, the total support provided via the University of

Mississippi was $210K in FYgl.

ORNL

This project has been extensively supported with Director's exploratory funds. Sup-

port has been provided in the areas of electronics development, engineering, and scientific

manpower. The cost of the US assignment of one of the principal investigators (Yu.

Kamyshkov) has also been covered from these funds. The total funding provided was

$285K in FYgl.
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Chapter 6. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

This I:{.&D activity is centered at ORNL. Strong contributions are also focussed at

LLNL, The University of Mississippi and ITEP. Further help is provided by Mississippi

State University, the University of Tennessee and TIFR..

Much of the activity is carried out at ORNL by ITEP personnel, who are on extended

assignments. Assurances have been provided at the highest institutional levels by ITEP

that this personnel will remain available at the current level throughout the lifetime of this

R&D project.

ITEP will provide important testing facilities in the future. On-site staff is dedicated

to this project and is involved in test preparations and in other support work.

Close contact is maintained between the primary collaborating institutions via frequent

collaboration r,eetings, etc. The commitment of LLNL has recently been discussed at

high institutional levels. Provided that this R.&D project continues to be funded, LLNL

resources will continue to be available, including sources of internal discretionary funds.

ORNL management is committed to the success of this project, and Director's discre-

tionary funds will continue to be available through FY92. The project is being carried out

under the auspices of the OR.NL Detector Center (T. A. Gabriel, Director) and the ORN-

L Physics Division (F. Plasil, Section Head), with the encouragement of the Laboratory

Director, A. M. Trivelpiece.

s
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Addendum 1

Radiation Hardness Study of Liquid Scintillator

TataInstituteofFundamentalResearch,Bombay

We have planned to carry out radiation hardness studies of materials that would be

used in a liquid scintillator detector. In the first instance, we have planned for studying the

effect of MeV neutrons on the liquid and wavelength shifter fibre. We are at present using

BICRON liquid BC 517 L and the wavelength shifter fibre BCF-99-01. A test module has

been fabricated using stainless steel CONFLAT flanges with a square cavity for the liquid

and four portholes. While one porthole is reserved for taking out the fibre, the other three

will have an electronic pressure transducer, a stainless steel bellows and a stainless steel

valve for filling the liquid attached to them. We will be studying two effects :

(1) Change in light yield from the scintillator due to the radiation damage to liquid
or the fibre or both°

(2) Likely pressure buildup in the closed module due the decomposition of ti,e liquid
by radiation and consequent release of gases.

The irradiation to neutrons will be done at the research reactor ,4psara in the Bhabha

Atomic Research Centre, Bombay. Apsara is a swimming pool type research reactor in

the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. lt uses a core of uranium rods enriched with 23SU

in a pool filled with natural water. The core consists of a 7 × ? matrix with fuels, graphite

reflectors and cadmium control rods interleaved. The reactor normally operates at 300

KW. The reactor has a relatively small (,_ 2) cadmium ratio indicating that the energy

spectrum of the neutrons is fairly hard. The neutrons are thermalized quickly inside water

so that the flux of high energy neutrons (of energy 1 MeV or above) drops off rapidly as

one goes away from the core. The pool is covered ali around by a 8 feet thick concrete

wall except around one comer where the portion of the wall is detachable, it being on

wheels and rails. This place is called the shielding corner. With the core positioned at

a special position labelled CI in the pool near the shielding corner one can irradiate the

object by placing it outside the reactor after 36 cm of water and a thin wall made of 0.3

cm thick stainless steel and 3.8 cm thick aluminium. With the core at C_ position, the

flux of neutrons of energy 1 MeV or above in the shielding corner has been estimated to
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be 5n x 107 neutrons/cm2/secwith the reactor operating at 300 KW. Thus the shielding

corner has been chosen as the suitable place for the irradiation of our liquid scintillator test

module, to avoid the problem of immersing the module in water inside the pool. However,

the thermal neutron flux at this position will be a factor of --_100 times higher. To cut

down this thermal neutron flux, we are planning to have a shield of 3 mm cadmium sheet,

which will cut down the thermal neutron flux to a negligible level.

After several discussions with scientists in charge of the reactor facilities at BARC, a

detailed proposal for irradiating our liquid scintillator module at Apsara with the core at

position C' was submitted in May 1991. Exposure to a fluence of 1012 neutrons/cm2was

requested with the total duration of exposure being 56 hours on the basis of the nominal

value of flux of 5.0 x 107 neutrons/cm2/secmentioned above, The proposal has been duly

approved by the Reactor Safety Committee. The exposure will be made over a period

of 8 days since the reactor is operated only for 7 hours in a day. However a detailed

measurement of spectrum and flux of neutrons will be made before the irradiation to

determine the actual period of irradiation needed. The reactor is normally operated with

the core in the middle of the pool far from the corner. The pending experiments with

the core in the regular position at Apsara have to be completed. Also before moving the

reactor core to the C' position extra biological shield in the form of several concrete blocks

have to be provided outside the reactor around the place of irradiation. Because of these

and other reasons the irradiation of the liquid scintillator module is scheduled to take place

by middle of October 1991.

We have been studying the response of the test module to minimum ionising particles

using cosmic muons. The wavelength shifter fibre of 2 meters length shaped into a spiral

coil is immersed in the liquid and the ends which are brought out are attached to the face of

a high gain photomultiplier using optical grease. The photomultiplier is operated at 2000

Volts and the corresponding current amplification factors are typically 1.0-2.0 × 107. The

output from this photomultiplier is fed into a delay circuit for a delay of 85 nanoseconds

and led to a Lecroy ADC mounted on a CAMAC crate. The trigger is provided by the

coincidence of two plastic scintillators mounted above and below the liquid scintillator

module. A gate width of 400 nanoseconds is used for charge integration. The CAMAC

crate is connected to a PC through the GPIB interface. A data acquisition system has been

set up to read out the ADC's using a polling mechanism. With the same fibre remaining
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in the liquid for 40 days there has been no detectable change in the ADC spectrum due

to cosmic muons. Thus the fibre (BCF-99-01) seems to be chemically compatible with the

liquid BC 517L.

A 1 meter long fibre shaped into a helical coil of 1.5 cm diameter and 3.0 cm length

was exposed to a beam of MeV neutrons in the Apsara reactor near the core. At this

position the flux of MeV neutrons is high and had been measured to be 10 l° neutrons

/cm:/sec, when the reactor operates at 100KW. The fibre coil was wrapped in 0,5 mm

thick cadmium foil to filter the thermal neutrons and irradiated for 20 minutes with the

reactor operating at 100 KW. Thus it was exposed to a fluence of 1013 neutrons /cm 2.

After irradiation it was taken out and examined visually. There was no change in colour

and no visible damages. No transmission measurement was done as we do not have as yet

a setup for it.

We have recently obtained Bicron liquid BC 531. We have ordered the white paints

NE 561 and BC 622A. We plan to get a few other different fibres. We propose to study

radiation hardness of these materials also. For the liquid scintillators BChl7L and BC517P

and fibres BCF-99-01, BCF-91A, BCF'98 we intend to go upto fluence of 1014 neutrons

per cm _ in the future.
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Fig.1 I. Photograph of LS cell prototype.



Fig.12. Photogrsph of LS cell filling system.
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Pig.41. Eners.y resolution vs hadronic jet energy simul&ted for a calorimeter consistin 8
of a 50 cm BaF2 aection followed by a hadronic section (20 mm lead + 5 mm liquid
scintillator) [2].





Fig.43. Photograph of the UV microgap detector showing the yttrium photocathode and

two different semitransparent anodest 500 angstroms of chrome (mounted on the de-
tector) and a stepped 200- 500 angstrom gold anode in the plastic case next to the
detector. Also shown is Bicron's BC-599-06 310 nm emitting liquid scintillator.



5 keV 55Fexrays
Gain = 5x10s

Fig.44. Oscilloscope photograph showing the characteristic pulses out of the mlcro-gap
detector. The pulse shape is stretched by the amplification electronics and the rise
time has been calculated, from the known electron drift velocity across the 100 microngap, to be about 1 ns.
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Fig.47. Fibe," routing in LS e-m c_lorimeter tower with longitudinal segmentation.
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Fi8.49. LS e-m calorimeter sssembly.
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Fig.50. The tremsvezee uniformity of the LS readout segment (one WLS spiral) _ it w_
simulated by LTRANS code for the tower with the front size of 30x30 mm 2.
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Fig.51. Light transport efficiency from 4.5 mm LS iayer to photocathode for conical 22-turn

spiral of e-m caJorimeter projected tower. (+ 2 m clear fiber with two 90" turns).
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Fig.52. EGS4 code simuJ_tion of the performsnce of the EM array of 10x10 tapered towers
with front size 30x30 mm 2. Wall thickness is I mm.
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Fig.53. EGS4 code simulation of the performance of the EM array of 10xl0 tapered towers
with front size 30x30 mm 2, WaU thickness is 0.5 mm.
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Fig.54, EGS4 code simulation of the performazlce of the EM array of 10xl0 tapered towers
with front size 30x30 mm 2. Wall thickness is 0,25 mm.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR FY 1991

between

LIQUID ARGON CALORIMETRY COLLABORATION

and

THE SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER LABORATORY

This memorandum of understanding between the Liquid Argon Calorimetry Collaboration and
the Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory (SSCL) is intended solely for the purpose of
providing a budget estimate and a work breakdown for the SSC Laboratory, the funding
agencies, and the participating institutions, lt is an agreement that is currently satisfactory to
the parties. However, it is recognized and anticipated that changing circumstances of this
evolving research and development program may necessitate revisions. The parties agree to
negotiate amendments to this memorandum that will state such required adjustments, A short
summary describing the research objectives of this experiment is given in Appendix I.



A. Personnel

'File list of participating institutions, the names of the people in each (identifying the contact
person trod overall manager), and tile percent of their time which will be dedicated tc)tile project
are listed below:

BNL Howard Gordon- 50% Contact Person- Overall Manager
Edward Kistenev - 50%
Peter Kmon- 50%
Hong Ma - 75%
Don Makowiecki - 50%
Veljko Radeka - 10%
David Rahm- 75 %
Sergio Rescia- 10%

RocheFter' Fred Lobkowicz- 25% Contact Person _
Jan Ftacnik - 70%
Ivan Horvath 50%
Gian Dil.,oretto 25%

Maryland Nick Hadley- 20% Contact Person
Andris Skuja. 10%
Drew Baden. 10%
Doug Fong- 50%
Hand Deud- 50%

t

LBL (SSCL) Gerry Abrams - 100% Contact Person v
Chris Hearty- 95%
Jim 8iegrist- 10%
Mark Turcotte- 50%
Louis Villasenor- 100%

ORNL Tony Gabriel - 5% Contact Person
R.G. Alsmiller 10% "'
Peter Fu - 20%

Tennessee Tom Handler - 10% Contact Person

Mississippi James Reidy- 10% Contact Person
L. Cremaldi. 10% "
B. Moore- 20%

Washington Paul Mockett- 40% Contact Person
Vic Cook - 30%
Toby Bumett- 25%

Florida State John Womersl_- 15% Contact Person

Michigan State Harry Weerts - 10% Contact Person

Adelphi U. Robert Steiner- 50% Contact Person
Dan Martin - 100%
Joe Singh - 100%
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Iowa State John Hauptman.25% Contact Person
M, Pang. 60%
S. DeBoer - 50%
A, Zinchenko - 50%

Arizona John Ruthertbord. 20% Contact Perscm
Andrew Nelson. 40%

SSC Liaison Person Dr, Willi Chinowsky ,
Physics Research Division
M/S2001
SSC Laboratory
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75237

B, Responsibilities tbr Research Tasks

In this section we give a brief overview of our R&D program figr FY91, Any modifications
from our original Liquid Argon Calorimetry subsystem proposal were made to adjust to
different constraints and to accomnlodate suggestions given us from the SSC Laboratory, The
long-term goals of our detector development project are summarized in Appendix I,

Task 1 Completion of A3 Beam Line (BNl.)
Task 2 Operation of Test Beam (BNL)
Task 3 Fabrication of steel/lead stack (BNL)
Task 4 Electronics (BNL)
Task 5 Support of Accordion Tests (BNL)

Task 6 Radiation Damage to Components used in calorimetry (BNL)
Task7 Studies of Cooling Pmamps in Liquid Argon (BNL, Rochester, SSCL, Martin

Marietta)
Task 8 R&D on Ttles (Michigan State U,)
Task 9 Support for Shielding Transformer, design studies for electron ID and forward

calorimetry; and support of beam test. (Rochester)
Task l0 Fabrication of items for beam test (Maryland)

' Task 11 Support for beam test (Maryland, Washington, Rochester, Florida State U,,
Adelphi U,, Iowa State, Arizona)

Task 12 Electrical and Mechanical Design and Fabrication of a Test Beam EM Module
(LBL(SSCL))

Task 13 Support for Simulation (ORNL, Tennessee, Mississippi, Iowa State, Arizona)
Task 14 Development of Calorimeter Segmentation based on Brite Pads (Washington)
Task 15 Fabrication of Signal Boards (Michigan State U.)

t

C. Test Beam Requirements

0,5 - 20 GeV e±, x ± beams up to 107/see
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D, Special Considerations

. The contact person for the Liquid Argon Calorimetry collaboration, Howard Gordon,
agTees to be responsible ibr equipment borrowed by our collaboration and will ensure
its timely return.

• We understand that funding for this project will be provided in allocations of a single
year, with successiv, year's funding dependent on successful progress to date and
available funds as determined by an appropnate review process.

E, Milestones

Milestones for Liquid Argon Calorimetry research during FY91 are presented in this section.
This R&D, if successful, will lead to:

April 30, 1991- Start of test beam program at BNL.

Sept 30, 1991- Measurement of e/n for lead/liquid argon calorimeter in the range of energies
of 0.5 - 20 GeV/c. This should include both pure lead plates as well as lead
plates clad with _,iainlesssteel. Also an electromagnetic prototype will be

, tested. (Ali collaborators)

Sept. 30, 1991- Further measurements of radiation damage to calorimeter components.

Sept. 30, 1991- Physical test of a concept for active cooling of preamps plus engineering
analysis to be able to make decisions for specific experiments.(BNL,
Rochester, Martin Marietta, SSCL(LBL))

Sept, 30, 1991- Further results on simulation of liquid argon calorimetry, (ORNL, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Iowa State)

Sept. 30, 1991- Fabrication and test of a prototype BRITE pad array, (Washington)

Sept. 30, 1991- Developments for the shielding of transformers, progress on electron ID and
forward calorimetry, (Rochester)

Sept. 30, 1991- Development of tiled electrodes (Michigan State)

F. Reporting

The coUaboration will provide the SSC Laboratory with copies of all talks and publications
resulting from this R&D project. A short interim progress report will be provided to SSCL by
April 1991 and a detailed written report will be provided SSCL by September 1, 1991.
Proposals for continued support with a budget for FY1992 are to be presented to the SSCL
together with the report.
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G. Funding

• In this section we specif.,: the all,ocation of funds by institution and by research task as
def'med in Section B.

Table I

Sources of Research Funds ($K)
i_

SSCL Other
I II I IIIIII I II I I I , t .

Capital equipment 800. 0

Operating funds

Total 1273.
i ii i iiii i i i iii i i

Table II

Distribution of Funds by Institution ($K)

'Capital Ektuipment Operating Funds
(SSCL) (SSCL)

BNL ....... 485 .... 200 ....
Rochester 55 57

Maryland 15 50
LBL(SSCL) 2C_) 0
ORNL 0 30
Tennessee 0 10

Mississippi 0 I0
Washington 35 51
Florida State 0 10

Michigan St. 10 0
Adelphi U. 0 5
Iowa State 0 30
Arizona 0 20

Total ...... 800 ......... 473
i i i j i ii iiii i i i
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Table III

Expenditures by Research Task ($K)
i i i

Capital Operating
Equipment Funds

BNL- Completion'of A3 Beam Line t20 ,
BNL- Operation of Test Beam 6()
BNL - Fabrication of steel/lead stack 140
BNL- Electronics 75

BNL - Support of Accordion Tests 4._
BNL - Radiation Damage to Components l O___Q
BNL- Cooling of Preamps(Subcontract to Martin
Marietta)

Rochester - Support of Test Beam -5_5_7.
Rochester - Support for Cooling Preamps, Shielding 55
Transformers, Connections
Maryland- Fabrication of items tbr beam test
Maryland- Support for beam test 5(.._.2)
SSCL(LBL) - Calorimeter Electrical and Mechanical 75
Design
SSCL- EM Prototype for beam test 9__Q
SSCL- Preamp cooling- convective solution 3j.
ORNL- Support for simulation 3_._00
Tennessee - Support for simulation 1(__)
Mississippi - Support for simulation 10
Washington - Support of beam tests 41
Washington Development of BRITE pads 3__ 10
Florida State - Support of Beam tests .!_
Michigan State - Tile development .1_
Adelphi - Support of Beam Test 5
Iowa State - Support of Beam Test and Simulation _._
Arizona- Support of Beam Test and Simulation 2_0.

Total 800 473
iii lm i

The SSC Laboratory has identified and selected the Liquid Argon Calorimetry project for
funding. It is expected that the DOE/OSSC will provide the Liquid Argon Calorimetry
Collaboration with $473K of operating funds and $800K in equipment funds in FY 1991 for
the above described detector R&D project.
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H. Signatures

The undersigned have agreed to fulfill to the best of their abilities the terms of this
Memorandum of Understanding between tile Liquid Argon Calorimetl'y Collaboration and the
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory,

AGREED

Liquid Argon Calorimetry Collaboration Date

howard Gordon, BNL

R. Schwitters, Director
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory

' IN CONCURRENCE

Date

' - R', Dieboid;"i_i'OEossC

' J'. O'FaUon, DOE OHEP .........
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Appendix I Physics Goals and Motivation

We believe the use of' the liquid argon approach to calorimetry at the SSC will lead to
the best performance for physics, Liquid argon has a number of important advantages: unity
gain leading to straight forward calibration; linearity over full dynamic range; excellent
uniformity; good energy resolution;, minimal systematic variations; small fluctuations in the
waveform; ease of segmentation; hermeticity; radiation hard; and the experience of many other
large systems.li] However, we have decided to work on a number of issues that need
development before a serious design can begin for a SSC detector. The first is the choice of
the absorber material. We know that uranium/liquid argon give e/n ~ 1. However, the use of
uranium may prove to be too costly so we have begun an extensive beam test of lead/liquid
argon in a beam at BNL in 1991. Studies have shown that thin iron cladding of the lead may
further reduce e/_ and we intend to test this concept this year also. We will also test a small
EM prototype to show the uniformity across the gap between modules. A large simulation
effort is also in progress both to understand the beam test results and to be able to extrapolate
these data to other configurations..

Also we are seriously studying solutions for cooling the preamps located in the liquid.
This will be done by both tests of hardware and simulation to be able to extend the results of
these tests to other configurations.

We also will work on other issues that need attention: radiation damage to components,
transformer development, producing electrode structures, etc.

1. See for example: H. A. Gordon, "Liquid Argon Calorimetry for the SSC," Proceedings of
the Fort Worth Symposium on Detector R&D for the SSC, Oct. 1990(and references contained
therein).
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